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One of the most important ballet choreographers of all time, Marius Petipa (1818 - 1910)
created works that are now mainstays of the ballet repertoire. Every day, in cities around the
world, performances of Swan Lake and The Sleeping Beauty draw large audiences to theatres
and inspire new generations of dancers, as does The Nutcracker during the winter holidays.
These are his best-known works, but others - Don Quixote, La Bayadère - have also become
popular, even canonical components of the classical repertoire, and together they have shaped
the defining style of twentieth-century ballet. The first biography in English of this monumental
figure of ballet history, Marius Petipa: The Emperor's Ballet Master covers the choreographer's
life and work in full within the context of remarkable historical and political surroundings.Over
the course of ten well-researched chapters, Nadine Meisner explores Marius Petipa's life and
legacy: the artist's arrival in Russia from his native France, the socio-political tensions and
revolution he experienced, his popularity on the Russian imperial stage, his collaborations with
other choreographers and composers (most famously Tchaikovsky), and the conditions under
which he worked, in close proximity to the imperial court. Meisner presents a thrilling and
exhaustive narrative not only of Petipa's life but of the cultural development of ballet across the
19th and early 20th centuries. The book also extends beyond Petipa's narrative with insightful
analyses of the evolution of ballet technique, theatre genres, and the rise of male
dancers.Richly illustrated with archival photographs, this book unearths original material from
Petipa's 63 years in Russia, much of it never published in English before. As Meisner
demonstrates, the choreographer laid the foundations for Soviet ballet and for Diaghilev's
Ballets Russes, the expatriate company which exercised such an enormous influence on ballet
in the West, including the Royal Ballet and Balanchine's New York City Ballet. After Petipa,
Western ballet would never be the same.

About the AuthorNadine Meisner has been a dance critic for The Independent, The Sunday
Times, and The Times.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"No other scholar
investigating Petipa has managed to uncover and access so many sources, from letters to
photographs, from newspaper cuttings to sketches, from political analyses to ballet reviews.
The result is a most impressive collage of a vast array of various kinds of documents. [...] This
isa ground-breaking study with a new perspective on Marius Petipa and ballet in Russia." --
Marion Kant, Journal of European Studies"Nadine Meisner's new book [...] comes as a
landmark in Petipa scholarship and dance history in general. Painstakingly researched, with
equal attention paid to Russian and Western sources (a rare occurrence), it calmly and
heroically unearths Petipa in life and work. [...] Nadine Meisner's biographyof Petipa makes his
life and work brighter, richer, and messier than we have ever known it." -- Daria Khitrova, Ballet
Review"This is however an important addition to the library for anyone with a serious interest in
classical ballet" -- Dance International Magazine"A valuable new book ... Ms. Meisner's book,
the first full-length Petipa biography in English, is by far the most detailed and complete survey
of his life and work to date." -- Alistair Macauley, New York Times"... engaging, well-
researched, and strong on context ... Ms Meisner's biography is impressively detailed ...
weaves a rich portrait of Petipa, his circumstances, his times." -- John Check, Wall Street
Journal"A rich addition to scholarship on Russian ballet. Meisner fills in long-standing gaps in
the literature by focusing on the life and works of one of the most significant, yet understudied,



names in ballet history, and she does so in a style that is enjoyable as well as informative." --
Megan Race,LA Review of Books"... a magisterially epic study of the man who gave theÂ world
La BayadÃ¤re, The Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake ... Meisner weaves this biographical
material into a much broader picture of ballet under the tsars; she is excellent on the
contrasting skills and styles of the ballerinas with whom Petipaworked, and who forged his
style just as much as any ethereal notions of dance did." -- Sarah Crampton, The Sunday
Times"A wonderful, comprehensive biography ... Meisner has meticulously researched the
facts of Petipa's life and presents a full portrait of the man born in Marseilles in 1818,
investigating his talent and his temperament. It's immensely readable, with tantalising archive
photographs and an exhaustive âand invaluable â chronology of all Petipa's Russian works." --
Debra Craine, The Times"Nadine Meisner's meticulously researched and exhaustively detailed
study will surely establish itself as the standard authority on the subject in English. The
absence of any scorching drama or scandal in Petipa's life means that it doesn't make
electrifying reading, but its poise and scholarshipimpress, particularly in its command of the
broader cultural context." -- Rupert Christiansen, The Spectator"Through her exhaustive work,
which includes a comprehensive list of the works he created in Russia and a Petipa genealogy,
Meisner presents the story of a key figure in the development of Western ballet... an important
addition to any performing arts collection. Students of Russian culture andhistory, and
devotees of dance, alike will appreciate its scope and scholarship." -- Carolyn Mulac,
BookList"... at last someone has collected the factsâthe successes, the flops, everybody's
patronymicâand put them down in graceful English prose ... the book is admirable." -- Joan
Acocella, New York Review of Books"There is finally a proper biography of Marius Petipa..." --
Carolina Miranda, LA Times"Fabulous for balletomanes... This is a fascinating examination of
one of the major figures in dance history and an invaluable resource showing how ballet today
continues a link from the Imperial Russian past to now." -- Lynne Lancaster, Sydney Arts
Guide"... it's a great thing that finally a full-scale biography of Petipa has arrived, the first to
appear in English, published by Oxford University Press in solid, beautifully written text by the
British journalist-scholar Nadine Meisner ... She has written an affectionate, thoughtful life ...
This isa book I will return to again and again." -- Paul Parish, Bay Area Reporter"As a research
tool Meisner's biography is invaluable as it includes detailed information concerning Petipa's
ballets with notations and the artists who performed in them... This is a valuable biography of
one of the most important artists in the ballet world and also how Petipaâs influence is
verymuch alive on the ballet stages of the world today." -- Mark Kappel, Newsnotes Dance
Blog"Nadine Meisner's meticulously researched biography is the first coherent, full length,
account of his life... This is an important book on many levels: drawing on an impressive array
of primary and secondary research materials, it fills a narrative gap in ballet history..." --
Maggie Watson, OxfordDance Writers"The depth of research is impressive ... a valuable pulling
together of research into one volume ... it is a good read." -- Charlotte Kanser,
SeeingDance.comMeisner's writing is elegant, never obtusely theoretical ... The book is
rigorous, deep, and full of detail. I'm ready to re-read it. -- Lynn Brooks, thinkingdance.net"In
Marius Petipa: The Emperor's Ballet Master, the first biography in English of the preeminent
architect of Russian ballet classicism, Nadine Meisner offers a vivid portrait of the French-born
itinerant dancer who choreographed dozens of ballets during sixty years of service to Russia's
tsars. Inthis deeply researched book we meet the workaholic who labored over the grand
ensembles and cascades of solo dances that became defining features of ballets such as The
Sleeping Beauty and raymonda; the lover and man of passion who was also a devoted father,
and the company director who learned tonavigate a world of courtiers, bureaucrats, and



'protectors' to create with his dancers a world of beauty in movement. --Lynn Garafola, author
of Diaghilev's Ballets Russes and Professor Emerita of Dance, Barnard College"Marius Petipa,
the architect of classical ballet as we know it today, finds a splendid biographer in Nadine
Meisner's The Emperor's Ballet Master. This compulsively readable book gives us not only
Petipa's melodramatic life, from his youthful wanderings through his artistic flowering in Russia,
butthe very flavor of the worlds he passed through and settled in - all narrated in supremely
graceful and lively prose. Absolutely essential reading for cultural history devotees." --Elizabeth
Kendall, author of Balanchine and the Lost Muse"Nadine Meisner tells the gripping story of
Marius Petipa's remarkable career at the Imperial Theatres with great flair. Her scrupulous
research reveals the French choreographer's seminal role in laying a foundation without which
the dance revolution wrought by Diaghilev's Ballets Russes in thetwentieth century would
scarcely have been possible." --Rosamund Bartlett, author of Wagner and Russia--This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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Fullington for his close knowledge of Petipa’s choreography; Yelena Demikovsky for helping
with some of the more perplexing phrases of Russian; Robert Greskovic and Alastair
Macaulay; Jean-Philippe Van Aelbrouck who with spontaneous magnanimity handed me a
memory-stick containing his conference paper about Petipa’s family; Barry Wordsworth for
trying to inculcate some musical understanding into my brain; Elena Goodwin; and the
wonderful Galya Scott, who by coincidence knew Petipa’s granddaughter Xenia and who spent
countless hours proofreading the Cyrillic parts of this book.There are many people to thank in
St Petersburg and Moscow. In St Petersburg they include: the dance critic Igor Stupnikov; the
director of the Mariinsky Theatre’s Music Library Maria Shcherbakova; Irina Boglacheva who
made my life immeasurably easier through her practical help as well as through her scholarly
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extraordinaire. The staff of the St Petersburg State Museum of Theatrical and Musical Art
(GMTMI) have been wonderful: the director Natalia Metelitsa and her assistant Alexandra
Shtarkman, the chief curator Tatiana Vlasova together with many other curators, so keen to
share their enthusiasm, among them Sergei Laletin and especially Elena Fedosova, possessor
of great ballet knowledge and insight. In Moscow, I will not forget the late Inessa
Preobrazhenskaya in the manuscript department of the Bakshrushin State Theatre Museum
(GTsTM); and I extend my thanks also to Xenia Iakovleva of the Russian State Archives of
Literature and Art (RGALI), and Andrei Galkin.In France, I received help from Élisabeth
Guillaume, curator at the Archives de Nantes, Frédéric Laux at the Archives Bordeaux
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European Studies (BASEES) was a real boost, as was a fellowship from the Likhachev
Foundation. The fellowship enabled me to spend an exhaustingly fruitful ten days in St
Petersburg, buoyed by the dynamism and resourcefulness of Elena Vitenberg and Anna
Shulgat.Finally, I would like to salute the late, great Ivor Guest, explorer of the virgin territories
of ballet history. His many books have accompanied me down the years and his erudition,
made graceful by a compulsively readable style, has been a model to aspire to.Style
Notestransliteration is a field littered with treacherous potholes and the glaring chasms of
inconsistency. After much dithering, with the more general reader in mind, I have opted to
retain the familiar flawed spellings for well-known names, with occasional deviations. For other
Russian names and words, I have used a watered down (and unsystematic) version of the
Library of Congress system; but for titles and words contained within brackets or in the
endnotes and the bibliography, I have followed the full system fairly strictly, with an apostrophe
for the Cyrillic soft sign, but without other diacritics.For quotations translated in the text, the
originals are reproduced in the endnotes, with modernized Cyrillic spelling.The familiar titles of
ballets are preferred (La Bayadère rather than Baiaderka), while less familiar titles, when
needed, are translated into English. In contrast, book and newspaper titles remain in
transliterated Russian. But please do not panic. English translations are provided in the
bibliography.For dates of events in Russia (but not elsewhere), I have kept to the Julian
calendar used before 1918; this was eleven days behind the Western calendar in the
eighteenth century, twelve days in the nineteenth, and thirteen days in the twentieth. I have,
however, excluded the standard patronymic in Russian names, except for the Petipa family
genealogy in the appendices.National or folk dance on the ballet stage is often called character
dance and I use the terms interchangeably. A character dancer can also denote a dancer
performing character roles where there is emphasis on personality and mime.The Spanish
quotes were translated by Kathy Elgin, Heather Jones, and Jo Smith. All other translations are
my own, except where stated.OvertureOn 24 May 1847, I reached St Petersburg by ship, and
since that time have been employed by the Imperial Theatre. Sixty years of service in one
place, in one institution, is quite rare, and a destiny not granted to many mortals.1marius
petipa’s destiny, it is true, was exceptional, even if he was only one of many French artists and
other foreigners who flocked to Russia because their services were in high demand. For more
than a century and a half, Russia had been turning its gaze to the West, seeking to acquire the
cultural apparatus that would help transform it into a modern world power. When Petipa arrived
in St Petersburg he had the promise of a contract and the hope that he would make a career, if
not a fortune, although foreign dancers were rewarded with higher pay than native Russians.
He was twenty-nine, not so young for a dancer. In his suitcase were three scarves, packed by
his anxious mother. ‘She was,’ he wrote, ‘very disturbed about the fate of my nose, which would
have to bear the onslaught of frosts so severe that even the bears could hardly stand
them.’2He arrived, however, in spring sunshine, not on 24 May, but six days later. (It was his
contract which was pre-dated 24 May and, in his elderly mind, Petipa conflated the two.)3 The
ship, Le Tage, which had travelled for ten days from Le Havre, had anchored at Kronstadt, St
Petersburg’s main seaport, and a ferry took the passengers the thirty kilometres to the customs
house on Gagarin, now Kutuzova, Quay (naberezhnaia Kutuzova). The journey had been
pleasant, marked by the happy acquaintance of Léontine Volnys, a reputable French actress
accompanied by her cheerful aunt who was doubling as her dresser.4 At the customs house,
Petipa, feeling the heat, took off his hat and put it on a bench, before hurrying to open his
luggage and that of Madame Volnys who had asked him to help. ‘We will not examine the
belongings of artists who have been invited to Russia for the first time,’ the customs officer



said. (This was in marked contrast to the series of interrogations endured by the French travel
writer the Marquis de Custine eight years earlier.)5 Petipa, delighted, bowed and reached out
for his hat—only to find it gone. He turned this into a joke in his memoirs: ‘Apparently it had
tempted some admirer of foreign things, who was happy to seize the opportunity to acquire it,
not only without paying any duty, but absolutely free.’6This contretemps was soon overtaken by
bewilderment when the travellers exited the customs house. They had taken the precaution of
asking the ship’s captain to recommend a hotel—the Hotel Klee on Mikhailovsky Street
(Mikhailovskaia ulitsa), the site of today’s Grand Hotel Europa—and now they needed
transport. The city’s drozhkis, however, were more like backless benches on wheels.7 (Petipa
describes them as guitars.)8 Madame Volnys was rather alarmed, unable to imagine how to sit,
until one of the drivers demonstrated how men sit astride and women side-saddle. Petipa,
always gallant, helped Madame Volnys on to one drozhki and placed her aunt and himself on
another, securing the aunt, who was very large, by holding her round the waist. The pair made
a comical picture, especially as Petipa had tied a kerchief round his bare head against the sun.
As they made their way the short distance along Nevsky Prospect, Madame Volnys was
overcome by giggles, which soon spread to her companions and even, it seems, to passers-
by.Such was the joyous entry into the city ‘which’, Petipa writes, ‘was to prove so hospitable to
me’.9 The next day, dressed in white tie and tails, he hurried to the directorate of Imperial
Theatres, just a few hundred yards away. He had been invited to St Petersburg at the
suggestion of the company’s chief ballet master, Antoine Titus Dauchy, known simply as Titus,
to replace the French dancer Émile Gredelue who after ten years in Russia had returned
home.10 In the event he saw Titus’s superior, the director of Imperial Theatres, Alexander
Gedeonov, and signed a standard contract, dated 24 May 1847, as a premier danseur and
mime. It was designated for one year, with a two-year renewal option if agreed by the
directorate.11Petipa would remain in Russia up to his death sixty-three years later. During that
time he became the century’s greatest choreographer, recognized as a genius by his adopted
country. His achievement owed as much to tirelessly industrious ambition as to his genes and
background. (His father Jean was a prominent ballet master.) But he was also the right person
in the right place, implanted in a cultural setting where artistic imaginations, under the
emperor’s often generous gaze, were more indulged than elsewhere.He died in Gurzuf, near
Yalta, on 1 July 1910, a victim of pneumonia, brought on by chronic bronchitis. Three days later
the following appeared in Peterburgskaia gazeta:YALTA, 3 July (by telegraph). His Majesty’s
soloist Marius Ivanovich Petipa has passed away in Gurzuf. The body will be taken to St
Petersburg for burial.So goes to his grave Marius Ivanovich Petipa. With just reason, he could
have said: ‘Russian Ballet—is me.’ He gave it all his strength, creativity, artistic talent. For sixty
years he ceaselessly choreographed and staged ballet after ballet, he nurtured Russian
dancers who perfected themselves and flourished under the guidance of this true
choreographer.12As an established dance historian and critic, the bulletin’s writer Alexander
Pleshcheev had known Petipa well. Given Petipa’s French origins, it was a neat turn of phrase
to write ‘Russian Ballet—is me’, echoing Louis XIV’s apocryphal dictum ‘L’État—c’est moi’.
Louis XIV, himself a dancer, had founded French ballet with the Académie royale de danse.
Petipa did not found anything, but it is largely thanks to him that an existing company and
school became the greatest in the world. As tends to happen with long careers, though, he
outlived his time. In his final years he became an embittered old man, a relic, put out to pasture
by the promoters of a modernist age, although he retained his title as first ballet master to the
end. Since his death, however, he has become the world’s most performed choreographer. On
any day Swan Lake (Lebedinoe ozero) and The Sleeping Beauty (Spiashchaia krasavitsa), to



scores by Petr Tchaikovsky, are playing somewhere on stage or screen, while others—La
Bayadère (Baiaderka), Don Quixote, the ‘Grand Pas from Paquita’—although lesser known,
have become popular constituents of many ballet repertoires.The longevity of his tenure and
quantity of his output remain unsurpassed by anyone except his twentieth-century successor
George Balanchine. In his career with the St Petersburg Imperial Ballet, he served four
emperors, was chief ballet master for forty-one years, created more than fifty original ballets,
staged versions of nineteen other ballets, and made dances for thirty-seven operas.13 Among
the extant ballets, La Bayadère is considered to contain unparalleled, groundbreaking
choreography. He built a repertoire, developed a style (albeit under certain pressures), and
shaped a company of dancers which would exert an enormous influence on ballet everywhere.
When his pupil Anna Pavlova appeared in London days after his death, the London Times
wrote:Nothing like it has been seen before in the London of our time. There was, to be sure,
the delightful Genée, with her gaiety and brilliance, and there was the seductive posturing of
Isadora Duncan and Maud Allan.14 But Pavlova and the Russian dancers of the present
moment [. . .] have given us Londoners something really new: an extraordinary technical
accomplishment, an unfailing sense of rhythm, an unerring feeling for the elegant in fantasy,
and what Hazlitt would have called a ‘gusto’, a passionate enjoyment. The dancing of Anna
Pavlova is a thing of perfect beauty. This is no case of Mr Pepys and his ‘best legs that ever I
saw’. In the presence of art of this stamp one’s pleasure is purely aesthetic. Indeed, the sex-
element (though of course necessarily somewhere in the subconscious) counts for very little:
for a man the dancing of M. Mordkin is almost as pleasure-giving as that of Mlle. Pavlova. The
combination of the two, above all in their bacchanalian dance, is an even choicer thing than
their pas seuls. Quite as much of a novelty to Londoners is the dancing of the troupe. The
freedom and swing of their limbs in the mazurka almost lures you from your seat to ‘shake a
leg’ with them; but you sit quite still while they are alternately quickening up and slowing down
in the tempo rubato of the ‘Rhapsodie hongroise’, seeing clearly that here is something you
couldn’t do to save your life. This is a very different thing from the ballet to which Londoners
used once upon a time to be mercilessly subjected—rank after rank and file after file of honest
bread-winners from Camberwell and Peckham Rye with the dogged perseverance of a
company of Boy Scouts. When people tell you, as they sometimes will, that ballet dancing is a
bore, you recognize the trail of the honest British bread-winners.15° ° ° ° °as a revered public
figure, Petipa’s activities, awards, and illnesses were chronicled by the Russian press. Yet his
name was not so well known elsewhere, even in his native country. There, his elder brother
Lucien, star of the Paris Opera and Albrecht at the 1841 premiere of the iconic Giselle, was
more famous. The reason for Marius’s relative obscurity has to be the unequal traffic of dance
between East and West. While foreign dancers, teachers, and ballet masters streamed into
Russia, their Russian counterparts only occasionally made the reverse journey. This was
unsurprising in the eighteenth century when ballet was a new import into Russia. Moreover an
art form takes time to become fully implanted, and nineteenth-century Russia continued to rely
on foreigners. Ballets created in Paris were quickly transferred to Russian stages; but ballets
created in Russia were mostly the work of foreigners and remained in Russia.What foreign
ballet masters and teachers could do, however, was mould performers; and by the beginning of
the nineteenth century, Russia had some strong dancers of its own. Even so they seldom
travelled abroad. True, from the 1840s to the 1860s a handful of Russian ballerinas did appear
in foreign capitals: the ‘Russian Taglionis’ Tatiana Smirnova, Elena Andreianova, and, from
Moscow, Ekaterina Sankovskaya; also, Nadezhda Bogdanova and Marfa Muraveva. Many of
their Paris performances were documented by the reviews of the poet and writer Théophile



Gautier.16 The half-French St Petersburg ballerina Zinaida (Zina) Richard moved to the Paris
Opera in 1857, and, being not only extremely pretty but technically strong, danced leading
roles there.17 She guested in London at Covent Garden the following year and in 1861 married
the Paris Opera’s premier danseur Louis Mérante. (He became first ballet master and wears a
stylish white suit in Degas’s 1872 painting Le Foyer de la danse à l’Opéra.) In 1861, 1862, and
1863 Petipa arranged for his first wife, Mariia Surovshchikova-Petipa, to appear in Paris at the
Opera, in Riga, and in Berlin. For the first Paris performances he and his brother Lucien
adapted a one-act ballet he had choreographed two years earlier in St Petersburg—The
Parisian Market (Parizhskii rynok) which was renamed Le Marché des Innocents, after a well-
known market in central Paris. Premiered on 29 May 1861, with Surovshchikova-Petipa in the
central role she had created in St Petersburg, this became the first Russian ballet to be
exported to the Paris Opera stage.18By the end of the nineteenth century, occasional groups
from the St Petersburg company were winning much applause in Central European cities,
Monte Carlo, and Paris. But essentially it was the Paris launch of Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets
Russes in 1909 that woke Western audiences to Russian ballet. The dancers included Vaslav
Nijinsky, Anna Pavlova, Tamara Karsavina, and Adolph Bolm, and it was clear that the
Russians had now far outstripped the foreigners who had been their teachers and models.The
artistic explosion that was the Ballet Russes’ first season notwithstanding, Petipa’s death a
year later went unnoticed outside Russia. There was a flurry of tributes in Russian
newspapers, but nothing in the London Times. The Paris Figaro reported the death on 16 July
of the Swiss painter Albert Anker, but failed to notice a fellow countryman.° ° ° ° °petipa was
the creator of a distinct pre-revolutionary repertoire that shaped twentieth-century ballet not
only in Russia, but across the world. Inside Russia he was the father of a style that was
preserved and developed by the Soviet regime—an unlikely alliance given ballet’s close
imperial associations. Yet, although there were occasional ideological skirmishes and
casualties on the way, Petipa’s classical ballet emerged as a triumphant survivor. Not only that,
it became the supreme emblem of Soviet culture from 1956 onwards, able to vault over
linguistic boundaries and be paraded in the West as an emblem of national artistic
excellence.Outside Russia, Petipa’s legacy would also have far-reaching repercussions. As a
representative of the old artistic order, he was fair game for the new generation at the turn of
the century; as the target for rebellion, his impact on the reformist aesthetic of the Ballets
Russes was therefore indirect. But he also directly fathered the company: he had shaped and
inspired many of its dance artists; some of his choreography—notwithstanding its ancien
régime focus—was included in the repertoire. Without the traditions and training of the St
Petersburg school and company, this expatriate company, which only ever performed outside
Russia, could never have been launched.The Ballets Russes created shock waves that even
now are still apparent. Its first Paris season shattered the etiolated image that Western ballet
had acquired in the second half of the nineteenth century. From its twenty-year existence
emerged several pioneers.19 One of these was Marie Rambert, the founder of Britain’s first
ballet company, named after her.20 Another was Ninette de Valois, whose own company, the
Vic-Wells Ballet, would become the Royal Ballet.21 She imported Petipa’s ballets, and his
versions of existing ballets, to form the foundation stones of her company’s repertoire where
they remain to this day. A third pioneer was Balanchine, the co-founder of New York City Ballet,
who in so many ways was the spiritual son of Petipa. He took Petipa’s style and transmuted it
into the signature classicism of twentieth-century American ballet; and although Petipa never
fully discarded narrative, Balanchine took Petipa’s emphasis on exquisitely wrought passages
of choreography, able to stand as a self-sufficient poetic language, to its logical extension of



plotlessness.° ° ° ° °in 1896, giorgio Saracco staged the Petipa-Tchaikovsky Sleeping Beauty
(1890) at La Scala, Milan, and in subsequent decades there appeared other stagings, in other
locations, of Petipa’s ballets and productions, often in abbreviated form. But it took a while for
his ballets to become widely popular in the West. In 1921 the Ballets Russes premiered their
notoriously luxurious version of The Sleeping Beauty, renamed The Sleeping Princess, which
put the company heavily into debt, and in 1932 Ninette de Valois, with the former régisseur of
the St Petersburg company Nikolai Sergeyev, mounted the first lakeside scene of Swan Lake
for the Vic-Wells Ballet, presenting the full ballet in 1934.22 Now Petipa’s work is everywhere,
yet most of his ballets are actually missing. The performances so widely spread on today’s
stages represent only a fraction of his oeuvre.The inescapable fact, well known to regular
ballet-goers, is that ballet before the twentieth century was an ephemeral art. Unlike opera,
there was no written text to lean on and attempts to devise a notation system made little
headway until the 1890s. Given there was no film or video either, the only method of
conservation was person-to-person transmission, fallible, unreliable, short-term. The
consequence is that the large body of work by the nineteenth-century’s most eminent
choreographers—among them, Charles-Louis Didelot, Jules Perrot, Marius Petipa, all
Frenchmen who worked for substantial periods in Russia—is mostly lost.23Being the oldest,
the biggest victim is Didelot, Russia’s first great ballet master (he worked in St Petersburg in
1801–1811 and 1816–1833). All his ballets have evaporated despite his talent, his fame—in
London, especially, as well as in St Petersburg—and the poet Alexander Pushkin’s famous
description of him as ‘crowned with glory’.24 Perrot has suffered a similar fate, although at
least some of his choreography does remain in modern productions of Giselle and Esmeralda,
an issue to be discussed later. Petipa, being the youngest, has the greatest number of
surviving ballets, but they are in more or less altered form, even in recent attempts to
reconstruct more authentic versions. The roots of this gradual distortion lie not just in the
Chinese Whispers frailty of transmission, but, just as crucial, in dance’s unique reliance on the
human body. Choreography needs a dancer’s body to come to life, but each body is different,
better or less able to perform movements created on someone else. As a result ballets (before
the stricter ownership rules of the twentieth century) have had to endure subsequent
‘improvers’, wanting to simplify, complicate, or just embellish. Moreover, even when a text
remains untouched, the manner of performance will change over time with fashion. We will
never truly, completely, know how Petipa’s ballets looked.If there have been recent attempts to
reconstruct more authentic versions, this is because Petipa does have one advantage: towards
the end of his life, twenty-one of his ballets and productions, plus individual dances from ballets
and operas, were notated using a new system developed by a young dancer in the St
Petersburg company, Vladimir Stepanov. The notations, now preserved in the Harvard Theatre
Collection, were written down by the régisseur Sergeyev and his two assistants and vary
considerably in detail, none being truly comprehensive and some being no more than aides-
mémoires. But when Sergeyev left Russia in 1918 and took these notations with him, they
became important reference points for his work staging ballets in the West, notably the Ballets
Russes Sleeping Princess and Ninette de Valois’s productions for the Vic-Wells Ballet.25
Today therefore they have become valuable sources for reconstructions by producers such as
the late Sergei Vikharev and Alexei Ratmansky.26Petipa has another advantage over his
predecessors, which is an abundance of photographs and sketches. There are drawings for set
and costume designs; there are photographs of ballets on stage and the performers in them,
although most of the close-ups of the latter are studio poses, not action shots. There are also
many photographs of Petipa himself and his family.Contemporary written records of Petipa’s



work also provide useful information. Dance had a moderately consistent presence in the
Russian press, and in the earlier part of Petipa’s career articles appeared at fairly regular
intervals, penned in St Petersburg by reviewers such as Rafail Zotov, Fedor Koni, and Mavrikii
Rappaport.27 Coverage increased as the century advanced, the extra column space being a
reflection of the growing popularity of theatre-going.28 Among the writers at this later stage
were Konstantin Skalkovsky, Nikolai Bezobrazov, and Alexander Pleshcheev.29 On 2
December 1896 the first interview with Petipa appeared in Peterburgskaia gazeta. This and
subsequent interviews are remarkable for their direct questions and equally direct answers and
form a contrast with the rather woolly reviews of performances. It is not that reviewers lacked
knowledge or interest; on the contrary, they were ballet specialists who pursued their work with
dedication and passion. Supported by their editors, they were even known to review a ballet
several times, so as to focus on different angles; when the score was by a concert-hall
composer they sometimes shared the reviewing with a music critic. The problem rather is one
of convention, frustrating to a present-day dance historian. Reviews might give priority to an
over-detailed description of plot, or spend precious lines enumerating the gifts offered to the
performers. Although opinions about policies, say, are expressed trenchantly, any analysis of
choreography or performance tends to be couched in imprecise and formulaic language.
Perhaps most frustrating is the focus on the ballerina, reflecting her primacy during much of the
nineteenth century. The men get barely a mention, even hugely popular and respected
performers such as Pavel Gerdt, whose career spanned sixty-two years.More revealing are the
books that were published during Petipa’s lifetime, although, regrettably, in Russia as
elsewhere dance historiography arrived late on the scene. It was only in 1882 that Konstantin
Skalkovsky (as Baletoman) wrote Russian ballet’s first history, Balet: Ego istoriia i mesto v
riadu iziashchnykh iskusstv, following this (under his real name) with V teatral’nom mire:
Nabliudeniia, vospominaniia, i rassuzhdeniia (1899). Both books provide evaluations of ballets,
ballerinas, and dance issues of the day written in Skalkovsky’s often droll, vivid style.
Pleshcheev’s Nash balet (1896) is a heavyweight, factually informative chronicle. Also
invaluable is the Yearbook of the Imperial Theatres, Ezhegodnik imperatorskikh teatrov,
launched in 1890, which provides an exhaustive annual audit of repertoire and staff, as well as
descriptive overviews and articles, up to its demise in 1915.Other written sources present a
real mixed bag. Petipa’s daughter Vera drafted an unpublished and undated memoir, Moia
sem’ia: Petipa v zhizni i iskusstve, which, although just thirty-three pages long, does offer
illuminating details about family life.30 Petipa himself was an unstoppable note taker: he
sketched out his choreographic ideas and floor plans; he set down details of dances, librettos,
designs, and dancers; he wrote constant reminders to himself. However, these papers are
more useful as pointers to the practicalities of ballet production, even if they do provide a
wonderful insight into the meticulous way Petipa worked.31 Other personal documents are in
short supply. There are letters, but not vast bundles. Petipa, it seems, routinely kept a diary, but
only a couple of notebooks survive, published in various forms, the fullest being an English
translation edited, with an invaluable preface, by Lynn Garafola and a recent French volume
edited by Pascale Melani.32 The notebooks start on New Year’s Day 1903 and, with
interruptions for the summers of 1903 and 1905, run up to 31 December 1905; they then pick
up again in mid-March 1907, when Petipa left St Petersburg for Gurzuf, and end on 14 July.
The loss of other probable notebooks is particularly frustrating since even these few offer
tantalizing glimpses. Although the entries are brief, they indicate the timing of certain events
and provide direct access into both family life and Petipa’s mind; the entries for 1903 and 1904
show him still working, still coaching, despite the active hostility of the new director of Imperial



Theatres, Vladimir Teliakovsky, and make clear, as Garafola says, Petipa’s ‘formative influence
on dancers of the early Diaghilev period’.33Then there is Petipa’s autobiography, Memuary
Mariusa Petipa, solista ego imperatorskogo velichestva i baletmeistera imperatorskikh teatrov,
which could have been so much more. It was published in 1906 when he was eighty-eight and
is not only remarkably short, but distorted by a failing memory, so that the chronology is erratic
and the facts approximate, to put it mildly.34 The Russian translation of the original French
flattens Petipa’s style; the text is tainted by the anxious, defensive egocentricity of a formerly
powerful man who feels that he has been shunted into a siding. His last performed ballet, The
Magic Mirror (Volshebnoe zerkalo), premiered on 9 February 1903, had been a catastrophic
failure; his arch-enemy Teliakovsky had then effectively manoeuvred him out of the theatre.
Distraught by what was happening to him, obsessed by the need to demonstrate his worth,
Petipa’s state of mind skews and mangles the last chapters of his book. Indeed, he explicitly
states that he was spurred to start writing in order to launch a counterattack against
Teliakovsky.35 The pseudonymous reviewer Nikolai Negorev rightly judged the book a missed
opportunity: ‘A person who has served in Russia for sixty years, could have talked a great deal
about the conditions of theatre work. But unfortunately the actual memoirs of Petipa occupy
only one third of the book; two thirds consists of rebukes towards the present director of the
Imperial Theatres, V. A. Teliakovsky, who has cruelly wounded the venerable ballet master.’36
(Actually, Negorev exaggerates: the proportion is the other way round, with one-third devoted
to settling scores.)Offsetting this disappointment are the memoirs of people who worked with
Petipa: most notably, the ballerina Ekaterina Vazem, whose detailed recollections, dating from
the early 1870s, go further back than anybody else’s; Alexander Shiriaev, assistant to Petipa,
who provides much information about how Petipa worked; and Teliakovsky who, in his memoirs
and diaries, documents the turbulent politics of life in the theatre and outside it, including the
events surrounding the 1905 uprising and march on the Winter Palace.37 Other memoirs, such
as those by the ballerina Matilda Kshesinskaya, offer brief but sometimes telling glimpses.38
And finally there are the Imperial Theatres’ official dossiers in St Petersburg about Petipa’s
employment: a repository of contracts, letters, and memos with complaints, requests,
proposals, and details of travel.39At the end of 1896 Petipa’s imminent half-century of service
prompted profiles in a number of publications, followed by another batch for his sixty years,
including one by Alexander Pleshcheev, published both as a separate booklet and in the May
1907 edition of Istoricheskii vestnik. The two decades after Petipa’s death saw a trio of brief
monographs, centenary tributes by Denis Leshkov, M. Iakovlev, and by I. Ivanov and K.
Ivanov.40 The journalist and librettist Sergei Khudekov, a former collaborator of Petipa, wrote
his four-volume Istoriia tantsev which was published in 1913–1918 and contains, in the final
volume, important sections about Petipa’s work.41 However, it was not until 1971 that the first
substantial monograph on Petipa appeared: Marius Petipa. Materialy, vospominaniia, stat’i,
edited by Anna Nekhendzi. This is a collection of testimonies, analytical essays, and archival
materials, including a partial re-translation of Petipa’s memoirs, the first published extracts (in
Russian) of Petipa’s surviving diaries, and an abridgement of Vera Petipa’s unpublished
memoir, listed above. Then came another long gap, before the publication in 2006 of
Baletmeister Marius Petipa. Stat’i, issledovaniia, razmyshleniia, edited by Olga Fedorchenko;
most of the essays in this important collection focus on individual ballets, a few others, on
individual persons. But we had to wait until 2015 for the first single-author biography, Marina
Ilicheva’s Neizvestnyj Petipa, a welcome arrival—except that it covers only the first fifty years of
Petipa’s life. (Perhaps another volume is in the pipeline.)In the West the literature is no more
plentiful, although, in addition to Garafola’s version of the diaries, Petipa’s memoirs were



published in English as Russian Ballet Master: The Memoirs of Marius Petipa (1956), edited by
Lillian Moore.42 There is a 1975 German edition of Nekhendzi’s crucial 1971 collection of
source materials and essays, and a 1990 abridged French version.43 And there are translated
extracts from Russian Petipa literature, including some of the books mentioned above,
published in English-language specialist journals.44 English speakers also owe a colossal debt
to the musicologist Roland John Wiley, whose Tchaikovsky’s Ballets: Swan Lake, Sleeping
Beauty, Nutcracker and Life and Ballets of Lev Ivanov (Petipa’s deputy) are essential and
pioneering contributions. Equally indispensable are the source materials collected by Wiley
with annotations in A Century of Russian Ballet: Documents and Eye Witness Accounts, 1810–
1910.Two substantial publications have arrived in this century. Laura Hormigón’s Spanish-
language Marius Petipa in Spain 1844–1847 not only reproduces some of the materials
(including the memoirs) in Marius Petipa: Materialy, vospominaniia, stat’i, but also publishes
the results of her scrupulous searches in French and Spanish archives, all of which illuminate
hitherto unknown details of Petipa’s life before Russia. A French book, De la France à la
Russie, Marius Petipa, edited by Pascale Melani, brings together the wide-ranging proceedings
of a conference dedicated to Petipa, held in Bordeaux (where he once worked) in 2015.Finally,
in this the bicentenary of Petipa’s birth, has come news of two other new Russian publications:
Iulia Iakovleva’s Sozdateli i zriteli. Russkie balety epokhi shedevrov, which surveys Petipa’s
work in a wider context of Russian ballet and its public; and Balety M. I. Petipa v Moskve,
edited by Iurii Burlaka and Marina Leonova, which examines Petipa’s contributions to the
Moscow stage. I discovered these books too late to read them, but I have included them in the
bibliography for other researchers and readers. I was, though, able to read another last-minute
arrival, Marius Petipa. ‘Memuary’ i dokumenty, which is an annotated edition of Petipa’s
memoirs reproducing both the published 1906 Russian-language version and the surviving
pages of the French manuscript. The editor Sergei Konaev’s exhaustive commentary has
enabled me to make a number of important modifications to my text, for which I am
immeasurably grateful.° ° ° ° °to my knowledge no full-length biographical study has yet been
published and this book is an attempt to fill the lacuna.45 There are, however, many things it
does not do. It does not even try to examine all of Petipa’s works, given their unnerving
quantity, and it ignores his dances for opera. Nor does it attempt to offer a forensic, scientific
analysis of Petipa’s aesthetics or compositional procedures; and it most certainly steers clear
of musico-choreographical analysis—well outside this writer’s scope. It does not direct a
piercing, X-ray gaze on Tchaikovsky’s ballets either, since that has already been done by more
competent specialists.Rather, this study chooses to focus on other works, especially if they are
accompanied by ample archival material. It proposes an overview, touching down on certain
topics for more detail. It aims to place Petipa in his context, describing the times he lived in and
the people and places around him, although, alas, it neglects Moscow, just as the directorate of
Imperial Theatres neglected Moscow throughout the nineteenth century. It is intended to serve
as a general introduction, able to serve as a stepping stone for further research, and it is in this
spirit that the endnotes, especially, have been conceived, as signposts pointing to further ways
ahead.The structure of this book is not entirely chronological. There are flashbacks covering
Petipa’s life before Russia and his father Jean’s career (chapters 2 and 4) and fast-forwards in
the sections dealing with aesthetic issues, to summon future ballets as illustrations. This will
not, I hope, be disorienting for the reader, but will read as smoothly and naturally as
intended.1PrologueTo win applause for a dance, in St Petersburg, is not easy. Russians are
great ballet connoisseurs and the glare of their opera glasses is fearsome.1The St Petersburg
StageWhen Petipa arrived in St Petersburg, Nicholas I was emperor, serfdom had not been



abolished, and Italian opera was all the craze. The Imperial Italian Opera received substantial
financing from the court and, when in 1843 it moved into the Bolshoi (Big) Theatre, it joined the
ballet and displaced the German and Russian opera companies. (Both were eventually
banished to Moscow.) With its glitter of celebrities—Giovanni Battista Rubini, Pauline Viardot,
Antonio Tamburini—it often trumped ballet in the public’s enthusiasm.2Even so, the ballet
company had an important following, led by the emperor himself, and was by any measure an
ensemble of outstanding quality. It was not so different from the company which made a huge
impression on Gautier when he made his seven-month trip in 1858 and on his return wrote
Voyage en Russie. Not everything pleased Gautier in St Petersburg, however. He thought the
city’s monumental classical facades looked out of place and unhappy: they were Grecian
edifices longing for their native sun and shivering under the snow. He would have preferred
less derivative architectures more closely linked to their Russian setting and climate. But about
everything else he was volubly enthusiastic. The Bolshoi had a colossal grandeur rivalling La
Scala; the immense square in front of the theatre provided easy access for all the coaches; the
glass-fronted vestibules at the front formed a barrier against the freezing outside air to keep
the auditorium beautifully warm; and veteran soldiers in uniform waited for you at the entrance
to take your coats, furs, and galoshes, and returned them without ever mixing their owners up.
Equally impressive was the audience, the men wearing the obligatory white tie and tails or
military dress, the women with elegant décolletées and bare arms. The stalls (parterre) were
divided down the centre by a wide aisle and bordered by a circular one: this was a practical
arrangement, adopted by other European capitals except Paris, allowing you to reach your seat
with minimum inconvenience to others. However, where in most theatres the royal box was
usually positioned close to the stage, here it was directly opposite, its high opening cutting in
half not one but two levels of seating. Sculpted above it, in full heraldic glory, was the imperial
double-headed eagle, surrounded by exuberant decorative flourishes, the gilded curlicues
catching the glow of the chandeliers in a thousand twinkling pinpoints.3 ‘A profusion of velvet,
gold, light, what more do you need?’4One surprise was that the stalls were the preferred place
for persons (usually men) of distinction, not the boxes (apart from the imperial box, of course),
although these might well be occupied by the wives and families of the same persons of
distinction. The stalls were divided into a hierarchical seating plan that was tacitly agreed and
rigidly observed: in the first three rows, only ministers, the highest-ranking officers,
ambassadors, and perhaps a famous titled foreigner were allowed; in the fourth, the palette
broadened to include bankers, certain civil servants, foreigners, artists; a merchant would not
dare to venture further up than the fifth or sixth. This classification, Gautier concluded, must
have seemed normal in Russia where Peter the Great’s Table of Ranks effectively divided
educated society into fourteen distinct categories. The ballerina Ekaterina Vazem, who created
roles in many of Petipa’s ballets, painted a later picture of the Bolshoi audience in the 1860s–
1870s:The auditorium at the Bolshoi Theatre had a very dressed-up appearance and created
an extremely animated picture. Although the Italian opera was at that time considered the most
fashionable theatre for gatherings of the beau monde, and as a group ballet spectators
outwardly seemed as if humbler than the ‘Italians’, the ballet auditorium, even so, yielded little
to the ‘Italians’, especially at benefit performances. The first row of the parterre was chiefly
occupied by Guards officers—cavalry and horse-guards—who placed their copper helmets or
white caps in front of them on the barrier separating the seats from the orchestra. In their midst
civilians stood out like dark patches. [. . .]Foreign diplomats often came to the ballet. Especially
zealous in their ballet visits were the Spanish envoy, the Marques de Campo Sagrado, and his
Italian counterpart, Count Greppi. The first stood out by an uncommon corpulence. He did not



fit into a theatre seat and they always placed a small sofa equivalent to two seats in the front
row for him. Conversely, Greppi was very thin and during their conversations together they
made a very comical picture.Besides the aristocrats a significant part of the ballet public
consisted of the well-off bourgeoisie—railway chiefs, factory owners, directors of banks and
public companies, tax collectors. The male section usually showed little of note in its external
appearance, but the ladies stood out greatly with the splendour of their outfits and valuable
jewellery. Not for nothing in the old days the bel-étage [grand tier or dress circle] of the Bolshoi
Theatre was called ‘the diamond row’, where they liked to sit in state, especially at benefit
evenings and other exceptional performances.5The Bolshoi’s stage had sophisticated
machinery, allowing the speedy transfer of the latest ballets shown in Western Europe. Gautier
refers to how ‘the flights through the air, the disappearances, the transformations, the play of
electric light and all the technical devices demanded by a complicated mise en scène are
mobilized with the most assured promptness.’6 Other writers besides Gautier remarked on the
Bolshoi’s lavish production values, although it must be noted that the theatre’s machinists were
aided by the stage’s enormous depth, which added a dramatic perspective.7 Sankt-
Peterburgskie vedomosti describes how, when Joseph Mazilier’s Le Corsaire was imported
from Paris in 1858, the machinists, headed by Andrei Roller, met the challenge of its signature
shipwreck scene with alacrity.8 ‘The battling of the ship with the waves, the rending of the sails,
the collapse of the masts with sailors on the rigging and finally the sinking of the ship beneath
the stormy waters inspired real fear in the audience. Roller surpassed himself and everyone
who had seen the ballet in Paris awarded him the palm over the machinists of the Paris Opera.
Extraordinarily effective also in this scene was the lightning that flashed through the clouds,
blazing up and illuminating the whole stage.’9Ballet performances at the Bolshoi took place
three times a week and were not only spectacular, they were lengthier and more elaborate
than in the West. From 1850 onwards ballets occupied a full evening rather than being bolted
to an opera or play, as was still the case in Paris up to 1861.10 ‘As the dancing has to make up
the whole programme,’ Gautier writes, ‘ballets have a more elaborate structure than on our
stage: they run for up to four or five acts, with many scenes and scenery changes, or else they
give two ballets in the same evening.’11Finally, there were the dancers. There were the foreign
celebrities, of course, who, like their operatic counterparts, were persuaded—albeit often a little
late in their careers—to make the long journey. ‘By dint of roubles and a warm welcome, the
illusory fear of a loss of voice or of rheumatisms was vanquished. No throat, no knee has
suffered in this land of snow where you see the cold without feeling it.’12 The year (1858) that
Gautier was in Russia the Italian virtuosa of the Paris Opera Ballet Amalia Ferraris made her
Russian debut in a new lengthened version of Jules Perrot’s Éoline, ou la Dryade. But Gautier
was also attentive to the St Petersburg dancers: ‘Their dance school produces remarkable
soloists and a corps de ballet which has no equal for its unison, precision and rapidly evolving
patterns. It is a pleasure to see such straight lines, such clear-cut groups which dissolve
exactly at the required moment to reform in another shape; all those small feet which touch
down in perfect time, all those choreographed battalions which are never ruffled or muddled in
their manoeuvres!’13 The impression made on Gautier would have been all the stronger in
comparison with Paris’s own ensemble dancers, men and women, who (along with the opera
chorus) had earlier provoked the Journal des théâtres to exclaim: ‘It is incredible that such
inadequacy should be displayed before an élite public on the world’s leading stage.’14 But then
the Petersburg dancers received four hundred roubles a month, approximately equivalent to
one thousand six hundred francs, way out of the league of a Paris dancer. As Gautier remarked
tartly in La Presse: ‘It is not when you earn sixty francs a month that you can devote much time



to dance.’15According to figures for 1857–1858, the St Petersburg ballet received the largest
subsidy (193,448 roubles), more than the French drama company (179,150 roubles) and the
Italian opera (123,448 roubles). It staged sixty-five new ballets and acquisitions from 1855 to
1881, an annual average of two-and-a-half company premieres, all created by foreigners.
There are no figures for the size of the company during the same period—or at least none that
could be found. Later, when statistics for the ballet personnel were published in the newly
founded Yearbook of Imperial Theatres, the first volume showed that dancers for the 1890–
1891 season numbered 143 female dancers and 69 male: a total of 212, almost one-third
bigger than today’s Paris Opera Ballet (146) and two-and-a-half times as big as the Royal
Ballet (86).16At the time of Gautier’s visit, Perrot had been in St Petersburg some seven years,
replacing his elderly French compatriot Titus as first ballet master. He had arrived as the best—
and best paid—choreographer of his generation, the unattributed co-creator of Giselle whose
libretto was part-written by his friend, Gautier. But Perrot had not much longer to go before
being also replaced by another famous Frenchman, Arthur Saint-Léon, in 1860. He, in turn,
would be replaced by Petipa nine years later. Being French, but not an international celebrity,
Petipa only half-matched the pattern. Humbler foreigners like him were attracted to the St
Petersburg Imperial Theatres by their reputation for offering conditions (including preferential
pay) that equalled or surpassed the best anywhere. The Bolshoi’s chief machinist-designer
Andrei (Andreas) Roller, for example, was German. The ballet’s staff composer was an Italian,
Cesare Pugni, appointed in 1851, because Perrot wanted his longtime collaborator at his
side.17 Male dancers, victims of the growing feminization of ballet in Western Europe, to the
point that women en travesti sometimes played male parts, came to Russia for the
opportunities that were lacking elsewhere.18The line of foreign ballet masters and dancers,
mainly Italian and French, which Petipa followed was a long one, stretching back to the
eighteenth century. Foreigners were deemed indispensable, the possessors of superior
expertise, since ballet—like opera and drama—was a Western import, developed in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when Russian culture, for the most part, looked to
Western fashions and models.The Founding of Russian BalletThe urge to emulate the West
was the legacy of Peter the Great (1682–1725), the Westernizer who had forced men to shave
their beards and bring their women out of seclusion into the wider world. He had imposed his
vast programme of reforms even if it meant hauling his country by the scruff of the neck and
clambering over the corpses of the thousands who perished in the building of his Western-style
capital St Petersburg.19Ballet came much later to Russia than the rest of Europe. Elsewhere,
ballet and opera (the two were originally merged) had their roots in the court spectacles of the
Renaissance. These began in Italy, but soon appeared in France, and in them dance was
mixed with singing, declamation, and impressive decorative effects. In Russia, the year 1738 is
generally taken to mark the beginning of ballet; it is the date when Empress Anna Ioannovna
agreed to the foundation of a school. She had been petitioned by Jean-Baptiste Landé, a
French dancing master who arrived at the tail end of a stream of foreign dancing masters
employed to teach the European social dances imposed on a reluctant gentry by Peter the
Great. Early ballet was not so different from social dancing and Landé became director of the
school whose first pupils, history says, were the children of palace servants, handpicked by the
empress herself.The school provided the material for a group of trained dancers, performing on
an ad hoc basis at court, as part of evenings with opera or drama. Foreign and Russian
troupes not only continued to appear at court, but also outside it, in privately owned theatres,
accessible to the general public and organized, for the most part, by foreigners. To manage the
court theatre activities Catherine the Great founded in 1766 the directorate of Imperial



Theatres, the administrative structure which would employ Petipa in the next century.20 She
also had the enormous 2,000-seat Stone (Kamennyi) Theatre erected in 1783, the directorate
of Imperial Theatre’s first permanent public theatre building for drama, opera, and ballet.21
This was the theatre described by Gautier, also known by his time as the Bolshoi because it
had been rebuilt on several occasions and made even bigger. The immense square on which it
stood had six pavilions where bonfires were lit to warm the coachmen waiting long hours in the
bitter cold.22 Already then, as now, this location was called Theatre Square (Teatral’naia
ploshchad’), but today the site of the Bolshoi is occupied by the Rimsky-Korsakov State
Conservatoire, opposite the Mariinsky Theatre which was built in 1860.When Petipa arrived the
Imperial Theatres’ domain in St Petersburg encompassed ballet, opera, several orchestras,
French and German theatre, Russian theatre, and the school which had grown to include
drama, music, and singing divisions. Ballet pupils were accepted between the ages of nine and
twelve. Those who, with time, were deemed unpromising were returned to their parents if they
were not older than thirteen; the older ones were directed towards the other divisions, or crafts
such as costume-making or backstage work such as prompter or machinist. In this way
students, who had spent all their formative years training in the performing arts, were sure of
employment on graduation. (Down the decades, however, this utopian system changed.)23For
the companies there were several state theatres, in addition to the Bolshoi, the biggest and
most important.24 There was the Alexandrinsky, designed by the Italian architect Carlo Rossi
and opened in 1832 on the site of the wooden Maly or Small Theatre, which had been
acquired by the state at the beginning of the century but couldn’t cope with the rapidly growing
numbers of theatregoers. The Alexandrinsky became the home of the Russian drama
company, so that by 1836 the Bolshoi’s stage was reserved for opera and ballet alone. Another
theatre was the Mikhailovsky, finished in 1833 and located not far away from the Alexandrinsky,
on the other side of Nevsky Prospect.25 The Mikhailovsky staged performances by St
Petersburg’s French drama company (which, like its Russian counterpart, had previously used
the Bolshoi), as well as plays and operettas in German, and concert performances, which
sometimes included ballet. There was also the Theatre-Circus, built in 1849 opposite the
Bolshoi, not only for circus shows, but drama, opera, and occasionally ballet; when it burnt
down in 1859, it was this site that became the location for the Mariinsky. Another theatre, the
800-seat theatre on Kamenny Island (Kamennoostrovskii teatr), opened in 1827 and was used
in the summer when the city-centre theatres were closed. Its stage was big enough for opera
and ballet as well as drama and had a rear wall which, thanks to a sliding mechanism, could be
opened to reveal a picturesque backdrop of real parkland.26These then were the state
theatres, but there were also private theatres, usually used when the nobility and gentry
abandoned the summer heat of the city for the surrounding countryside. The Krasnoselsky
theatre, in the village of Krasnoe Selo, presented informal seasons of dance, comic plays, and
vaudeville from 1851 to 1916 and was administered by the military; its audience was mostly
Guards officers posted for summer manoeuvres nearby, as well as members of the imperial
family. Performers loved the relaxed atmosphere; it was like a picnic outing. Before a railway
was built, they were transported to the village in large imperial carriages and after a convivial
lunch spent the pre-performance afternoons boating on the lake or fishing or going round the
encampment in troikas.27 Early in her career, Matilda Kshesinskaya performed a summer
season there; the tsar’s brother Grand Duke Vladimir Alexandrovich attended rehearsals and
would sit in her dressing-room, gossiping and regretting he was no longer young. Her most
assiduous admirer, though, was Tsarevich Nicholas, whose mistress she famously became.28
Besides Krasnoselsky, there was also the open-air theatre at the Peterhof summer palace and



the Chinese Theatre at the Tsarskoe Selo imperial estate. The latter, so-called because of its
Chinoiserie decorations, was built by Catherine the Great and rarely used after her death, until
Nicholas II came to the throne. The city’s Winter Palace also had a theatre founded by
Catherine, the Hermitage Theatre, but by Petipa’s time it was only rarely used. However, in
1900, it was luxuriously restored and reopened, providing a stage for Petipa’s last works. It is
still used today and as such is St Petersburg’s oldest theatre.29The independent city theatres
which had existed from the eighteenth century had, like the Maly Theatre, been gradually
absorbed. State intervention, driven by the belief that theatre activity not only represented
enlightened sophistication but had a role as a ‘school for morals’, meant that by 1827 there
were no private theatres in St Petersburg. In Moscow the picture was more complicated, but by
1843 the directorate had finally gained complete control of theatrical activity in both capitals.30
The provinces escaped the imperial grip, however, and the number of regional theatres grew
appreciably after Alexander I’s accession in 1801. Between 1813 and 1825 there were at least
fifteen large permanent regional theatres (six of which were linked to serf companies).31
Theatre censorship intensified: in 1828 a new regulation required the infamous Third Section
(Nicholas I’s secret police) to vet works intended for performance, as well as reviews for
Severnaia pchela before publication.32Obviously, the school, known today as the Vaganova
Academy (Akademiia russkogo baleta imeni A. Ia. Vaganovoi), was an important component of
the Imperial Theatres. In 1836, it moved to its present location at 2 Architect Rossi Street
(ulitsa Zodchego Rossi). The street, formerly known as Theatre Street, is also famous for a
harmony that comes from Rossi’s decision to make it as wide as the buildings are high, so that
if you were to cut a transversal section you would see a perfect square. He also decorated the
ochre-coloured classical facades with white columns, matching his design for the
Alexandrinsky Theatre standing across one end of the street. In the early 1960s the old
choreographer Fedor Lopukhov, bumping into the writer Solomon Volkov in Nevsky Prospect,
claimed that those columns start to dance when you walked down the street. He was hurrying
back to his small apartment in the ballet school building and, while Volkov accompanied him,
also described, more realistically, how Rossi (Theatre) Street basically consisted of just two
huge buildings. In the building occupied by the school on one side had also been the offices of
the directorate of Imperial Theatres; in the building opposite were the Ministries of Internal
Affairs and National Education.33 Today, the St Petersburg State Museum of Theatrical and
Musical Art (Sankt-Peterburgskii gosudarstvennyi muzei teatral’nogo i muzykal’nogo iskusstva)
has taken over the offices of the directorate, its entrance situated round the corner in Ostrovsky
Square (ploshchad’ Ostrovskogo) where the Alexandrinsky is located.Despite its late start, the
ballet company developed fast and by the 1760s included at least thirty Russian-born dancers.
A succession of reputed, innovatory foreign ballet masters introduced the new ballet d’action,
where movement and narrative were fused together to produce an autonomous, dramatic
entity, although it continued to share the programme with plays or operas. The first of these
ballet masters was an Austrian, Franz Hilverding, who worked in St Petersburg from 1759 to
1764; his ballets, mostly pastorales, achieved particular success at court, the Russian dancers
appearing alongside his own foreign performers.34 Then came Hilverding’s Italian disciple
Gaspero Angiolini, who worked in St Petersburg and Moscow (with interruptions) between
1762 and 1786.35 Angiolini was in turn succeeded by the French dancer Charles Le Picq.36
He staged the ballets of another famous proponent of the ballet d’action, Jean-Georges
Noverre.37 Noverre never visited Russia, but Le Picq made him widely known. At the Russian
premiere of Noverre’s Médée et Jason in 1789, ‘all Petersburg craved to see it’ and hundreds of
people, not possessing tickets, were turned away.38Although largely Western in its repertoire,



ballet had less difficulty winning an audience than imported drama because it did not rely on
foreign texts and appealed to the eye with its visual luxury and beauty and surprises. A satirical
journal in Catherine II’s time criticized theatregoers for the fact that ‘posing as connoisseurs of
plays and acting, they conduct themselves noisily and improperly during a performance, and
silence and calm is restored among them only during the ballet.’39The pattern started by
Landé, of a foreign ballet master using native dancers, would endure in the imperial ballet to
the end of the nineteenth century—and be epitomized by Petipa and the Russian ballerina
Maria Surovshchikova-Petipa, his muse and first wife. It was a question of pragmatism, since it
is easier to train good dancers than produce good ballet masters. The court purse spared no
effort to attract the biggest international names, offering conditions, as already seen, that
enabled the most ambitious artistic visions. Even so, some nuances need to be added to the
general picture. For a start, a proportion of foreigners also existed among the dancing rank and
file. They received higher salaries than their Russian counterparts, but at least they operated
as useful exemplars. There were also a few Russian ballet masters in the early days. Ivan
Valberkh (1766–1819), a graduate of the St Petersburg Theatre School, became the
company’s first Russian ballet master and was appointed to lead the company and school in
1794, although he was soon supplanted by foreigners, notably Didelot in 1801, a superior
talent by far. Valberkh, however, did continue to mount ballets and had a lasting impact as a
gifted teacher. Later came another Russian, Didelot’s pupil, Adam Glushkovsky (1793–1870),
who in 1812 was put in charge of the Moscow company and remained in that capacity for
twenty-seven years.But it was thanks to its foreigners and to imperial largesse that ballet in
Russia was able to keep abreast of the latest European trends right from the start. So when in
Paris in the early 1830s the Italian ballet master Filippo Taglioni and his ballerina-daughter
Marie helped shape the aesthetic of an era that became known as the Romantic Ballet, this
new genre reached Russia just a few years later. Further down the line, in the last decades of
the century, Italian dancers would once again inject a new excitement in performance and
Petipa would exploit this.40National ConsciousnessThe secular arts in Russia, developing later
than in Western Europe, took time to shake off the styles and narratives of their Western
models. Sweeping generalisation might therefore claim that ballet, when Petipa arrived, had
retained most—or all—of its Western identity; and ballets reflecting Russian civilization were
rare specimens, even among works created on home ground. However, as often happens, the
closer picture is more complicated.Decades before Petipa’s arrival, ballet, like drama and
opera, did show glimmers of a national consciousness; the glimmers were there as early as the
eighteenth century. Perhaps they were most evident in drama: Denis Fonvizin’s 1782 comedy
The Minor (Nedorosl’) was the first play to hold a mirror to Russian society, breaking with
imported European drama, as well as with the style of Alexander Sumarokov, nicknamed The
Northern Corneille, who modelled his plays on the French classics.41 Comic opera, which
arrived in Russia in the 1770s and quickly became popular, also attracted Russian composers
whose simple protagonists provided congruous contexts for folk (national) dance and folk
music. Folk dance meanwhile had long been showcased at court and the early foreign ballet
masters, spotting its potential, sometimes incorporated it into their staged spectacles. Angiolini,
Noverre’s Italian rival, for instance, collated old Russian dances for a ballet in 1767 set to
Russian folk music.42 As the century reached its end, so this awakening of national
consciousness gained speed. It was given political impetus by the French Revolution and the
tsarist government’s fear of anything similar coming to Russia. But national consciousness was
also the culmination of earlier literary undercurrents, accompanying the decline of classicism
and the advent of sentimentalism and early romanticism, which turned away from distant



history or myth towards more humble, more rooted, more modern subjects. In other words the
universal themes and lofty, internationalized protagonists of classicism were superseded by the
local people of sentimentalism.43So, rather than being against the odds, Valberkh’s
emergence could be seen as part of the trend. He created pieces that reflected the new
didactic sentimentalism, pieces such as Clara, or the Resort to Virtue (Klara, ili Obrashchenie
k dobrodeteli, 1806) and The Triumph of Evgenia’s Love (Torzhestvo liubvi Evgenii, 1807),
alternatively called Evgenia, or the Secret Marriage (Evgenia, ili Tainyi brak). Unlike, say,
Noverre’s Medea, his protagonists were often people of unexceptional social standing,
presented as edifying examples in melodramatic plots. On the other hand, he did also make
ballets about foreign historical personages, although they were accompanied by the twist of
moral enlightenment—hence, Henry IV, or the Reward of Virtue (Genrikh IV, ili Nagrada
dobrodeteli, 1816). For The New Werther (Novyi Verter, 1799), he turned to Goethe, but
reworked his source by depicting events in contemporary Moscow (which made quite a splash
with his audience) and presenting characters in modern street clothes, the men dressed in
frock coats.44National consciousness exploded into patriotism with Napoleon’s expansionism
in the first decade of the century, his Russian defeat in 1812, and forced abdication in 1814 at
the hands of the Allies in Paris. A surge of patriotic plays appeared and the French drama
companies of St Petersburg and Moscow were dissolved in 1812. (But they returned after
hostilities.) Opera went down the same nationalistic route, with, for example, Caterino Cavos’s
popular Ivan Susanin in 1815, about the peasant Ivan Susanin who sacrificed his life to save
Mikhail, the first Romanov tsar, from Polish invaders.45 Valberkh matched this with a stream of
Russo-military ballets and became the choreographer of the hour, firing up his audiences. The
titles say it all: The New Heroine, or the Woman Cossack (Novaia geroinia, ili Zhenshchina-
kazak, 1810); Russia’s Victory, or the Russians in Paris (Torzhestvo Rossii, ili Russkie v
Parizhe, 1814); A Festival in the Allied Armies Camp at Montmartre (Prazdnik v stane
soiusnykh armii pri Monmartre, 1814). When in The Home Guard, or the Love of the
Fatherland (Opolchenie, ili Liubov’ k otechestvu, 1812) the protagonists were seen to donate
their belongings to the national cause, one spectator got so carried away he threw his wallet at
the stage, shouting ‘and take my last seventy-five roubles!’46 These patriotic ballets were often
co-choreographed with the dancer Auguste Poirot, known simply as Auguste, a French dancer
who had embraced Russia as his home. Auguste was a famous proponent of Russian folk
dance, an important figure in its transformation into a theatrical form.47Being an obviously
plausible language for the simple individuals of pre-romantic and romantic narratives, folk
dance became an important component in ballets not only in Russia but elsewhere in Europe.
In Russia, though, because folk dance, along with its music and song, was receiving the
additional boost of patriotism, it became an immensely popular feature of theatrical life, staged
as part of an opera or play or simply as a single spectacle. This was particularly the case in
Moscow: in his memoirs the ballet master Glushkovsky remembered how in Moscow ‘ballets in
the French manner were little performed in those days, but instead, there were mostly Russian
divertissements’.48 Isaac Ablets, a pupil of Valberkh, quickly became known for these
divertissements. Between 1813 and 1815 his compositions were performed almost nightly in
Moscow, some also staged in St Petersburg, their swagger toned down and shapes elaborated
to match Petersburg tastes. His biggest success was Semik, or the Fair at the Maria Woods
(Semik, ili Gulian’e v Mar’inoi roshche), created in Moscow in 1815. Glushkovsky describes
how the professional dancers had prepared for a performance of Semik in honour of King
Frederick William of Prussia. ‘Many sought out gypsies and paid them a lot of money just to
imitate their manner in folk dance.’49In the realm of classical ballet or ‘ballets in the French



manner’, the 1820s also saw choreographers turning to Russian literary sources (effectively,
Pushkin) and history. In Moscow, Glushkovsky’s 1821 dance version of Ruslan and Liudmila
was the first instance of a ballet based on national literature; the same choreographer’s 1831
The Black Shawl, or Infidelity Punished (Chernaia shal’, ili Nakazannaia nevernost’), was
inspired by the poem The Black Shawl (Chernaia shal’). Didelot himself used a Pushkin poem,
The Prisoner of the Caucasus (Kavkazskii plennik), for a ballet of the same title, created in
1823 and set to a score by Cavos. Three years later he started work with the same composer
on a ballet based on Russian history. Scheduled for the opening of the new Alexandrinsky
Theatre, this was Sumbeka, or The Subjugation of the Kazan Kingdom (Sumbeka, ili Pokorenie
Kazanskogo tsarstva), about Ivan the Terrible’s overthrow of the Kazan Mongols in 1552.
Didelot, however, never finished the ballet. He was ignominiously forced out of his position in
1831, ending a career in Russia that had lasted twenty-five years. The ballet would be finished
in 1832 by another Frenchman called Alexis Blache, son of the famous ballet master, Jean-
Baptiste Blache.50It wasn’t only the era of Didelot which came to an end, it was also the era of
enlightened debate. Among the intelligentsia, theatre had become a focal point for concerns
about national identity. Writers like the vaudeville specialist Prince Alexander Shakhovskoi
increasingly demanded and tried to write works which reflected native life, in opposition to the
foreign, especially the French, plays favoured by the beau monde and the Imperial Theatres.51
Nicholas I, succeeding his brother Alexander I in 1825, slammed the door on these aspirations.
In the year of his accession, he crushed the uprising of the army officers who became known
as the Decembrists. Some were executed, others were condemned to hard labour; the poet
Pushkin, although not directly implicated, was exiled. They had been liberals in the spirit of the
Enlightenment and French Revolution; many had served in the 1812 war and, as part of the
occupying forces in Paris, had seen the fruits of French political reform.52 Their brutal defeat
inaugurated a thirty-year period of repression, paranoia, and surveillance. ‘Absolute power,’
Custine wrote, ‘becomes all the more chilling when it is afraid.’53 Under Nicholas the
directorate of Imperial Theatres asserted its near-monopoly and established magnificent new
theatre buildings: these were the years that saw the opening of the Alexandrinsky, the
Mikhailovsky, and the theatre school’s new home in Rossi (Theatre) Street. But artistic
independence was stifled and Western influences filled the repertoires.There were, as always,
exceptions. In opera, Mikhail Glinka’s A Life for the Tsar (Zhizn’ za tsaria) is generally
considered the first true Russian opera, although, as already seen, there were several earlier
works that laid the ground, including Cavos’s version (Ivan Susanin) of the same patriotic story.
Glinka’s opera was premiered in 1836, followed by his Ruslan and Liudmilla in 1842. But after
that, during the next two decades, Russian composers wrote little of importance, while the St
Petersburg Italian opera was built into one of the most important opera companies in Europe.
In drama, a subgenre of plays about the Russian merchant classes did appear in the 1830s,
but vaudevilles and melodramas fashioned from foreign models continued to dominate.54 The
great Russian dramatist Alexander Ostrovsky, founder of realism in his portrayals of everyday
Russian life, completed his first play in 1849, but it was banned, he was put under police
surveillance, and it wasn’t until 1853 that he had a play performed in public.55 Similarly,
Alexander Griboedov’s Woe from Wit (Gore ot uma), a verse comedy satirizing Moscow society
in general and gallomania in particular, became, in Frame’s words, ‘the most notorious
forbidden play of Nicolaevan Russia’.56 Although bowdlerized versions were occasionally
performed, the complete play had to wait until 1895. And even if Nikolai Gogol did—eventually
—succeed in persuading Nicholas to approve his play The Government Inspector (Revizor) in
1836, it was for the most part in vain that he exclaimed in the same year: ‘For heaven’s sake,



give us Russian characters, give us ourselves, our own scoundrels and cranks! [. . .] We are
grown so indifferent from watching insipid French plays that now we are afraid to look at
ourselves.’57 The Mikhailovsky, which housed the French drama company, was the most
socially prestigious of Russia’s theatres. The Italian opera may have been the most popular,
but French drama attracted the crème de la crème of Petersburg society. Frame is surely right
to argue that the enduring fascination of the Petersburg establishment for French theatre
epitomized its enduring alienation from ordinary Russians; and this in turn gave a political
colouring to the calls for a more Russian repertoire, implying criticism of the
establishment.58This re-Westernization could be seen as a contradiction for a political regime
which in 1833 published its ideological tripartite mantra of so-called Official Nationality:
Orthodoxy (pravoslavie), or the adherence to the official Church and its moral role; Autocracy
(samoderzhavie), or the affirmation of the sovereign’s absolute power; and Nationality
(narodnost’), or the proclamation of Russianness, which made the Russian people mighty and
dedicated supporters of the sovereign’s dynasty and government.59 Nevertheless, the re-
Westernization of the arts in general and the homeless fate of St Petersburg’s Russian opera
in particular suggests a conscious policy to compete with Western Europe on its own
terms.After Didelot, the possibility of a truly Russian ballet was nipped in the bud and the
company stagnated for almost twenty years. Even so, great prestige was ascribed to the St
Petersburg ballet, prominently positioned in the imperial field of vision. And what mattered most
to imperial taste was spectacle: big crowd scenes, lavish decor, elaborate scenic effects, or
ballerinas who stood out by virtue of glittering display.Hostile press articles, though, marked
the post-Didelot period. In 1834, one critic wrote:As for our ballets, it is better not to speak of
them. … They are feet without a head, language without speech, gestures without
understanding. For them it suffices to have five thousand yards of silver lace, five hundred
candles, fifty dressmakers, five scenic painters and their success will be brilliant and
sure.60The critic had in mind the two Frenchmen, Alexis Blache and Titus, first and second
ballet masters, who replaced Didelot. Both had little originality and their emphasis on spectacle
led to the temporary decline of choreography. Blache’s first ballet, Don Juan, or the Defeated
Atheist (Don Zhuan, ili Porazhennyi bezbozhnik, 1832), elicited great advance interest—and
great disappointment. Reviews remarked on the colourless choreography. No better was the
ballet started by Didelot, Sumbeka (also in 1832), despite its luxurious scale, nationalistic
theme, and battle scenes.When Blache left in 1836, Titus became first ballet master, remaining
seventeen years until Jules Perrot’s arrival. Soviet historians point to the puny choreography of
his dances for the first productions of Glinka’s A Life for the Tsar and Ruslan and Liudmilla. His
own productions were also flops: for instance, The Swiss Milkmaid or La Laitière suisse
(Shveitsarskaia molochnitsa, 1832), based on Filippo Taglioni’s dramatically skimpy ballet of
the same name, created in Vienna in 1821 and reworked for Paris in 1832 as Nathalie, or the
Swiss Milkmaid. Titus first produced his own version in Paris, then in Berlin, where he was
ballet master, before bringing it to St Petersburg as his opening salute.61 ‘In the first act they
dance, mill about, run around, and abduct the milkmaid, while in the second act they marry her,
run around, mill about, and dance,’ Severnaia pchela wrote. Nothing could save The Swiss
Milkmaid, not even the new costumes and decor, and at the end, ‘spectators parted from it
exactly as they might part from a person who tires you with endless chatter.’62Even so, it was
under Titus’s watch that the emblematic works of the Romantic Ballet came to Russia.
Modestly scaled and succinct, often dealing with simple, day-to-day people, while also
unveiling a hidden supernatural world, the Romantic style ran counter to the big spectacles of
the St Petersburg repertoire. It had taken Paris by storm in the 1830s, launched by Filippo



Taglioni’s ‘Ballet of the Nuns’ which appeared in Meyerbeer’s opera Robert le Diable in 1831.
The ghostly nuns who are summoned from their graves at night prefigured the nocturnal wilis
of Giselle a decade later and the assorted sprites of other ballets. The same choreographer’s
La Sylphide in 1832 confirmed the transformation of the old classical ballet into what seemed a
sensationally new language of poetic transfiguration, moulded on his daughter Marie. Taglioni
exploited Marie’s strong point work and eerie stamina (achieved through hours of unremitting
training) to produce images of drifting ethereality, tracing contours that were soft, delicate, and
apparently effortless.63 This was the Taglioni embodiment of the Romantic style, an idealized
otherworldly vision, but there were other versions. Fanny Elssler, an Austrian, was the
antithesis of Taglioni, a mesmerizing creature of carnal passions and drama. Gautier famously
contrasted the two ballerinas with the epithets of ‘Christian’ for Taglioni and ‘pagan’ for
Elssler.64Titus brought the Romantic Ballet to Russia by staging his versions, freely copied
from the successes on the Paris stage. In 1835, he mounted his production of Taglioni’s La
Sylphide and in 1836 the same choreographer’s The Rebellion in the Seraglio or La Révolte au
sérail (Vosstanie v serale). Then, he invited Marie Taglioni. The Blache and Titus regimes had
used many foreign dancers, but Taglioni was the first major dance celebrity to appear since the
glamorous French virtuoso Louis Duport in Didelot’s day. She made her St Petersburg debut,
aged thirty-four, in 1837 and appeared there for five subsequent seasons. Her arrival restored
to the stage the expressive artistry that had been neglected since Didelot’s time. Her style
stimulated and inspired her Russian rivals; her performances always created a stir with the
public. But by 1842 her success had declined, partly because her father’s ballets were inferior
to her talent.The Romantic Ballet in Russia was also represented by Titus’s 1842 version of
Giselle, a year after its Paris world premiere. Elena Andreianova, leading ballerina of the St
Petersburg company, was the first Russian Giselle. Later, in 1850, after replacing Titus as first
ballet master, Jules Perrot, the ballet’s original co-choreographer, mounted his superior version
with Carlotta Grisi who had created the titular role in Paris.65When Perrot first arrived in 1848
rehearsals were already under way for his ballet Esmeralda, created in London four years
earlier and based on Victor Hugo’s Notre Dame de Paris. The Russian premiere was
scheduled for 20 December, with Gautier’s pagan ballerina Fanny Elssler in the title role. To
make sure the ballet would be ready in time Elssler had started work, assisted by a capable
French dancer, who had come to Russia the previous year and whose name was Marius
Petipa.The arrival of Perrot and Petipa would mark the end of ballet’s post-Didelot decline, but
both were also clearly part of the re-Westernization process. Of course, ballet has always been
an international art, its prominent creators and interpreters moving from capital to capital;
however, the theatre world which Petipa entered contained little that was Russian, apart from
its rank-and-file personnel. The repertoire was foreign, the celebrities were foreign, the creative
staff was foreign. Not only that, but among educated and aristocratic theatregoers French was
still widely spoken. In fact, before the Napoleonic invasion, aristocratic families preferred
French as the superior language, the mark of civilization. So for Petipa, within the theatre walls,
it was a home from home.SerfdomFurther afield, however, Russia was an alien place, un-
Westernized, primitive. When Petipa arrived, serfdom still existed, although the question of its
morality was very much in the air and its abolition in 1861 was one of the first important
reforms by Nicholas’s son Alexander II.66 In the previous century there had been a vogue for
landlords to create their own private serf theatres. The first were established in Moscow and St
Petersburg in the late 1760s and 1770s before gradually spreading to the provinces. Besides
attesting to the equation of wealth, power, and servitude, serf companies confirmed the
growing prestige of theatre in Russian society.67 They reached their zenith in the eighteenth



century’s last decade when rich nobles were made even richer by gifts of lands and peasants,
distributed on a grand scale by Catherine the Great to consolidate their support.Serf theatres
are estimated to have reached a total of 173 by the early nineteenth century, the majority
located in urban areas, principally Moscow and its environs. Generally they were small theatres
for special events, such as holidays, and for the private enjoyment of the owner and his guests.
Some, though, occasionally with encouragement from the imperial government, had a
philanthropic purpose and were open to the public, for free or just a small charge.68 As such,
these open theatres, when located in the provinces, often provided the only access to a play or
opera; and when serf companies were dissolved, as happened in the nineteenth century, their
theatres were sometimes donated to the local administration for continued use.In this way, serf
companies moulded the public’s taste for the performing arts and some of them attained high
artistic standards. Arguably the best was the troupe founded early on by the fabulously rich
Sheremetev family, owners of some 210,000 serfs and two million acres. There are records for
116 productions, of which seventy-three were operas, twenty-five were comedies, and eighteen
were ballets.69 Among the 115 performers in 1789 were twenty-six dancers.70 Their eight
theatres included two on the family estates of Ostankino and Kuskovo near Moscow and
spared nothing in technological sophistication. The theatre at Kuskovo was so successful that
the English entrepreneur Michael Maddox, possessor of the Moscow public theatre monopoly,
complained it was robbing him of an audience.71Overall, comic operas, folk-dance
divertissements, and ballets predominated in serf-repertoires.72 The Soviet dance historian
Vera Krasovskaya proposes several reasons for the popularity of ballet and folk dance. For
instance, the large resources demanded by dance—an orchestra, a corps de ballet, soloists—
allowed grandees to flaunt their wealth. Equally, a serf was more naturally disposed to learning
stage dance than mastering the lines of some foreign play in translation. After all, folk dance
was very much part of country life and before too long, a serf dancer could also shape his or
her skills to a balletic vocabulary which was not so different, at that time, from social
dance.73The ballet masters tended to be serfs themselves. Even Count Nikolai Sheremetev
(1751–1809), who on occasion employed famous foreign ballet masters, relied on serf
teachers and ballet masters at other times. These were, consequently, the first Russian ballet
masters, preceding Valberkh at the Imperial Theatres. Most serf-artists had to lead a cruelly
incongruous double life: they appeared on stage as princes, princesses, shepherds, and
shepherdesses, but by day they continued as labourers, cooks, footmen, and housemaids,
indistinguishable from other serfs except for kid gloves which protected their hands and broad
hats which preserved their faces from sunburn and hid the paper curlers in their hair.74 Some
owners treated their artists with extreme brutality, the women being particularly vulnerable,
since they also had to suffer sexual exploitation. One story says that a Iusupov prince, at
performances in his Moscow theatre, used to force the corps de ballet to remove their clothes
at a given signal.75 But a few owners were enlightened, such as the Sheremetevs who
provided salaries and allowances, as well as compassion and respect. Nikolai Sheremetev,
who succeeded his father Petr as Russia’s wealthiest man, even married one of his opera
singers, Praskovia Kovaleva-Zhemchugova, behaviour that was regarded as social treason by
many of his class.76 Very occasionally, having become stage celebrities, serfs were able to
buy themselves out of bondage, as illustrated by Mikhail Shchepkin, the greatest Russian actor
of the nineteenth century, who began as a child serf-actor.77By the mid-1820s, many serf
theatres had disappeared, their decline dating from 1797 when Paul I introduced measures
restricting their activities. It was not unusual for their owners, striving to recoup the money they
had so extravagantly spent, to transfer or sell as many performers as possible to commercial or



imperial theatres. Valberkh, in 1800, was despatched to the town of Shklov to collect fourteen
dancers from the heirs of Count S. G. Zorich, a favourite of Catherine the Great; they were
destined for the St Petersburg ballet where they remained as the serfs of their original owners.
There were other bulk transactions: in 1805, for example, one serf-owner took his whole ballet
company to St Petersburg and sold it to an impresario; another, in 1806, sold his large
company, which included thirty-six dancers, to the Imperial Theatres in Moscow.78The Other
CapitalPetipa must have been aware of the existence of serfs early on, albeit by his time only
free citizens were accepted into the school and company. He must also have heard about the
serf companies which existed just a few decades before his arrival. It is tempting to think that
he was shocked, given the empathetic spirit revealed in his diaries, and perhaps it is indicative
that he noted the anniversary of the ‘emancipation of the Russian people’ in his diary on 19
February 1905.If serfdom was an alien truth to a newcomer like him, the St Petersburg ballet’s
cocooned and international world must by contrast have felt reassuringly familiar, as must the
city’s Westernized architecture. During the first four months of his arrival, with time on his
hands because it was the company’s long summer break, he acquainted himself with the city.
He writes that he visited the Hermitage museum (housed in extensions of the Winter Palace)
and the different islands of the city, after morning ballet practice at the theatre
school.79Moscow, however, was something else, more deeply Russian, more oriental, an
ancient citadel (kreml’) that had grown piecemeal, with little streets running in all directions and
byzantine churches on every corner. An estimated three-quarters of Moscow, though, had
burnt down in the fire that accompanied Napoleon’s invasion in 1812. By Petipa’s time many of
the wooden buildings had been replaced with stone ones so that elegant, colonnaded classical
mansions stood next to tiny yellow-painted wooden houses. There were also the new
Boulevard and Garden Rings (Bul’varnoe kol’tso and Sadovoe kol’tso), broad European-style
concentric avenues which traced the lines of the old city ramparts and cut across the ancient
winding lanes.80No longer needed by Elssler for the rehearsals of Esmeralda, Petipa was sent
to the ballet company in Moscow towards the end of 1848, together with his father Jean, who
by then had followed his son to Russia. The Moscow ballet and opera were now under the
control of the Imperial Theatres and the Petipas’ instructions were to mount two ballets,
premiered in St Petersburg the previous year: Mazilier’s Paquita; and The Devil in Love (Le
Diable amoureux) under its Russian title Satanilla, or Love and Hell (Satanilla, ili Liubov’ i
ad).81 The Petipas must have seen how different things were in Moscow. They would have
noticed that the company was smaller, its surroundings less opulent. Right from the beginning,
Moscow was disadvantaged: figures published by Frame show that in 1809 the St Petersburg
company had almost three times the budget of the Moscow company (85,620 roubles
compared with 32,093) and the St Petersburg theatre school three times that of its Moscow
counterpart (49,956 roubles, compared with 16,660).82Like much else in Moscow, the ballet
company was closer to the spirit of pre-Petrine Russia. One reason is that the Moscow
audience was different. In Moscow lived the old ancestral nobility and rich merchants; in St
Petersburg, the court and high-ranking officials. Moscow was the centre of business and
commerce; St Petersburg, the centre of banking and imperial power, its streets colonized by
military uniforms. As a result, Moscow might have been richer, but St Petersburg was grander,
and although in the last decades of the century Moscow shed its image as a cultural
backwater, some of its provincial features were slow to disappear. Vladimir Teliakovsky, who in
1901 moved from Moscow to St Petersburg to become the new director of the Imperial
Theatres, saw what Gautier and Vazem saw in St Petersburg’s audiences and explains how a
Moscow visitor, taking his seat for a performance, would be amazed:This is not as in Moscow,



where the public is dressed in little shawls and jackets. Here everyone is in tails, officers with
spurs and elaborate moustaches, the women with snowy white décolletés—diamonds,
perfume, lace. … Here even without the ballet there is something to look at. The royal box is
not empty, as it usually is in Moscow. Everybody is in their place. [. . .] everybody knows
everybody, everybody bows to each other, everybody belongs. And the ushers are so polite
and so well-dressed—in Moscow the livery often sits on them like sacks, but here it is as if it is
made to measure.83The Moscow audience not only looked different, its tastes were different
too. It was inclined to favour ballet with a strong narrative, mime scenes, folk and comic
dances.84 In St Petersburg, rich spectacle and elegance were pivotal elements. Allied to these
dissimilarities was the fact that ballet in Moscow not only started later, but differently. In St
Petersburg ballet started as a court entertainment, in Moscow early companies were largely
private enterprises. The first, launched in 1759 and bringing together singers, dancers and
actors, was the creation of an Italian, Giovanni Locatelli, who, fired by the success of his opera-
buffa troupe in St Petersburg, opened his own theatre in Moscow—and soon went bankrupt.
More durable was the company launched in 1776 by Michael Maddox, an English maverick
who had started as a tightrope-walking entertainer and along the way had taught mathematics
and physics to Catherine the Great’s son, the future Paul I.85 It is this company that marks the
beginning of the ballet and opera of the Bolshoi Theatre. Maddox started in partnership with
the Moscow prosecutor Prince Petr Urusov who had been granted an exclusive permit for
theatrical presentations by the city’s governor-general.86 Urusov eventually ceded the privilege
to Maddox and on 30 December 1780 Maddox opened a home for his company, the specially
built 1,500-seat theatre, the Petrovsky, Moscow’s only public theatre. Maddox presented
seasons of what appear to have been mixed programmes of ballet, drama, and opera, rather
like music hall or vaudeville. Many of the supporting dancers came from Moscow’s Imperial
Foundling Home, which had an in-house theatre for amateur performances and a succession
of foreign ballet masters who taught the pupils dancing. For the Petrovsky’s opening, sixteen
orphanage pupils took part in the programme’s allegorical ballet-pantomime The Bewitched
School (L’École enchantée).87 A few years later, Maddox took fifty dancers (and twenty-four
actors and thirty musicians) from the orphanage into his company.88The beginnings of the
Moscow ballet coincided with the vogue for Russian-style comic opera and with the new literary
currents of sentimentalism and early-romanticism which inspired Valberkh’s ballets in St
Petersburg. In the same way, the ballets presented by Maddox often focused on ordinary
citizens and peasants. Ballets such as Village Festivities (Derevenskii prazdnik, 1786) and The
Deceived Miller (Obmanutyi mel’nik, 1793) attracted spectators of all social classes. However,
Maddox was steeped in debt and in 1786 his venture was taken over by the government
agency that had provided many of his loans. He remained, though, responsible for daily
operations until a calamitous finale in 1805, when fire burnt the Petrovsky down.89At this point
Tsar Paul I intervened. It was decided to establish the directorate of Imperial Theatres in
Moscow and the following year (1806) the company was taken under the directorate’s
jurisdiction. In 1822 came a hiatus: the city’s governor-general took over responsibility for
theatre administration until 1843 when the directorate of Imperial Theatres resumed control.
From then on the manager of the Moscow office reported to the director in St Petersburg.For
twenty years after the fire, Maddox’s former company led a semi-nomadic existence. In 1825 it
finally took up residence in the custom-built New Bolshoi Petrovsky, not far from the old
Petrovsky and next door to the Maly, recently completed for the city’s drama company.90 But
once again fire, the hazard of all pre-twentieth-century theatres, struck the new Bolshoi in
1853, leaving only the outer walls. The reconstruction took just three years, pushed through for



the coronation celebrations of Alexander II. The architecture by Alberto Cavos (son of the
composer) enlarged the previous building, creating an auditorium of 2,150 seats. This is the
theatre that remains today, although the hurried work contributed to the problems that
necessitated the theatre’s protracted, much publicized closure and refurbishment early this
century.By contrast, the Imperial Ballet of St Petersburg was, most of the time, the reflection of
a city which had not, in the Moscow manner, grown organically over the centuries, but was
artificially created, its symmetries and palaces modelled on Western capitals, its focus on the
imperial machinery. The courtiers and senior civil servants who lived there were often foreign
or had foreign sympathies. The sovereigns also tended to have a Western outlook. Catherine
the Great, who was born a minor German princess, might have displayed a very public love for
Russian folk culture, but she was Western by upbringing and inclination. Nicholas I was
married to Princess Charlotte of Prussia and had a strong attachment to his new family—King
Frederick William III was his father-in-law and Frederick William IV his brother-in-law. This
Prussian link seems to have exercised a profound influence on him personally, which inevitably
became extended to cultural and political life in general.91Serving the TsarThe Moscow ballet,
then, was closer to the ‘real’ Russia, but the St Petersburg ballet was the more significant
because it had a symbolic, politicized identity. It was not so much Russian Ballet as the Ballet
of Russia. If the city of St Petersburg was an image of a Westernizing and Westernized
Russian autocracy, then so, on a more modest scale, was the ballet company.The historian
Richard S. Wortman has argued that the foreign character of the Russian monarchy was no
accident. From the fifteenth to the late nineteenth centuries the monarchy deliberately withdrew
from the rest of society in order to mythologize itself and thereby assert its ascendance. ‘By
appearing like foreigners, the monarch and the elite affirmed the permanence and inevitability
of their domination of subject populations, both Russian and other nationalities,’ Wortman
writes. ‘Peter the Great made Europe the referent of foreignness and superiority, and taught his
servitors to act like Europeans.’92Peter the Great’s successors continued to promulgate the
benefits of Western civilization in an enormous variety of forms and one of these was, of
course, ballet. By its creation as a court company and by its physical proximity, the Petersburg
ballet was an extension of the monarchy, brought out for state visits, weddings, and
coronations. The Petersburg ballet was not therefore representative of everyday Russia. It was
a reflection of Russian absolutism, a showcase for the allegorical enactment of imperial rituals
and themes; it was a mirror of the splendour and civilizing destiny of the sovereign. At their
most idealistic, the despots of the Enlightenment saw the stage as a powerful didactic
instrument, igniting moral self-improvement among their subjects: when in 1768 Catherine II
agreed to undergo the then new procedure of a smallpox vaccination, Angiolini staged an
allegorical ballet, Prejudice Conquered (Pobezhdennyi predrassudok) to celebrate the event.
The stage was also the predictable arena for adulation during Elizabeth’s coronation festivities
in 1742, as shown by just the titles of Landé’s ballets. One of them, for example, was called
The Happiness of the Nations at the Appearance of Astrea on the Russian Horizon and the
Restoration of the Golden Age (Radost’ narodov po povodu poiavleniia Astrei na russkom
gorizonte i vosstanovleniia zolotogo vremeni). This practice would be revived a hundred and
forty years later, with Petipa’s Night and Day (Noch’ i den’), which showed night banished by a
new dawn, for Alexander III’s coronation. (Night, presumably, was a metaphor not for Alexander
II’s reign, but for the anguish following his assassination.) Meanwhile, Glinka’s opera A Life for
the Tsar had long served as a hymn for imperial absolutism, opening the theatre season each
year, as well as fulfilling its patriotic duty on other important occasions, such as
coronations.Like all state companies, the ballet was subject to imperial tastes and intervention,



the emperors and the nobility often involving themselves personally in the ballet’s business.
Nicholas I had an eye for pretty ballerinas: one such was Varvara Volkova in the early 1830s,
but she was in love with a wealthy landowner and declined Nicholas’s repeated offers.93 He
also made a habit of attending rehearsals and busying himself with details, as happened
during Titus’s preparations for his production of Taglioni’s The Rebellion in the Seraglio. The
ballet’s subject—a rebellious harem which forms an Ebook Topsian battalion—greatly
appealed to the emperor, as remembered by the actor of the Alexandrinsky Theatre Fedor
Burdin:The sovereign interested himself greatly in the production of the ballet The Rebellion in
the Seraglio, where women had to perform various military manoeuvres. Reliable non-
commissioned officers from the Guards were sent to instruct them in all the various moves. At
first the female dancers were interested, but then they got bored and became lazy. Hearing
about this, the Sovereign arrived at a rehearsal and sternly announced to the theatre Ebook
Topss that ‘If they didn’t perform as required he would order them to stand outside with their
rifles and in their dancing shoes for two hours in the freezing cold.’ One should have seen with
what ardour the frightened skirt-wearing recruits set to work.94Petipa records a similar incident
in his memoirs, when Nicholas arrived unexpectedly for a rehearsal of Perrot’s ballet Catarina,
revived for the imperial stage in 1849.95 Perrot had strained his foot and had asked Petipa to
rehearse Elssler and the corps de ballet in the ballet’s ‘Pas stratégique’ in which the dancers
had to manipulate rifles. ‘We [. . .] were immediately interrupted by the voice of His Majesty,
speaking to the dancers: “You are holding your rifles, incorrectly, Mesdames! I will show you
how the rifles should be handled.” ’ Directed by the emperor, Elssler and the other dancers
followed his movements, until he was satisfied. News of this spread like wildfire and ensured
that the pas was encored at the first performance.96By character rigid and austere, Nicholas
was above all an army man who only truly relaxed at ballet performances.97 No doubt he
found the alliance of feminine charm and regimented precision irresistible. Apparently, he never
missed a single performance of The Rebellion in the Seraglio where he could appreciate the
ballet regiment, armed, in the words of Severnaia pchela’s reviewer, ‘with the white weapons of
full shoulders and rounded little arms’.98 In childhood, soldiers and military games were the
endless passion of his younger brother Michael and himself. Fear was part of the equation.
Whenever he built a summer house for his governess out of chairs, toys, whatever was at
hand, he never forgot to fortify it with a gun for protection. As emperor, he staked all on making
the entire land an impregnable fortress and his passion for regimentation and regulation
underpinned government policy.99 He was an expert in such things as the field manual, drill,
and playing the drum. His greatest attachment was to the minutiae: attending as often as he
could military parades and exercises, he was especially concerned about the physical
appearance of his troops, the buttons, ribbons, and colours of their uniforms.100Battle scenes
were a popular feature of plays, operas, and ballets and were, it seems, a response to imperial
military taste. However, in the discipline and visual geometries of ballet, Nicholas must have
found a particularly kindred spirit. The strict tempi, the unison, the elaborate stage formations:
all these had an obvious connection with the parade ground. Imperial interest accentuated
these elements in ballets in general and Petipa’s ballets in particular.101The inevitable
constraints brought by the proximity of the imperial presence were balanced by considerable
advantages. As an emblem of Russian autocracy, the St Petersburg ballet had the highest
visibility and most money, while throughout the nineteenth century the Moscow company was
starved. For St Petersburg, only the best talent was chosen; for Moscow, it was the second-
best, although the career of Ekaterina Sankovskaya, Russia’s Taglioni, shone brightly. (Taglioni
never appeared on the Moscow stage.)102 True, productions might be transferred from one



city to the other, as might certain dancers for guest appearances. Occasionally the transfer of
dancers was more permanent, often to fill gaps. But ballet-master staff positions in Moscow
were positions of lesser prestige.It was always the St Petersburg ballet which was considered
the repository of the highest excellence, even in the twentieth century, although the Soviets did
try to redress the balance.103 In nineteenth-century St Petersburg they had Didelot, Perrot,
Saint-Léon, Petipa. In Moscow, apart from brief tours of duty by the great Italian teacher Carlo
Blasis (1861–1863, 1866), they had semi-forgotten first ballet masters: Wenzel Reisinger,
Joseph Hansen, Alexei Bogdanov, Jose Mendez—or none at all. Located far from the direct
imperial gaze, Moscow’s ballet enjoyed the only asset of neglect, which was greater
autonomy.Standing six feet three inches tall, severe and erect, Nicholas I was an imposing and
handsome figure. People who met him were invariably impressed. He was, according to
different accounts, Apollo, Jupiter, Mars, a terrestrial divinity. Pushkin compared him to Moses;
a Polish enemy recorded how he was overcome by his stunning majesty and couldn’t meet the
imperial gaze.104 Even Custine wrote about his noble features and Grecian profile.105The
close interaction between the monarch and the Imperial Theatres was reinforced by the fact
that the Imperial Theatres budget came directly from the court. The buildings themselves were
named after members of the imperial family: the Alexandrinsky, after Nicholas I’s wife; the
Mikhailovsky, after Nicholas’s brother; the opera house that was opened after Nicholas’s death,
the Mariinsky, after Alexander II’s wife.106The emperor’s regular visits to the theatre meant
that everyone was on the alert for signs of his approval or otherwise, since the fate of a
production or a performer depended on him. ‘It was enough for the tsar to say a good word
about the latter and their future career could be considered secure,’ writes Vazem. ‘It is no
surprise that the adroit, obsequious Frenchman Petipa was always looking for approval from
the members of the imperial family, vigilantly monitoring the impression created by his
ballets.’107 Putting aside her personal dislike of Petipa, evident in many pages of her memoirs,
he probably was anxious and deferential, given the status quo.The successive emperors
treated company members as their extended family, as almost their personal responsibility. In
this way, serfdom imprinted itself on the collective mind, even after it was abolished. About
Nicholas I the character dancer Timofei Stukolkin wrote in his memoirs: ‘[He] showed us so
much kindness, he loved us and treated us like his own children.’108 The heady mix of an
emperor’s powerful status and his proximity inspired a real devotion which was extended to
other members of his family, even from foreigners like Petipa. In his diaries, Petipa noted the
birthdays of the empress and ‘dear Emperor Nicholas II’, as well as the anniversary of the
death of Alexander III, and recorded buying a portrait of Grand Duke Michael.109 Artists saw
themselves as special servants, elevated by their physical closeness to the emperor and
graded medals were awarded to outstanding artists.110 Petipa clearly considered they had
great prestige since he lists his awards in the preface to his memoirs.111 It was also
commonplace for the emperor’s regular attendances at the ballet to include not only
conversations with the artists during the intervals, but gifts of jewellery and similar items for an
artist’s benefit performance or other special occasion.112The conditions under which Petipa
worked were among the best available anywhere. Yet just as without this favourable context
Petipa would not have achieved the same success, so without Petipa the Petersburg ballet
would not have achieved the same excellence. The interaction between Petipa and the Imperial
Ballet of St Petersburg was therefore pivotal, its importance accentuated towards the end of
the century by the decline of ballet in Western Europe. By the end of the century it remained
largely unseen outside Russia, but it had become Europe’s leading company.2The Travelling
DancerAfter having received an abundance of applause in Seville, the delicate Guy-Stéphan



and Mr Petipa have moved on to Cadiz where they arrived on the third of this month and on the
fifth they will give their first performance in the main theatre of this city, where undoubtedly they
will achieve the same success as in Seville.1Marius Petipa, Aged Twenty-nineAccording to his
contemporaries, Petipa was a gifted raconteur, a dapper dresser, and an indefatigable worker
who hated holidays.2 The passport issued to him in 1844 in Bordeaux says that he measured
1.68m (slightly above the French average for the time) and had brown hair and eyes; he
remained slim, erect, and carefully groomed right to the end of his life.3 Matilda Kshesinskaya,
who graduated into the St Petersburg company in 1890, remembers: ‘He usually arrived at the
theatre whistling, wrapped in a check plaid.’4 Although he never fully mastered the Russian
language, he grew to love his adopted country, where he eventually became a Russian citizen
and which he ‘learned to love with all my heart and with all my soul’.5He had come to Russia
as an energetic and ambitious twenty-nine-year old, his international reputation as a
choreographer inexistant, although he certainly did have some choreographic experience, and
had already described himself on his Bordeaux passport as ‘artist choreographer and
librettist’ (artiste chorégraphe et libretor). As a dancer, on the other hand, he appears to have
had considerable success during two-and-a-half years spent in Spain. The day after his arrival
in St Petersburg he had dressed in white tie and tails to report to the offices of the directorate,
apparently unaware that the company had started its long summer vacation. He knew about
Russia’s reputation as a richly rewarding destination, but his reception by the director of the
Imperial Theatres Alexander Gedeonov outstripped expectations.I was immediately invited into
the office of His Excellency, who greeted me in a very friendly manner.‘When would you like for
me to make my début?’‘Allez vous promener,’ replied the director.6‘What, Your Excellency?—
but you were kind enough to engage me …’‘I know, but surely it doesn’t disturb you to have
four more months of freedom?’‘Four months?’ I asked, fearfully.‘Nearly that.’‘But indeed, Your
Excellency, in these months also, one must live.’‘And live well. You will be paid your full salary.
And if you need money immediately, you may draw an advance.’‘I would be grateful for an
advance, Your Excellency.’‘Is 200 roubles enough?’7‘More than enough.’‘Then present this
paper at the office of the Imperial Theatre, and you will get 200 roubles.’I was bursting with
gratitude, and on leaving the director, gave thanks to heaven, which had sent me such good
fortune. What luck! I said to myself, yes, this is simply the promised land. To receive four
months salary for doing nothing, and to obtain an immediate advance of 200 roubles—what a
contrast to the administration at Nantes, where they had refused to pay me when I broke my
leg while in service.Beside myself with excitement, I shared my happiness with my mother
immediately, sending her 100 roubles.8The standard one-year contract he signed as premier
danseur and mime ran from 24 May 1847 and included an option for a further two years, if
agreed by the directorate. His annual payment was 10,000 francs, supplemented by the
proceeds of one half-benefit performance.9 His contract does not note his date of birth; later in
the 1860s, when renewing his passport on two occasions, he knocked off seven years,
claiming to be born in 1825. Later still, he settled on 1822 as his ‘chosen’ year of birth, so that
after his death tributes were published in 1922 in celebration of the presumed centenary of his
birth.10At a guess, the ‘improved’ age was not an outlandish tactic at a time when personal
data were less easily verifiable. It was especially understandable for a twenty-nine-year-old still
trying to clamber upwards in a profession demanding youth. He had already subtracted a year
for the passport issued to him in 1844 in Bordeaux—and that was considerably less than his
father Jean who removed twelve years for his own passport to Madrid (via Marseilles) soon
after.11 Marius’s progress had not been as smooth as that of his extremely handsome brother
Lucien, his elder by three years. The two boys were moulded professionally by their father who



had spent a large part of his career in Brussels, building up the company at the Théâtre de la
Monnaie. Later, from 1835 to 1839 Jean was the ballet master at the Grand-Théâtre in
Bordeaux and it was at this point that Marius, a formerly reluctant ballet student, started to
commit himself fully to his dance training and ‘to examine the theory of pas [dances]’.12The
Glamorous Lucien PetipaDuring this time, Lucien was displaying his refined classical technique
and skilful mime on the Bordeaux stage. In 1836 he performed the lead mime role of Oswald
opposite a guest celebrity, Fanny Elssler, in his father’s production of Taglioni’s Nathalie, or the
Swiss Milkmaid.13 (Jean had first staged the ballet as The Swiss Milkmaid in 1824 during his
term as ballet master in Brussels.)14 It was maybe Elssler who, recognizing Lucien’s talent,
recommended him to the Paris Opera.15 Either way, Lucien made his Paris Opera debut,
dancing James in Taglioni’s La Sylphide on 10 June 1839, opposite Elssler. This production,
staged with care the previous year, deviated from the original in only one respect: James’s
second-act pas de deux with the titular sylphide was replaced by a duo for two sylphides,
performed by Fanny and Therese Elssler, Fanny’s sister who profited by Fanny’s fame. For
Lucien’s debut, however, the sisters adapted this into a pas de trois: a gracious concession that
was fully vindicated by Lucien’s performance. His pleasing appearance, grace, and easy
elevation immediately won over both the public and management, and he was forthwith
engaged.16 He seems to have been a perfect all-rounder, admired for his ‘intelligent and
passionate’ mime, his ‘bold and supple dancing which has contributed for a large part to the
success of modern ballets’.17 He had charm, he was ‘always elegant, graceful and refined’, he
was the skilful and chivalrous partner of the century’s greatest ballerinas.18 Soon he was
‘without equal the hero and the prince loved in all the ballets’ of the Paris Opera.19 It was
Lucien who created the role of Albrecht in Giselle, partnering Carlotta Grisi—and conquering
her heart offstage as well as on. He became Grisi’s regular partner and enjoyed great success
on visits to London, appearing with Grisi and two other ballerinas, Adèle Dumilâtre and the
part-Irish, part-Flemish Adeline Plunkett. He also partnered the great Marie Taglioni for her
final performances in her signature ballet La Sylphide in 1844. ‘Petipa, by the expressiveness
and warmth of his acting, by the energy of his dance, showed himself worthy of such a partner,’
Gautier reported in La Presse, adding, ‘even though male dancers are completely out of
fashion, he was applauded on several occasions.’20 A couple of years later, reviewing Jean
Coralli’s La Péri, created with Grisi and Petipa, Gautier also wrote:And here, as on so many
other occasions, we must pay tribute to Petipa. How devoted and attentive he is to his ballerina,
and how well he supports her! He does not seek to attract attention to himself. And in spite of
the sometimes unjust disfavour in which male dancers are held today, he is completely
accepted by the public, for he does not put on the artificial graces and the revolting mincing
manner that have turned the public against male dancing. A very intelligent mime, he always
holds the stage and never overlooks the smallest detail. His success was therefore complete,
and he can lay claim to a fair share of the applause that was produced by that admirable pas
de deux.21The ‘admirable pas de deux’ was a high point of the ballet, full of spectacular holds
and a perilous leap, loudly cheered every evening, in which Grisi seemed to fly into Petipa’s
arms.A group photograph of Lucien with his mother, Marius, and his sister Victorine shows an
elegantly slender young man with a fine-drawn, regular-featured face. Later on, no longer
playing romantic heroes, he became slightly less slender. In 1855 he launched himself as a
choreographer with a divertissement for Verdi’s The Sicilian Vespers (Les Vêpres siciliennes)
and in 1860 succeeded Joseph Mazilier as the Paris company’s first ballet master. As such it
was he who gave the moving address at the funeral of Emma Livry, the tragic young ballerina
who died after her costume caught fire.22 And it was he who choreographed the Venusberg



scene’s bacchanal for the notorious French production of Wagner’s Tannhäuser in 1861,
withdrawn after just three performances. About his first full ballet Sacountala (1858), Gautier,
who was its librettist, praised him for showing grace, originality, and freshness, and for
possessing ‘a feeling for plastic form in groups and an ease in handling masses’.23 (These
would also be salient qualities in Marius’s work.) However, the fact that he created only three
more ballets suggests that, even if they were accomplished, they were probably not
outstanding. The composer Albert Vizentini was unimpressed by the way he discharged his
duties in rehearsals, ‘inoffensive, addressing everybody as tu’, and compared him unfavourably
to previous ballet masters.24In November 1868 the Opera’s management forced him to retire
after he fell ill—he may have suffered a hunting accident in the summer.25 His wife Angélique’s
letter pleading for a further two months for recuperation (‘to tell him at this moment that his post
is lost would kill him’) fell on deaf ears.26 Eventually, though, he briefly held the post of director
of the dance conservatoire in Brussels (1872–1873), where his father had also been director
and where he gave his first performances as a child.27 In 1881 he began teaching at the Paris
Opera in charge of a newly launched mime class.28 In addition he gave private lessons in
ballroom dancing and deportment for children, among them the future Napoleon III.29 His
choreographic swan song at the Paris Opera was Namouna in 1882, but that, together with all
his other compositions, has disappeared. He died suddenly, aged eighty-three, on 7 July 1898
at his home in Versailles and today his name has all but faded from the collective
memory.30New York! New York?Although Marius is now the best-known Petipa, he did not find
the same rapid recognition as Lucien. He achieved brief success in Spain, but did not follow his
brother to Paris Opera, the best ballet stage in the world. It was with his arrival in Russia that
his position was elevated to international standing. In Russia, he then had to bide his time
before finding the chance to prove himself as a choreographer. Although he staged a small
number of character dances for opera early on, he was already in his late thirties when he
started creating his own ballets.Lillian Moore, basing herself on Petipa’s memoirs, but slightly
shifting his chronology, dates his adult professional performing debut as being in 1838, before
his engagement in Nantes. The performance was, allegedly, at the Comédie-Française in Paris,
at a benefit for the great tragedienne Mlle Rachel in which he danced with Carlotta Grisi. No
trace, though, has been found. Instead, thanks to a programme advertised in Le Coureur des
spectacles, the Soviet dance writer Iurii Slonimsky was able to establish that Lucien and
Marius Petipa, along with Grisi, took part in a benefit on 27 October 1842 for Lucinde Paradol,
retired actress of the Comédie-Française, by which time Marius had already spent three
seasons as a premier danseur in Nantes. (They gave a performance of Molière’s comédie-
ballet Le Bourgeois gentilhomme.)31There now follows even bigger confusion in the Petipa
story. In 1839, just three months after Lucien’s debut at the Paris Opera, Jean Petipa, who was
no longer employed in Bordeaux, accepted a tantalizing new opportunity to work in New York
and, according to Marius’s memoirs, brought Marius into the equation. A ballerina, Éléonore
Lecomte, who was putting together a company, invited Jean as ballet master. She had danced
in London, in Russia (probably), and at the Paris Opera; she had been première danseuse at
the Théâtre de la Monnaie when Jean was in charge.32 Now, with her husband Jean Lecomte,
a retired tenor, as her manager, she had already danced in the United States for two seasons.
The audiences had been so receptive, she decided to bring over a group of European dancers.
Among them were: Pauline Desjardins, who would later tour the United States with Fanny
Elssler; Mme Lecomte’s brother Jules Martin, a premier danseur; Kaiffer, another premier
danseur; and a German eccentric dancer and mime called Klishnig. There was also a corps de
ballet.33Records show that on 29 August 1839 Jean Petipa took a ferry from Boulogne to



London. From England, it is probable that on 2 September, along with Éléonore Lecomte’s
husband, he set sail to New York on the new British Queen, the largest passenger ship in the
world.34 The crossing took nineteen days, and Jean would have arrived just as Paul Taglioni
(brother of Marie) and his wife Amalia Galster were finishing a popular four-month tour.The
Lecomte company was no gimcrack venture. It had been hired by the actor-manager James W.
Wallack who, with his backers, had for two years successfully leased the National Theatre,
located on the corner of Leonard and Church Streets, close to West Broadway. His repertory
company was one of the finest ever gathered in the United States, headed that summer by the
great American tragedian Edwin Forrest, and the ballet was scheduled to appear alongside this
company.35 However, on 23 September, the same day that Charles Kean, son of the famous
Edmund Kean, was due to appear as Richard III, a fire broke out in the theatre. The
conflagration was so devastating, it destroyed not only the theatre but three churches and
several houses.36 Wallack’s losses were spectacular; even so, he managed to find a
temporary home, a 1,200-seat theatre on Broadway adjoining Niblo’s Garden, and on 1
October, less than a week after the fire, the National Theatre opened there.37 The ballet’s own
opening on 29 October was part of a programme also containing a drama and a farce. They
staged La Tarentule, a two-act ballet by Jean Coralli, premiered at the Paris Opera only a few
months earlier.38 The cast was led by Lecomte, Martin, his wife Égerie, and, in the comic
mime role of Dr Omeopatico, Jean Petipa. An enthusiastic review appeared in the Spirit of the
Times, praising Madame Lecomte as ‘an acknowledged artiste’ who was particularly effective
in the scene where she was afflicted by the tarantula’s bite and whose dancing still had ‘that
wonderful rapidity and finish’ which had impressed before. Pauline Desjardins had a ‘very
pretty, pleasing face, and dances with a light, airy step’, Jules Martin’s mime was admirable,
but about the other men—as too often happened—the reviewer declined ‘to judge upon first
sight’.39La Tarentule was performed three more times; then on 4 November, sharing the bill
with Edwin Forrest, Jean Petipa mounted Jocko, the Ape of Brazil (Jocko, ou le singe du
Brésil), about an ape who saves his captor’s child from drowning. Created in 1825 by Frédéric
Blache (brother of the St Petersburg ballet master Alexis Blache) at Paris’s Théâtre de la Porte-
Saint-Martin, the ballet’s sentimental story had immediately conquered the audience’s heart
and it was widely shown elsewhere, including Brussels, where it was staged by Jean Petipa in
1826. (A year later the nine-year-old Marius appeared as the child saved by the ape.)40 In New
York, Klishnig played the ape and made such a strong impression that he later toured the
United States, starring in his own productions. According to the poster Jean Petipa seems to
have played Pedro, the ‘factotum’ of Don Fernandez (Kaiffer), a Brazilian planter who was
presumably the ape’s captor. (The names did not match those of Blache’s ballet.)41Despite the
combined attractions of foreign dancers and eminent actors, Wallack was losing money. On 12
November he withdrew the ballet company and on 18 November closed the theatre, having lost
five thousand dollars. Some newspapers blamed the theatre’s location and the difficult times.42
The Lecomtes, however, promptly found another venue, the Bowery Theatre, where the
company opened on 18 November with Jocko.43 On 21 November they presented Jean’s third
production, Marco Bomba, or the Bragging Sergeant, a one-act burlesque about a boisterous
band of Galician village boys, who, urged on by their sweethearts, assume all manner of
physical infirmities to escape conscription when Sergeant Marco Bomba arrives. The ballet had
been premiered at the Théâtre de la Renaissance in Paris on 23 August (Marco Bomba, ou Le
Sergent fanfaron), just days before Jean’s departure to New York. Jean knew the
choreographer Jean Ragaine, since he had been one of his premier danseurs at the
Monnaie.44 The libretto’s rollicking premise, with its open invitation to knockabout comedy,



meant that when Jean returned to the Monnaie in 1841 and mounted Marco Bomba two years
later, he produced a hit. (In 1854, the same ballet appeared on the St Petersburg stage, in a
mise en scène by Perrot for Marius Petipa’s benefit performance, with Perrot, Petipa, and a
polished dancer called Christian Johansson enjoying themselves enormously.)45At the
Bowery, however, it was given only three times and didn’t prevent the company collapsing into
financial failure. Deciding to leave not with a whimper but a defiant flourish, they gave their
farewell on 23 November with Marco Bomba and a special ‘Grand Carnival Ball’.46 Marius in
his memoirs accuses Éléonore Lecomte’s husband of being a ‘swindler-impresario’ who robbed
them of the box-office receipts. He writes that this, together with an epidemic of yellow fever,
prompted his father to book their return to Europe on the first available passage. He adds that
‘the enterprise ended in a most shameful bankruptcy, and the company who worked there full
time didn’t receive a cent.’47In fact the company continued performing well into the following
year, appearing in Mobile, New Orleans, St Louis, and Boston. (Éléonore Lecomte and Jules
Martin eventually settled as ballet teachers in Philadelphia.)48 Also in fact, contrary to Marius’s
claim, he himself never took part in the American season. His name is nowhere to be found in
passenger records or advertisements. Even more decisive is Sergei Konaev’s incontrovertible
evidence in his new edition of Petipa’s memoirs: theatre listings in the local newspapers Le
Breton and Vert-Vert show that during the whole of the American tour, Petipa was busy
performing on the stage of the Grand-Théâtre of Nantes. For example, as advertised in Le
Breton of 22 October, just one week before the New York opening, he was dancing a pas de
quatre that same day in the one-act The Six Ingénus, or the Family of Innocents (Les Six
Ingénus, ou la Famille des innocents); and again, as advertised by Le Breton of 30 November,
he was dancing a pas de deux that same day with the première danseuse Armande Ferdinand
in a divertissement, Spanish Rosita (Rosita l’espagnole).49 What to make of this? The most
charitable interpretation is that, remembering his father’s stories, Petipa in his old man’s mind
had actually convinced himself that he too had been there.NantesPetipa’s first employment, at
the age of twenty-one, was at the Grand-Théâtre of Nantes. His name appears in the company
lists as premier danseur for three seasons: 1839–1840, 1840–1841, and 1841–1842.50 The
season started in May and he joined the small company when the ballet master was Étienne-
Hughes Laurençon, another dancer who had served in Brussels under Jean Petipa.51 Petipa
claims he choreographed three complete ballets in Nantes, as well as dances for operas; he
also says he received an author’s fee for each performance, which ‘flattered my ego, and I
decided to devote myself to this speciality’.52 The ballets he names—The Master’s Prerogative
(Le Droit du Seigneur); The Gypsy Girl (La Petite Bohémienne); The Wedding Celebration in
Nantes (La Noce à Nantes)—have not been found. But Le Breton does record the following
ballet as part of a double bill:Grand-Theatre—Today Thursday, 16 July 1840, at six o’clock. 1.
Don Juan of Austria, comedy in five acts, by M. Casimir Delavigne; 2. The Scatterbrain, or the
Love Affair, ballet in two scenes, by M. Marius Petipa.Given the date it seems likely that this
represents his very first professional ballet; Petipa’s choreographic ambitions therefore existed
right from the start. There are also traces of dances he created for himself and the two sisters
in the company, Armande and Thérèse Ferdinand: among them, a pas de trois in the opera La
Favorite (25 April 1841), ‘A New Tyrolean’ (Une Nouvelle Tyrolienne, 9 December 1841), and a
Saxon dance in the style of a cracovienne (14 March 1842).53His name often appears as a
performer; he was, with Laurençon, the company’s only premier danseur (Laurençon was a
premier danseur in the comique genre).54 He is not singled out for specific description, but on
4 October 1840 Vert-Vert wrote enthusiastically about the company in general, praising the
precision, lightness, and wonderful grace with which it performed Spanish, Russian, Styrian,



and Tyrolean dances and calling for its members to be allowed less cramped working
conditions.55On the subject of working conditions, Petipa writes in his memoirs that in his
second season he broke his leg on stage. During the six weeks of recovery he discovered ‘how
the majority of impresarios treat the actors whom they exploit’. Although his injury had been
sustained while performing, he learnt that, without performances, his salary would be withheld.
So he found a ruse, devising a Spanish pas in which he played the castanets while another
dancer performed the steps. With this, the management found itself legally obliged to pay his
salary.56 In his exhaustive researches in Nantes, Konaev has not been able to find anything to
corroborate the castanet-playing strategy, but the absence of Petipa’s name on the theatre bills
during February and March 1840 suggests that he did indeed sustain an injury.57Meanwhile,
Jean Petipa returned to Brussels in September 1841 for another two seasons. And at some
point Petipa spent two months in the Paris classes of the elderly Auguste Vestris, who had
been the greatest male dancer of his generation and was now an important teacher. In his
memoirs Petipa gives the timing as preceding his employment in Bordeaux, in which case it
would have been not long before Vestris’s death aged eighty-two in 1842.BordeauxPetipa
arrived at the Grand-Théâtre de Bordeaux on 1 May 1843, back to the city where he had spent
four years before joining the Nantes company. Six months before his return, a new general
director and former actor, Auguste Devéria, had signed an agreement for a three-year lease on
Bordeaux’s theatres, chief among which was the Grand-Théâtre. Built in 1780, its elegant
colonnaded stone architecture survives to this day and still houses a ballet company and a
wooden auditorium, now restored with the original royal colours of blue, white, and gold. Petipa
calls it a ‘luxurious theatre’ in a ‘wonderful city’, and both epithets remain accurate.58 In
Petipa’s time the inside of the theatre had gas lighting and the outside was illuminated during
performances. There was heating during the winter, while in hot weather the foyer and
entrances were sprinkled with water.59 The theatre’s performance history is distinguished:
Jean Dauberval was ballet master from 1785 to 1790 and it was on this stage in 1789 that he
created his famous ballet La Fille mal gardée under its original name, Le Ballet de la paille, ou
Il n’est qu’un pas du mal au bien.60 When Petipa arrived, though, the Grand-Théâtre was in
dire financial straits and the press was complaining of declining standards, a monotonous
repertoire, and crumbling stage designs. The new appointee, Devéria, was the latest in a long
succession of speedily bankrupted directors. He had won an increased subsidy and much
hope was pinned on his plans to expand the number of performers and attract bigger
audiences.61It was customary in municipal theatres for artists engaged by the director to be
confronted with a further hurdle—the public’s response. At Nantes, for example, with each new
season, artists seeking entry or promotion also depended on the audience’s cheers or jeers
over the course of three performances.62 Bordeaux followed the same practice and for the
third performance, according to Petipa, he was one of five aspirants, among whom were a
tenor and an actress of the soubrette genre. There was a commissaire, who was a member of
the police, to oversee the nerve-wracking proceedings.63In reality Petipa’s ordeal was even
more complicated and precarious than he lets on. For his first performance on 13 May 1843,
he was ambitiously announced as ‘first dancer in all styles’ (premier danseur en tous genres)
and appeared not in any old divertissement but as Albrecht in Giselle, partnering the popular
première danseuse Élisa Bellon who was returning to Bordeaux after a year at the Paris
Opera. Maybe Devéria was hoping the pairing would stir the Bordeaux masses—and, in the
event, it did: where Petipa was concerned it provoked a great deal of hissing as well as
applause. The police report, describing the event, was not optimistic: ‘Petipa [ … ] will not
achieve the success he was, it is said, counting on.’64 The press reviews were mixed. The arts



weekly La Sylphide on 18 May 1843 described him as ‘young, with a good physique, light and
with good schooling, but a bit rigid and inexpert [. . .] work will make him acquire what he
needs’.65 Another publication, L’Indicateur, reported ‘M. Petipas [sic] is a very young dancer
who shows excellent abilities; his dancing is rather weak, it is true, but his bearing is good; he
mimes and gestures well.’66 Other reviewers, though, were less forgiving.This over-challenged
debut poses the question of who thought of it in the first place. Maybe Lucien or Jean Petipa
pulled strings; maybe Devéria, talent-scouting in Paris, saw Marius in the Lucinde Paradol
benefit and was impressed; or maybe, as Sergei Konaev suggests, it was Élisa Bellon who,
having danced Giselle in Paris and getting to know Marius there, wanted him as her partner.
Natalie Morel Borotra, quoting Pierre Lacotte’s claim that Marius, helped by Lucien, notated
Giselle in great detail when he first saw the ballet in 1842, also wonders whether Marius might
have participated in the ballet’s staging on the Bordeaux stage. Either way, the resulting state
of affairs seems to have prompted Petipa’s superiors to pressure him to accept a demotion.67
His second appearance on 22 May was as an understudy for the premier danseur Charles
Albert (son of the reputable ballet master ‘Albert’) in a pas de deux with Joséphine Delestre, a
deuxième danseuse (second-rank dancer).68 But that was not enough to mollify the writers of
La Sylphide and L’Indicateur who judged his performance heavy and listless. A further
downgrading was needed, and this was made public. The local theatre periodical L’Homme gris
reported that Petipa had definitively renounced his premier danseur ambition; the Mémorial
bordelais commented ‘after M. Marius Petipas [sic] made it known that he would accept a more
modest rank than the one he was initially pursuing, his future, rather dark at first, has
brightened a little.’69His third appearance was before a tumultuous audience, which rejected
the debuts of two singers, amid hostilities between the different factions. He was about to go
the same way, and at some point a spectator threw a scrap of paper on stage with the scrawled
message ‘no more Petipa’, adding the humiliating phrase ‘at any price’.70 But the régisseur
appeared, to emphasize to the audience that Petipa was a candidate for the replacement of M.
Honoré, a troisième danseur (third-rank dancer) who took deuxième danseur roles when
needed.71 In the end he was accepted into the company with the rank of deuxième danseur,
as indicated by a letter he wrote to the press ‘to reassure those who might object to me,
believing I am claiming a premier position, when I am limiting myself to deuxième
danseur’.72Devéria’s ballet company was led by the ballet master Alexis Blache, the same
Blache who had been in St Petersburg. The top rank of the performing hierarchy was occupied
by two married couples: Albert and Bellon; Lucien Clair and his wife, the second pair being
demi-caractère dancers. The corps de ballet of thirty-two was equally divided between men
and women; above them was a total of about fifteen troisième and deuxième danseurs and
mimes. There was even a ballet school attached to the company. Meanwhile, the orchestra
under Louis Costard de Mézeray (who would become one of France’s most eminent
conductors) had fifty-one musicians.73After such a bad start, things could only improve for
Petipa. He was kept busy partnering deuxièmes danseuses such as Delestre and Célina
Moulinié. He appeared with Moulinié in the familiar El Marcobomba (spelt here as one word),
dancing a pretty pas de deux ‘whose execution’, according to L’Homme gris, ‘showed a
progress which the public was able to appreciate’.74 Other reviews make encouraging
comments. On 14 March 1844 La Sylphide reported: ‘M. Petipa enjoys greater favour from the
public every day.’75 Between May 1843 and June 1844, besides Albrecht in Giselle, he had
roles in other popular ballets: The Village Sleepwalker (La Somnambule villageoise); The
Millers (Les Meuniers) by Jean-Baptiste Blache (eminent father of Alexis and Frédéric); La
Sylphide; La Fille mal gardée (which he had also danced in Nantes). He was Osvald in



Nathalie, or the Swiss Milkmaid; he danced in Auber’s opera-ballet Le Dieu et la bayadère (The
God and the Bayadère). He appeared in character dances, often with Moulinié: mazurkas and
other Central European numbers, but especially Spanish dances—the cachucha, bolera, jota
aragonesa—which were especially popular with Bordeaux’s Iberian community.76 For the new
season, the company list published on 30 April 1844 shows him as aiming for deuxième
danseur, premier when needed (premier au besoin): a modest promotion which seems to have
been jeopardized by the audience’s reception on 3 May—another rowdy gladiatorial occasion,
where opposing spectators tried to drown each other out. The atmosphere seems to have
unnerved Petipa and, appearing with Delestre in Donizetti’s La Favorite, he made the mistake
of acknowledging applause that was meant for her. This, as described by the police report, lost
him any shred of favour he might have had with the subscribers, although the rest of the
audience seemed more benevolent.77 However, he was accepted by the management,
according to L’Indicateur (5 May) and La Sylphide (9 May), the latter describing him as tireless
and well-schooled, and adding a week later that ‘M. Petipa is well thought of and deserves
it.’78 In his memoirs Petipa claims to have choreographed four ballets, but no mention of them
has yet been found.79After only eleven months, he was forced to join the stream of dancers
leaving Bordeaux. On 22 March 1844, Devéria informed the city authorities that he had a deficit
of more than 60,000 francs; on 13 May 1844, his enterprise was declared bankrupt; and on 15
June Petipa’s departure was reported in the press.80 His passport had already been issued on
12 June for travel to Madrid via Bayonne, to join the Teatro del Circo.SpainThe Teatro del Circo
had reopened as a theatre in 1842 and was the city’s fashionable 1,600-seat home of opera
and ballet.81 It had an orchestra of 116 players, a ballet school, and even a shuttle—special
carriages transporting spectators to performances from various points in the city. The theatre’s
director José, Marques de Salamanca, wanted to show the best of opera and ballet and was in
the process of repopulating the ballet company. He engaged the ballet master Jean-Baptiste
Barrez from the Paris Opera; among the dancers, the most famous was Marie Guy-Stéphan, a
refined classicist as well as a talented performer of character dances, who had appeared with
much success in London, Milan, and Paris. It was possibly Barrez, since he had coached
Lucien Petipa at the Paris Opera, who thought of inviting Marius. Or maybe the idea came from
Guy-Stéphan, who needed a partner. She knew the Petipa family: she had been engaged as a
première danseuse in Bordeaux when Jean Petipa was ballet master.82Either way, Petipa was
brought to Madrid to be Guy-Stéphan’s partner in the fashionable ballets of the day. His
appearances were tracked by numerous reviews, although he was more often mentioned in the
shadow of the ballerina. His debut with Giselle on 24 June 1844 ‘was received with general
applause’ and showed that ‘his dance schooling, like his mime, was very good’.83 Among the
other ballets he subsequently performed were: Albert’s The Beautiful Maid of Ghent (La Jolie
Fille de Gand, renamed La Hermosa Beatriz o el sueño), where he danced a polka and an
allemande with Guy-Stéphan; Coralli’s La Tarentule, in which he appeared as the male lead
Luis; and Joseph Mazilier’s The Devil in Love (El Diablo Enamorado), in which he was also
cast as the male lead Frédéric.84 As the months passed, so the reviews of Petipa gained in
enthusiasm and detail. He was ‘from the modern school, bringing together good taste and
decent execution’. Dancing in La Péri, he was superior to the other men, Mr Ferranti and Mr
Gontie, which ‘made us regret how short was the part he played’. In The Devil in Love ‘he
performed the part of Count Frédéric with great skill and understanding.’85 When the company
was again reorganized for the 1845–1846 season, all the existing dancers were removed ‘with
only the inimitable Guy-Stéphan and Mr Petipa staying for the next year’.86 The new dancers
included Petipa’s Bordeaux stage partner Joséphine Delestre and Frédéric Montessu, who had



also worked in Bordeaux.87 For the Crónica de Madrid Montessu turned out to be the city’s
best male dancer, with high, confident, and effortless jumps, whereas Petipa, in ‘classical
(heroic) dance is no better than average, but in the character or ballroom dances he is
excellent’ and ‘his acting is natural and realistic’.88From deuxième danseur in Bordeaux to the
partner of Madrid’s prima ballerina assoluta was quite a promotion, even if the Teatro del Circo
was not one of Europe’s premier stages. The reviews are almost unanimous concerning the
enormous popularity not only of Guy-Stéphan but of Petipa: they encored their dances to
tumultuous applause; they were ‘the lovely and nimble Guy-Stéphan and the energetic and
intelligent Petipa’ who ‘will no doubt receive as much applause as always’.89 As would be the
case in Russia, Petipa seems to have been a good partner, a gifted actor, and a particularly
effective character dancer. Perhaps his lesser talent in classical dance is the reason why
Frédéric Montessu and Pierre Massot head the male dancers in the company’s hierarchy,
published on 25 March 1845, with Petipa listed directly below them.90 In the spring of 1846, as
described in his memoirs, he and Guy-Stéphan were invited by Fernando Millet, impresario of
the Teatro Principal of Seville, to tour Andalusia with Millet’s ballet company.91 They started in
Seville on 21 April and went on to visit seven other cities, among them Cádiz, Málaga, and
Granada, performing changing programmes of extracts from the Madrid repertoire. In Seville,
for example, their programme included a pas de deux from Ondine, a polka, and a jaleo de
Jerez. Elsewhere they also showed extracts from Esmeralda, the pas de deux from Perrot’s
divertissement L’Aurore (Dawn), and a tambourine dance (Paso de la Pandereta).92 (About
Ondine and Esmeralda, see below.) In Sanlúcar de Barrameda their visit coincided with an
annual festival and Petipa, wearing a Spanish costume and feeling ‘just like a Spaniard’, joined
in the dancing in the torchlit streets, accompanied by students playing guitars. In Granada, the
last city, they appeared without the Seville company and were directly employed by the Teatro
Comico, giving five performances between 16 and 21 July. Later, in Russia, Petipa would make
ample use of his first-hand experience of Spanish dance, most obviously in Don Quixote in
1869. Once again, though, there is no trace of the ballets claimed by him as his own creations
in Madrid, which doesn’t mean they didn’t exist. Some of them may have been ad hoc
divertissements for special occasions or for the Andalusian tour.93In 1845, presumably at his
son’s recommendation, Jean Petipa became ballet master of the Circo company, replacing
Barrez.94 That same year (26 December), for a corps de ballet benefit performance, he
created The Milliners of Paris (Las Modistas de París) which didn’t survive its first
performance.95 He also staged two recent Perrot ballets: Esmeralda (18 November), in which
Jean played Quasimodo and Marius danced a ‘Waltz of Madness’ with Guy-Stéphan’s
Esmeralda; and, before that, Ondine (30 July), in which Guy-Stéphan was the titular water
nymph and Marius, the fisherman bewitched by her. In the second act of Ondine, one reviewer
stated: ‘Mr Petipa understood perfectly the character of the dance he performed and it is
unnecessary to say that he was peerless.’96 It was also Ondine that provoked an incident
amusingly described in Petipa’s memoirs.97 The narrative required Petipa to give Guy-Stéphan
a kiss, but this contravened strict Spanish proprieties and at a later performance the chief of
police forbade the kiss, ruining the pas. It was later reinstated, Salamanca having explained its
importance to the authorities, which allowed El Globo to report: ‘At the moment of the kiss, the
audience applauded the kisser, the kissed, and also the official who allowed the innocent and
contentious kiss.’98Ondine and Esmeralda won enthusiastic notices, as did Jean Petipa’s own
three-act composition on 3 March the following year, Farfarella, or the Daughter of Hell
(Farfarella o la Hija del Infierno), which featured Marius in the central part of Pablo, a painter.
No expense was spared for the designs and costumes. Reviewers were particularly taken by



the redowa, a Bohemian polka made hugely popular by the stars of the Romantic Ballet and
here performed by Guy-Stéphan en travesti; they also liked the ‘Mirror Dance’ in which Guy-
Stéphan seemed to be dancing in front of a mirror, actually a gauze with another dancer
behind, matching her moves exactly.99The careers of both Petipas were going so well. Marius
was now a celebrity, he and Guy-Stéphan mentioned in the same breath as Carlotta Grisi,
Perrot, and Vestris. They were credited with giving ‘life again’ to the Circo after their return from
Andalucia.100 Jean was preparing another original ballet, Sorrowful Alba Flor (Alba Flor la
pesarosa). But then Marius got himself into a major scrape and Jean can’t have been too
pleased.At this point, once again, the story as told by Marius is chronologically tangled. He
describes a duel with the first secretary of the French embassy, the ‘Marquis X’, who had
challenged him after discovering that he was making nocturnal visits to the house of a Spanish
noblewoman. The marquis, who was romantically linked with this woman, had jumped to the
wrong conclusion that Petipa was a rival, when in fact Petipa was conducting a secret love
affair with the woman’s daughter.101 The following morning at dawn, having hurriedly found a
compatriot, a former tradesman from Bordeaux, to act as his second, Petipa appeared at the
agreed location where the marquis was already trying out his pistols.‘Permit us to do the same,’
says my modest witness, who was present at a duel for the first time. When I shot, he quietly
observed:‘I see, with pleasure, that you shot without a miss, as before.’I was astonished at the
ingenuity of this simple plebeian, who instinctively knew that to frighten my opponent, and
deprive him of the necessary coolness of mind, meant to give me a better chance of a
fortunate (for me) outcome of the duel.102Petipa’s account goes on to state that the marquis’s
second, the duke d’Alba, then approached him with an offer of 10,000 francs in exchange for
his immediate departure from Madrid. Petipa refused, so the men took up their positions. The
marquis had first go, and missed; Petipa managed to shoot him in the jaw and ‘the story of the
duel flew round the whole city’.103 Soon he was being questioned by the police and on advice
denied everything, duels being, of course, illegal. However, the French embassy was also
stirring things up and it was becoming clear that he needed to leave Madrid immediately to
avoid further investigation.Recent research, however, by Laura Hormigón and Sergei Konaev,
not only uncovers the possible identity of Petipa’s opponent (after fruitless attempts by other
dance historians), but dates the duel much earlier. This would have occurred not long after
Petipa’s arrival in Madrid and not later than the middle of September 1844, because it was
reported in a semi-accurate bulletin in a German newspaper, Augsburger Tagblatt, on 23
September 1844. A detailed article then appeared in another German publication, Der
Bayerische Eilbote, on 4 October 1844. It announced that a duel between the French count de
Gabriac and the dancer Petipa had provoked much talk in Madrid. The count, who had earlier
been attached to the French embassy in Copenhagen, had arrived in Madrid the year before,
as the companion and ardent admirer of the Spanish ‘marquise de V’.104 The article then
describes how the twenty-five-year-old daughter of the marquise had started dance lessons
with Petipa and a romance had developed. When the marquise found out, she banished Petipa
from her house and even offered him a significant sum of money in exchange for his departure
from Madrid. Petipa, however, became all the more determined not to give up his paramour,
following which the count de Gabriac threatened to give him a thrashing. In response, Petipa
challenged him to a duel. After taking the requisite twenty steps away from each other, the
count was the first to shoot, but his pistol misfired. Petipa suggested he try again, but while the
count was loading his pistol, Petipa exploited the moment to take leisurely aim and shattered
the left side of his opponent’s jaw. The bullet also penetrated the count’s neck, but fortunately a
skilful surgeon managed to pull it out. After just a few days, Petipa appeared again on



stage.Evidently this account puts Petipa in a highly unflattering light; one can only hope that
either there are journalistic distortions or that, in the anxious drama of the moment, there was
a misunderstanding about whose turn it was to shoot. Either way, Petipa in his memoirs seems
to have conflated two separate incidents: the duel was much too early to be, as he claims, the
direct cause of his departure in January 1847 (unless the police was pursuing him
retrospectively). The German article might also explain why the Spanish press gossip in 1847
did not mention a duel in connection with his disappearance and the consequent cancellation
of the performance of The Devil in Love on 11 January. Instead it alluded to a romantic
scandal. Laura Hormigón’s unrelenting research has revealed that Petipa’s sweetheart was
most probably Carmen Mendoza y Castro, the twenty-three-year-old daughter of Maria de la
Concepción, marquesa de Villagarcia.105 One of Hormigon’s sources is a letter dated 23
January 1847 from the French writer Prosper Merimée to the condesa (countess) de Montijo
(mother of the future empress Eugénie): ‘I thought that M. Petitpas [sic] was after the marquesa
de Villagarcia herself and not her daughter. But they say that he’s a man without prejudices
who eats the mature fruit first and the green fruit later.’106All this suggests that the passion
between Carmen and Petipa did not die after the duel, rather it continued and the pair decided
to elope. (Under Spanish law Carmen was still underage.) The newspapers were full of oblique
references and jocular innuendos. El Heraldo was the first, writing of ‘the disappearance of one
of the most elegant young ladies of the court’ which ‘has coincided with the sudden
disappearance of a prominent person currently attracting attention at one of Madrid’s major
theatres.’107 La Opinion added: ‘if the family of this bewitched but interesting young lady intend
to track down the kidnapper, they should not overlook the fact that [. . .] this person’s most
remarkable quality is a truly amazing lightness of foot.’108 El Español and La Opinion both
offered the further detail that Carmen went out to Mass and did not return.109 Juan Valera, in
a letter to his father, had a slightly different version:The most notable event occupying
gossipmongers these days is the elopement of the dancer Petipa with the daughter of the
marquesa de V. They say that this smitten girl disappeared from her house at dinner time,
leaving a letter for her mother in which she explained the reasons which pushed her to take
such an exceptional course of action; she cited the excessive burden of the intense love she
felt for the aerial and vaporous lover with whom she has eloped.110La Opinion reported that
the ‘runaway lovers have been discovered and caught’, five days after the disappearance.111
El Clamor Publico provided a pun and a prediction: ‘This act of seduction is a petit-pas (small
step) to a marriage of conscience.’112 The French newspaper La Presse seemed to confirm
the attempt to save the young girl’s honour (here called Carmen de Medina and given her
mother’s title):French theatre artists find success in more than one genre abroad; for here
comes, in Madrid, the announcement of the marriage of Monsieur Marius Petipa, first soloist at
the Teatro del Circo, and brother of Lucien Petipa, our French dancer, with Mademoiselle
Carmen de Medina, marchioness of Villagarcia.113However, instead of getting married and
rehearsing his father’s new Sorrowful Alba Flor, premiered on 3 March 1847, in which Jean
appeared as an old gypsy, Julion, Marius was in France with Carmen. This is confirmed by
another letter, from the first secretary of the Spanish embassy in France, Domingo de Aguilera
y Contreras, marqués de Banalúa, written on 27 January 1847 to the French minister of the
interior Charles-Marie-Tanneguy Duchâtel. The letter records the disappearance of Carmen on
10 Januarywithout the consent of her parents to follow Mr Petipas [sic], dancer, to France. I am
appealing to the goodwill of Your Excellency to request that he give the orders necessary to
ensure that Miss Mendoza y Castro be carefully sought out and committed to a suitable place
until her parents can send someone to bring her back.According to the information received,



Mr Petipas is travelling under an assumed name and must have left Bayonne on the fourteenth
of this month for Paris, where on the twenty-third he was apparently seen on the platform for
the train from Rouen.114In her recent research, Hormigón has discovered that from Paris,
Petipa and Carmen went to Le Havre, and then on to England where they stayed to the end of
February. On their return to France, they hid in a village near Rouen until they were discovered
by the police who arrested Carmen on 13 March 1847, in keeping with the request of the
Spanish authorities.115So Petipa had abandoned a successful Spanish career for nothing. He
was now alone, probably depressed, penniless (the elopement was an expensive venture), and
in Paris. He must have discarded his incognito status, since he claims he danced a pas de
quatre, with his brother Lucien and Fanny and Therese Elssler, for Therese’s farewell benefit at
the Opera, although this does not tally with the known dates of the sisters’ last performance
together (30 January 1840) and Therese’s retirement in 1850.116 More reliable is the next
statement that he received a letter from ‘the old ballet master Titus’, inviting him to St
Petersburg, to replace Émile Gredelue, ‘a very talented artist’ who was returning to France. For
Marius, clearly in need of an opportunity at this juncture, the letter must have been hugely
welcome.There are various theories explaining how he received such a letter. ‘Svoi’ (One of
Us) in Birzhevye vedomosti writes that Lucien was invited but turned the invitation down.
Lucien was now established as the Paris Opera’s leading male dancer, performing on the
world’s most important ballet stage, and would have had no reason to take up permanent
employment in Russia. Equally plausible is Pleshcheev’s account that Lucien, following Titus’s
visit to Paris to see Giselle, had then written to Titus recommending his younger brother.117
Whatever the truth, the fact is that Marius, Lucien, and Jean were always helping each other in
the effort to find work. A career in the theatre was precarious and peripatetic, especially for
those outside the big national opera houses. True, there were theatrical agencies, including
one in Paris with close ties to St Petersburg.118 But, like today, nothing was more effective
than personal contacts. And just as Jean helped his sons find employment, so Marius, it
seems, helped his father, securing an invitation for him to work not only in Spain, but also, as
will be seen, in Russia.3Russian DebutPetipa-son [. . .] made his debut in Paquita and danced
the ‘Pas de folie’ with Andreianova, in which he displayed much art.1First StepsPetipa’s debut
was scheduled for 26 September 1847, in the Russian premiere of Mazilier’s Paquita (to a
score by Deldevez), a ballet that would occupy an important place in Petipa’s creative career.
The evening was a benefit for the company member, Pierre Frédéric Malavergne, known
simply as Frédéric, and Petipa would be partnering the principal ballerina Elena Andreianova
who was making her return to the Russian stage after a season in Paris. When Paquita was
created at the Paris Opera on 1 April 1846 with Carlotta Grisi and Lucien Petipa it had a
tremendous success, despite certain narrative absurdities, and repeated this success later in
London (again with Grisi).2 Set in Napoleonic Spain, in the province of Saragossa, it is the
story of how Lucien d’Hervilly (in a dashing hussar’s uniform) wins the heart of a gypsy girl
called Paquita, despite the machinations of Don Luis de Mendoza, the anti-French Spanish
governor of the province, and his unlikely accomplice the brutal gypsy leader Inigo. The two
villains, for their separate reasons, want Lucien dead, but fail in their attempt. The final twist of
the dénouement comes with Paquita’s discovery that instead of being a gypsy she is in fact the
kidnapped child of Lucien’s uncle who, with his wife, was murdered by bandits. She is therefore
Lucien’s first cousin, blue-blooded enough to marry him (without worrying about genetic
proximity) and provide a happy ending.Lucien d’Hervilly was largely a mime role; that, along
with the ballet’s Spanish gypsy dances, meant Petipa was breathing the kind of air he knew
well. Presumably it was during rehearsals that his usefulness became apparent, so that on the



poster he is named as co-producer with Frédéric, who had already staged Coralli’s La Péri in
1844.3 The dance historian Marina Ilicheva further proposes the theory that it was in fact
Frédéric who first thought of transferring Paquita to St Petersburg. He had been dismissed by
Gedeonov and was kicking his heels in Paris while Andreianova was there. Her enthusiasm for
Mazilier’s new ballet suggested to him that here was an opportunity for his reinstatement and
Andreianova, for her part, had no difficulty persuading Gedeonov that Paquita, staged by
Frédéric, should be her next big moment. As a result, Frédéric returned to St Petersburg as
ballet master, mime artist, and teacher at the school.4That Petipa, in replacing Andreianova’s
regular partner Gredelue, should be assigned the role of Lucien d’Hervilly seems to have been
agreed before his departure from Paris. Gedeonov had by mid-June 1846 already invited
Frédéric back into the company, and records show that Petipa arrived in St Petersburg with a
specially made hussar’s costume. (See later in this chapter.) His Russian debut was, according
to his memoirs, watched by Nicholas I and earned him the imperial gift of a ruby and diamond
ring. He also won the phrase ‘a most excellent acquisition for our troupe’ from Rafail Zotov,
reviewer of Severnaia pchela. Zotov, however, reserved more expansive judgement for later:
‘He danced in the “pas de folie” and the jaleo, which is to say two character dances. His
lightness and vigour were astonishing, but we await his future debuts in dances of a noble and
serious genre before giving a detailed assessment.’5Gedeonov appears to have been
sufficiently impressed by Petipa’s work in staging Paquita to be open to further suggestions.
Perhaps it was Petipa who suggested Mazilier’s The Devil in Love, remembering its success
when he danced it in Madrid. It was a ballet that combined two attractive possibilities: it would
provide him with a leading role; and he could propose that his father help with the staging
which, if Jean were to come, might offer the prospect of well-paid permanent
employment.6Jean Petipa arrived in St Petersburg on the boat Amsterdam on 12 October 1847
and signed a three-year contract with the Imperial Theatres as a teacher of the school’s senior
boys.7 Shortly after Jean’s arrival, Marius made his Russian debut in two other roles, originally
created in Paris by his brother Lucien: Ahmet in La Péri (26 October) and Albrecht in Giselle
(23 November), partnering Andreianova for both. Meanwhile Jean must have set to work fairly
quickly because The Devil in Love or Satanilla, to give the Russian title, was premiered for
Andreianova’s benefit performance on 10 February 1848.8 The ballet, devised in collaboration
with Giselle’s co-librettist Jules Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges, was created at the Paris Opera
in 1840, with Pauline Leroux in the central role of Urielle, a demon who falls in love with
Frédéric, the young man whose soul she has been ordered to lure to the service of her master
Beelzebub. Marius was Frédéric, renamed Fabio in St Petersburg, Andreianova was Satanilla
(Urielle), and Fabio’s tutor Hortensius was Jean. The posters advertised a ‘big pantomime
ballet’ in three acts and seven scenes, produced by ‘Petipa 1 [Jean] and Petipa 2 [Marius]’, with
all the dances newly created by them.9 The critic Fedor Koni called the ballet ‘a genuine
triumph’ in which, as in Giselle, everything—the staging, the designs, the story—came together
in perfect synthesis. The dancers rose to the occasion. Andreianova was ‘more than superb’
with the speed and lightness of her movement and the animation and expressiveness of her
acting. About the two Petipas, Koni wrote:It is almost possible to wager that in Paris’s ‘Grand
Opera’ it [the ballet] has never been played with such splendour and magical charm. [. . .]Mr
Petipa-son performs the role of Count Fabio with animation. In this artist is one priceless
quality: he strives to project ballet characters simply and naturally. [. . .] Petipa’s face is
expressive, and with his facial expressions he adds to what is implied by his movements.The
role of Hortensius, the count’s mentor, is filled by Mr Petipa-father. In him we see an adroit and
experienced artist, a noble actor, not allowing himself anything superfluous for the amusement



of the ignorant, but knowing how to be entertaining without farce, with only delicate irony and
naturalness.10In fact Paquita and Satanilla were a blast of oxygen in the St Petersburg ballet.
The company, since Didelot’s exit, had been stagnating choreographically. This had been
counterbalanced, starting in 1837, by the visits of Marie Taglioni, who had been an inspiration
to the gifted Andreianova and her contemporary Tatiana Smirnova. But in 1842, after Taglioni’s
final departure, the ballet slumped again. It was in order to find a remedy that the directorate
sent Titus to Paris to study Giselle, for transfer to the St Petersburg stage; Paris’s potent new
ballet, it was felt, would allow Russian ballerinas to shine and bring back audiences. The St
Petersburg premiere of Giselle on 18 December 1842 gave Andreianova her first major part,
and by all accounts she had full measure of its contrasting demands. ‘This delightful dancer,’
wrote Zotov, ‘was complete consolation for the absence of Taglioni.’11 She also danced the
ballet’s Moscow premiere the following year.Even so, Giselle did not dispel all the problems
enveloping the St Petersburg ballet. Reviewing the premiere (19 January 1847) of Titus’s
fantastical ballet The Talisman, his last in Russia, Zotov surveyed the situation since Taglioni’s
departure. Other dancers had plenty of talent, he wrote, but the fickle audience had
nonetheless switched their allegiance to the Italian opera. All attempts to please them, such as
inviting the Danish ballerina Lucile Grahn, had failed. Meanwhile, the company’s most
promising talents had been forced to find appreciation abroad: Smirnova appeared in Paris and
Brussels in 1844; Andreianova in Hamburg, Paris, Milan, and London from 1844 to 1852. ‘We
have delightful female dancers, skilful male dancers, an amazing corps de ballet,’ lamented
Zotov, ‘we have a nursery blossoming daily with the rarest talents: we just lack a desire among
the public to look at them. The only means of stimulating this desire would be, perhaps, the
creation of new, engaging ballets; but for this a new Didelot is needed, a new Prometheus, a
new choreographer extraordinaire, and at present, it seems, there is no such person in the
whole of Europe.’12For this reason, the two ballets staged by the Petipas had a pivotal effect,
even if Mazilier was not in the same league as Didelot (or Prometheus). ‘Overall,’ wrote
Literaturnaia gazeta, ‘the year 1847 could go down in theatre chronicles as the year of the
renaissance of ballet, demonstrated by the new success of the two ballets Paquita and
Satanilla and the shared eagerness of the public for this genre of presentation.’13The Elssler-
Perrot Pas de DeuxActually, the new Didelot did exist but had yet to come to Russia. He was
Jules Perrot and his ballets in Vienna, Milan, and especially London, at His Majesty’s Theatre,
had marked him out as a remarkable talent. Initially, he had found fame as a prodigiously
virtuosic dancer. According to the choreographer August Bournonville, who had known him as
a fellow-student of Auguste Vestris, Perrot had been trained by Vestris to avoid ‘picturesque
poses’, because of his alleged ugliness, but instead to ‘jump about from place to place, turn
and move around’ so that the public never had time to observe him closely. His aerial plasticity
became ‘le genre de Perrot, that is, Zephyr with the wings of a bat, a divinity belonging not to
mythology, but to cabalism, a restless creature of indescribable lightness and suppleness with
an almost phosphorescent brilliance! He truly created an epoch at the time when the diabolic
was the predominant element on the French stage. He became the ideal of male dancing.’14
Engaged as a dancer at the Paris Opera, his dancing proved to be the match of Marie Taglioni
when he appeared with her in the 1831 revival of Didelot’s Zéphire et Flore and drew the
greater applause—‘a circumstance which,’ Charles Maurice wrote, ‘many people observed.’15
Soon after, he signed a fresh one-year contract which confirmed his status as the Paris
Opera’s top male dancer by giving him a salary of 10,000 francs plus feux of 30 francs (bonus
payments for each performance). This was four times what the Paris Opera had been paying
him before and more than double what Joseph Mazilier was getting (4,500 francs).16 On a



later occasion, when Perrot partnered Taglioni in a pas de deux at the premiere of her father’s
The Rebellion in the Seraglio (1834) and Perrot bounded and skimmed with easy
weightlessness, Taglioni flew into a rage at the end of the performance. ‘It is too bad,’ she cried
to Dr Véron, director of the Paris Opera, ‘that a male dancer should obtain more applause than
I. It is monstrous!’17 Even so, Taglioni did not nurse this particular grudge. They would dance
together again in London and Paris to huge applause.Perrot’s career as a great mime and
choreographer followed a few years later. Romantically linked to Carlotta Grisi, he had
discovered her in Naples in 1836 as a fresh, gifted sixteen-year old, hesitating between opera
(she was from a family of celebrated singers) and ballet. He became her teacher, mentor, and
lover, and in 1837 they had a daughter. It was for Grisi that Perrot started choreographing,
culminating in Giselle in 1841, which he co-created with Jean Coralli, then the Paris Opera’s
first ballet master. Although not acknowledged on any of the posters or on the printed
programme, it is generally accepted that Perrot was responsible for the dances of Grisi’s
Giselle. The perfect integration of dance and drama established Giselle as the emblematic
ballet of the Romantic period and laid the way for Perrot’s future ballets.Perrot’s name had
already reached the ears of Gedeonov who, desperately seeking a choreographer to replace
Titus, had contacted him. But lost letters, Perrot’s clashing commitments, and his ambitious
demands as ballet’s highest-paid man had foiled the negotiations.18 In the end, it was Fanny
Elssler, the interpreter of many of Perrot’s ballets, who engineered his invitation to St
Petersburg. She had long yearned to crown her career with a Russian triumph, as her rival
Marie Taglioni had done. According to Perrot’s biographer Ivor Guest, Elssler and Perrot had
probably discussed St Petersburg while working in Milan and agreed that together they would
make a choreographer-dancer tandem too alluring for the Russians to resist. However, when it
came to the crunch Gedeonov was reluctant to invite either of them. Concerning Elssler, he
had been advised by the London-based Russian diplomat baron (later count) Brunnov, who
was a knowledgeable ballet subscriber, that she was well past her best. Concerning Perrot, he
had again been warned by Brunnov that Perrot, to produce his best work, would require an
international ballerina. Consequently, approaches were made to Grisi but she was not
available.Gedeonov then became embroiled in the manoeuvrings of Perrot and Elssler to force
his hand. There are several conflicting accounts of how Elssler signed a contract with the St
Petersburg ballet, but most say that she appealed over Gedeonov’s head to Emperor Nicholas
and she arrived unannounced in St Petersburg on 8 September 1848.19 By order of the
emperor, Gedeonov was moreover forced to instruct the Russian Consul-General in Paris to
negotiate a formal contract with Perrot.20 Meanwhile Elssler made her Russian debut in Titus’s
production of Giselle on 10 October. She was partnered by Petipa, but, just as when he had
partnered Andreianova in the same ballet, reviewers failed to mention him. Elssler, being both
a ballerina and a new celebrity, commanded complete attention, although reactions were
mixed. She had chosen a role that was, in the supernatural second act, against type and
against her age. (She was thirty-eight.) Besides paying homage to her justified fame for the
passion and fire of her national dances, Pleshcheev, writing in retrospect, summed up the
consensus. If people were disappointed by her second act, which required a spectral
weightlessness, they were electrified by the heartbreaking directness with which she conveyed
the very human tragedy of the first act. The difference between her and Taglioni, he wrote,
echoing Gautier’s polarity of Christian (Taglioni) and pagan (Elssler), was that of the sky and
the earth. Taglioni personified the aerial creatures of poetic fantasy, Elssler gave shape to
earthbound images taken from life. In pure technique she yielded to Taglioni; but as an actress
she had ‘betwitching beauty’ and ‘a fullness of intellect’, with a face that ‘communicated without



words the innermost secrets of her soul and heart to the spectator, it forced him to feel joy and
suffering with the artist’.21For her next role, she herself staged A Painter’s Delirium or Le
Délire d’un peintre (Mechta khudozhnika), a divertissement Perrot had created for both of them
in London in 1843. She added her celebrated Spanish dance, the cachucha, and chose Petipa
as her partner. She also danced Lise in La Fille mal gardée. During all this, she was directing
the rehearsals of Perrot’s Esmeralda; although Grisi had created the titular role in London in
1844, Elssler had danced it in Perrot’s Milan staging the same year. In St Petersburg, the ballet
was scheduled for her benefit on 21 December 1848 and, pending Perrot’s arrival, to make
sure the ballet would be ready in time, she had, as seen earlier, already started work, with
Marius Petipa as her assistant.22As usual, the rehearsals were conducted at the Theatre
School, a practice that provided a bridge between inspirational professionals and eager pupils
allowed to watch. (The premises, though, were cramped and in 1891 a rehearsal hall was built
a few yards away, in the courtyard of the directorate’s offices. With a raked floor replicating the
stage, this was able to accommodate almost 300 people, big enough for the full company and
any student onlookers.)23 Perrot himself finally arrived on 7 December.24 Small, with a broad
nose and prominent eyes, he was generally well liked by the pupils and dancers and, despite
his looks, was nicknamed Iulii Ivanovich the Handsome.25 However, when he appeared for his
first rehearsal of Esmeralda, he created a rebarbative impression by making a fuss at seeing
the corps de ballet dancers in long skirts. ‘I can’t see their legs,’ he complained. ‘Why are they
not in ballet dress?’ He insisted they wear at least tunics, despite protestations from the
régisseur Ivan Marcel that the corps de ballet did not have practice clothes because they didn’t
do daily class. But it became clear that Perrot would not budge: a new expenditure therefore
had to be made in the corps de ballet budget and for the next rehearsal everyone arrived in
short dresses.26Elssler received many accolades for Esmeralda, appearing alongside Perrot
(as Gringoire), Smirnova (Fleur de Lys), and the wonderful veteran, Nikolai Golts (Frollo), who,
now approaching fifty, had been an outstanding dancer during the Didelot years and had
become a compelling mime artist. Titus exclaimed that he had never seen such a glorious trio
on stage. Frédéric was cast as Phoebus (renamed Feb in Russian), a non-dancing role that
Petipa took over for later performances with Elssler.27 Quasimodo was a small part, played by
Golts’s contemporary Petr Didier. As well as the superlative performances, it was the ballet
itself that impressed. The designs vividly evoked old Paris, Notre Dame depicted against the
night sky and the Seine glinting with reflected lights. Perrot’s staging, with its interesting use of
the corps de ballet, vividly individualized characters, powerful emotional realism, and fast-
moving, suspenseful narrative, showed indisputably that here was the master-choreographer
the company needed.28Elena Andreianova, BallerinaBefore Perrot’s arrival, Petipa and his
father were sent to the Moscow company, to mount Satanilla and Paquita. Andreianova also
went, despatched by Gedeonov for private reasons. Already while still at the theatre school she
was, despite her plain features, romantically linked to Gedeonov, who had become a
widower.29 Gedeonov, now in his sixties, did not have good looks on his side either, but his
power was a heady attractant to the shrewd and ambitious young dancer.30 Avdotia Panaeva,
in her memoirs, remembers how she once saw Gedeonov and Andreianova talking at one end
of the school’s long dormitory; Panaeva, hidden from view at the other end, could hear
Andreianova sometimes shouting at him and once even laying into him with her dance shoe.
‘Her boldness surprised me, but at the same time it was nice to see how “the menace” of all
the artists meekly obeyed her orders.’31 He arranged that Andreianova’s meals be served
separately with expensive wine and to pre-empt gossip had also arranged the same privilege
for her fellow-student Tatiana Smirnova. But word was out all the same. Although she was



supremely talented, worked hard, and deserved her roles, when she graduated into the
company in 1838, she soon had enemies among the supporters of rival ballerinas. They hissed
and booed her; they protested when ballets, such as La Péri, Paquita, and Satanilla, were
mounted for her.32 Her unpopularity was further fanned by the premiere of Paquita when
Smirnova appeared on stage with a black ribbon round her neck. The rumour machine alleged
that Smirnova’s mother had died on that same day, but when Smirnova asked to be excluded
from the performance, Andreianova had ensured permission be refused.33The desire to
protect Andreianova had been another motive behind Gedeonov’s reluctance to welcome
Elssler to Russia, but with Elssler now a fait accompli, he judged it safer to move Andreianova
away from the competition. However, once in Moscow, Andreianova found that she had jumped
from the proverbial pan into the fire, her arrival considered an affront to Moscow’s own
enormously popular Ekaterina Sankovskaya. Appearing first in Giselle, on 22 October 1848,
she received a cordial enough reception, but gradually hostility mounted. On 5 December,
during the first act of Paquita a very dead black cat was hurled on to the stage, with an
inscription ‘to the première danseuse étoile’ attached to its tail, and hit Frédéric Montessu—
Petipa’s colleague from Bordeaux and Madrid days—on the head, just as he had finished
dancing the saltarello with Andreianova. Cursing, Montessu picked up the animal and lobbed it
into the wings. But Andreianova, shaken, left the stage and refused to continue. Meanwhile, a
large part of the audience had risen to their feet and were shouting their support of
Andreianova, the men waving their hats, the women, their handkerchiefs. Eventually, reassured
by the audience’s encouragement, she continued the performance, to colossal applause.34At
Andreianova’s request Petipa wrote a letter to Gedeonov the next day, describing what had
happened—with much emphasis on the audience’s and company’s support for Andreianova.35
The malefactor was Pavel Bulgakov, son of the director of the postal service, who paid a
tradesman to throw the cat. Bulgakov was in fact the ringleader of fans not of Sankovskaya, but
Yrca Matthias, a Franco-Hungarian dancer, who had also been deprived of roles by
Andreianova.36 As punishment he was exiled in the Caucasus for several years.37Being
aware of Andreianova’s special status, everybody in the theatre, especially the administrative
staff, approached her with careful courtesy. But Panaeva’s memoirs credit her with loyalty to
her contemporaries: she never ‘told on’ the rule-breaking antics of her school friends or abused
her implicit power with company colleagues.38 Petipa on the other hand sketches an
unflattering portrait when, still in Moscow, he finds her ‘storming with rage’ after a performance
of Satanilla because he had danced a pas de deux with Matthias who received a huge ovation.
Although Andreianova had accepted Petipa’s invitation to take the main role (it was his benefit
performance), she was feeling too tired to perform the pas de deux, so Matthias had been
substituted.39Back in St Petersburg, Andreianova had no alternative but to resume
performances in parallel with Elssler and, later, Carlotta Grisi, and she danced in several Perrot
ballets. In 1850 she lost the favour of Gedeonov, who fell for Mila Deschamps (known
professionally as Mila), a French operetta star and actress appearing at the Mikhailovsky
Theatre.40 In the summer of 1852, she danced in London; later, in St Petersburg, for her
benefit performance on 22 February 1853, the company revived Didelot’s Hungarian Hut, or
the Famous Exiles (Vengerskaia khizhina, ili Znamenitye izgnanniki). The following season
(1853–1854) she managed, with some difficulty, to persuade the directorate to allow her, with
Frédéric, to tour the Russian provinces—Odessa, Kharkov, Voronezh, and elsewhere—with a
small group of Moscow dancers. It was an unprecedented venture, during which she herself
choreographed The Fountain of Bakhchisarai (Bakhchisaraiskii fontan), based on Pushkin’s
poem, making her one of the rare women choreographers of the nineteenth century. Ill-health



forced her to retire; she left Russia and, aged just thirty-eight, died in Paris in 1857, where she
is buried in Père Lachaise.41The Perrot YearsElssler stayed two-and-a-half years in Russia
and, in defiance of the directorate’s grudging welcome, she, like Perrot, was long remembered
with great affection. From her first appearances ‘everything went crescendo’, and any tickets
remaining after the subscription sales were seized from the box office ‘by assault’.42 Her art of
characterization, especially of earthly heroines, fused perfectly with Perrot’s gift for creating
powerfully narrative choreography, the movement permeated with dramatic significance.43
‘Here we saw not just a lovely dancer, but also a sublime artist,’ Zotov wrote. ‘Her dances by
themselves [. . .] revealed a new genre in this art. Up to now we required only graceful poses,
supple movements, lightness, speed, strength: here we saw acting in the dances. Every
movement spoke to the mind and the heart; every moment expressed a feeling; every look
fitted the development of the narrative. It was a new, enchanting revelation in the field of
dance.’44Esmeralda was followed on 16 February 1849 by Perrot’s 1846 Catarina, ou la Fille
du bandit (Katarina, doch’ razboinika) for Perrot’s own benefit.45 Elssler played Catarina (a role
created by Lucile Grahn), who on her father’s death has become the leader of a gang of
bandits, and Perrot returned to his original role as Diavolino, her lieutenant. Cast as the
romantic hero, the artist Salvator Rosa, was the Swedish dancer Christian Johansson who, just
one year older than Petipa, had arrived in St Petersburg in 1841. He was not an expressive
mime artist. Rather, he was a supremely elegant dancer. His classical precision, lightness, and
elegance—he had studied with Bournonville in Copenhagen—made him an outstanding
exemplar of the French-Danish school of male dance, uncluttered by virtuoso tricks. By 1857,
though, he was displaying a more spectacular side: ‘Johansson amazed everyone with his
pirouettes,’ wrote the chronicler Alexander Volf. ‘After his debuts at the time of Taglioni, he has
quickly perfected himself and become the public’s supreme favourite.’46 Later, he would
become Russia’s greatest teacher, revered in his work of perfecting the most luminous talents
for Petipa’s ballets.Caterina again proved that Perrot’s work represented the pinnacle of the
Romantic Ballet. His choreography was remarkable not only because of the internal
expressiveness of the dance sequences, but also because of the dynamic and compelling use
of ensembles. That, and the emphasis on vivid, interesting drama, made everything look
refreshingly different to what had been on the menu post-Didelot, when extravagant visual
ostentation was accompanied by groups in monotonous unison postures and soloists
performing a jumble of jumps and pirouettes.47 ‘Perrot has not spared the corps de ballet,’
observed the Sanktpeterburgskiye vedomosti. ‘He is continually giving them work to do.
Dramatic situations lead into balletic and, if I may use the word, transcendental pas by the
soloists, general evolutions by the corps de ballet, and character dances by the principals. Go
to the ballet this winter, and see what I mean.’48The directorate had by then opened
negotiations for Perrot’s services as first ballet master, dancer, and mime and secured his
signature on 7 January 1849 for a standard one-year contract, starting mid-October.49 In the
event, contractual obligations in Paris forced him to delay his journey to St Petersburg by over
a month, during which time the Russian debuts of the Italian opera stars Mario and Giulia Grisi
(relatives of Carlotta) had proved irresistible to le tout Pétersbourg and ballet sales slumped
again, despite Elssler’s presence.At Perrot’s return Petipa asked him to assist with his benefit,
scheduled for 4 December. Elssler had agreed to take part and Jean Petipa, aided by Marius,
was preparing Nathalie, or the Swiss Milkmaid, except the heroine was now called Lida (Lida,
shveitsarskaia molochnitsa). It was probably Elssler’s urging or at least her presence which
prompted this choice since not only had Elssler often performed the ballet, but Jean had
staged it for her in Brussels and Bordeaux.50 It was, though, a poor decision, made worse by



the hurried preparations. The ballet had a meagre plot which needed youthful freshness and
naivety. This was more than the mature Elssler could muster and it survived only for two
performances. Fedor Koni called it ‘an extremely weak and very unsuccessfully warmed-up
antiquity’. Not even the wonderful scène dansante added by Perrot, who also played the
country boy Fritz, could save a ballet that was, like much of Filippo Taglioni’s oeuvre, ‘meagre
in content’ and ‘pitiful in invention’.51 However, Ivor Guest’s description of one of Perrot’s
inserted dances, in which Fritz teasingly entices Elssler’s milkmaid with a basket of cherries,
suggests that Petipa later recycled it as the ‘Pas de cerises’ for his early ballet, The Parisian
Market.52Perrot worked for a total of twelve years in Russia and staged eighteen ballets, often
with Petipa as both his assistant and peerless interpreter of leading roles. Over this long period
Perrot’s example became an important formative influence on Petipa and a creative friendship
was formed. Although this ended with a widely publicized court battle over copyright (about
which more later), Petipa never lost his high esteem for Perrot.Perrot’s first production as chief
balletmaster on 12 February 1850 had been premiered in Paris the previous year as The
Fairies’ Goddaughter (La Filleule des fées). In Russia the title was changed to The Foster-Child
of the Fairies (Pitomitsa fei) because Gedeonov had raised an objection about the mix of
folklore and Christianity: ‘It might seem odd,’ he had said, ‘that fairies are able to be
godmothers.’ Elssler danced the role created by Grisi and, to match the opulent production
values of the Paris version, electric lighting was used on the Russian stage for the first time, to
sensational effect.53In the autumn of 1850, Carlotta Grisi was engaged instead of Fanny
Elssler, who made her farewell with a series of winter performances in Moscow. Baron Brunnov
in London had been right in forecasting that Perrot would require foreign celebrities to dance
his work—or, to put it another way, ballerinas whose talents were familiar to him.That same
year, in July, Perrot’s long-standing collaborator Cesare Pugni was engaged as ballet
composer, a position that would require not just composing complete scores, but arranging
existing ones with additions or cuts. Gedeonov had met him in London and negotiated his
salary at 12,000 francs for one year. But Pugni didn’t have the cash to arrange his journey, so a
few days before his departure he managed to get an advance and travelling expenses via
Baron Brunnov.54 He had, it would seem, a chaotic family life; somehow he could never make
ends meet, a problem that would last to the end of his days. (Simon Morrison writes that he
was an alcohol and gambling addict.)55 Despite an industry that resulted in nearly 300 ballet
scores, he would sometimes ask Petipa and others for financial help. His death in 1869 left his
family in such desperate poverty the Imperial Theatres organized a benefit for them.56Carlotta
Grisi made her Russian debut on 8 October 1850 as Giselle, dancing opposite Johansson, in
the ballet made for and inspired by her in Paris. In putting together the production, Perrot was
helped by Petipa. Although Petipa worked to Perrot’s indications, he also introduced
independent touches in the second-act dances of the wilis. His revival of Giselle in 1884 would
further elaborate these dances so that while the first act remained much as Coralli-Perrot made
it, the second act was considerably enlarged, and it is this sensitive staging which has become
the standard version for many companies today.Other ballets danced by Grisi in Russia
included Mazilier’s Le Diable à quatre (literally, The Devil Four Ways), renamed The Wilful Wife
(Svoenravnaia zhena) and mounted by Perrot for her and Andreianova on 14 November
1850.57 She also danced in the premiere of Perrot’s The Naiad and the Fisherman (Naiada i
rybak) on 30 January 1851, a lengthened reworking (to meet the Russian demand for full-
evening ballets) of Ondine, ou la Naïade, created with Fanny Cerrito in London in 1843. As well
as Grisi (the Naiad) and Perrot (Matteo, a fisherman), the cast featured Andreianova (Matteo’s
abandoned fiancée) with Johansson and Petipa as two young fishermen. Each of the men was



given a variation, and Petipa’s was performed to a cornet solo.58For unclear reasons, the
negotiations for the renewal of Perrot’s contract for the 1851–1852 season faltered.59
Consequently, at the last minute, the directorate invited Mazilier who hurriedly made his way,
leaving Arthur Saint-Léon to finish the ballet Vert-Vert he was preparing for the Paris Opera. To
St Petersburg, Mazilier brought another staging of The Wilful Wife as well as Albert’s The
Beautiful Maid of Ghent (Flamandskaia krasavitsa), both in October, followed by Vert-Vert in
January. None of these, however, suggested he was in Perrot’s league, ‘despite his noisy Paris
reputation’.60The following season Perrot was back in charge, reunited with Grisi and Pugni.
Among his projects was The War of the Women, or the Ebook Topss of the Ninth Century
(Voina zhenshchin, ili Ebook Topski deviatogo veka). The scenario, partly inspired by Lope de
Vega’s Fuenteovejuna and originally given the French title Wlastha, ou la Guerre des servantes
(Vlastha, or the War of the Servants), had been entangled with the censor, who objected to the
subversive aspects of Perrot’s scenario. Perhaps it was one thing for women to overcome
oppression, as in Taglioni’s The Rebellion in the Seraglio, but in Perrot’s proposal they actually
stripped the tyrannical duke of his estate. The ballet that finally emerged on 11 November 1852
told a modified story preserving the aristocratic status quo. The villain was now a usurper who
had deposed the duke of Bohemia and whose overthrow restored the duke of Bohemia’s heir
to his duchy. The War of the Women gave Petipa his first created Perrot role and marked the
start of a series of complex characters portrayed by him to great effect.61Petipa, Premier
Danseur and MimePetipa’s performing career in Russia lasted twenty-two years, ending in
1869. As the partner of some of the century’s greatest ballerinas, he had started, from the
moment of his arrival, with Andreianova and Elssler, and continued with Grisi, Fanny Cerrito,
and Amalia Ferraris. Christian Johansson also partnered these ballerinas, but Perrot preferred
Petipa for his dramatic expressiveness and discreetly prioritized him.62 However, it had taken
some time to win Perrot round. For the earlier performances of some of his ballets, such as
Catarina and The Foster-child of the fairies, Perrot had chosen Frédéric or Johansson. There
may have been personal reasons for this. Marius was the brother of Lucien who had eventually
replaced Perrot as the Paris Opera’s leading dancer, perhaps because he had more pleasing
looks. But, even more woundingly, Lucien had also caused the collapse of Perrot and Grisi’s
relationship, after winning Grisi’s heart during rehearsals of Giselle.63Journalistic descriptions
of Petipa’s dancing are rare, and of his classical dancing even rarer. As already noted, reviews
tended to focus on the ballerina, either staying completely silent about her partner, or offering
only glimpses. ‘A young, rather agile dancer’ is a miserly morsel from Fedor Koni about Petipa
in Satanilla.64 A little more informative is Sovremennik, referring to Petipa’s finale with Grisi in
The Wilful Wife: he performed ‘to perfection’ a ‘ravishing and extremely difficult pas de deux’
which prompted ‘a unanimous enthusiasm’.65Reviews of Petipa’s character dancing, including
those before his arrival in Russia, are slightly less meagre and leave the cumulative impression
that he was better as a character dancer than a classical one. True, as late as 29 October 1857
he chose, for his benefit performance, to appear as James opposite Nadezhda Bogdanova in a
revival of Taglioni’s La Sylphide; but it is probable that he performed predominantly as a mime
and partnering support. It is also true that he was Albrecht in Giselle where classical dancing in
the second act has an important narrative relevance; but exactly what he danced and how
remains unexplained by reviewers. Perhaps it is significant that Albrecht was the first role he
stopped dancing, yielding it to Johansson, an experienced Albrecht, in 1856.66The ballerina
Ekaterina Vazem confirms Petipa’s relative weakness as a classical dancer, although she must
have been relying more on hearsay, since she only saw Petipa at the tail end of his performing
career. (She was born in 1848, the year after his arrival.) Her memoirs, notable for their



forensically cool observations and her personal dislike of Petipa, give a damning verdict: ‘He
was indifferent in classical dances, at any rate he looked very unattractive. His feet did not suit
classical dance, lacking an arch and moving with big flat steps.’67His gifts as a performer of
character dances, however, were undisputed. ‘He was,’ Vazem writes, ‘superb in character
dances, showy, exciting, filled with temperament and emotion. He was especially successful in
Spanish dances, which he had studied thoroughly in his youth while working in the theatres of
Spain.’68 In the second performance of The Naiad and the Fisherman he performed a manola
with Grisi, a dance ‘which was the same as the one he danced with Marie Guy-Stéphan in
Madrid’.69Most of all, though, he was an outstanding mime artist, blazing out emotional truths
and vicissitudes with a clarity and conviction that remained in the mind’s eye of all who saw
him. Vazem pays vivid tribute:The crowning glory of Petipa’s art as a ballet artist was his mime.
Here he was really beyond the highest praise. His dark, burning eyes, his face mirroring a
whole range of experience and mood, his broad, clear, convincing gestures and a most
profound identification with his role and the character of the person portrayed, verging on a
veritable reincarnation, placed Petipa, as a ‘silent actor’ on a pinnacle, which only a very few of
his colleagues attained. His acting could, without overstating the case, excite and shake his
audience.70He had a broad palette. He was, for example: Lucien (Paquita), Achmet (La Péri),
Fabio (Satanilla), Conrad (Le Corsaire), and, in two of his own ballets, Gautier (The Blue
Dahlia) and Lord Wilson-Taor (The Pharaoh’s Daughter). It was, though, in Perrot’s ballets that
he found his most substantial, most psychologically complex roles. For his debut in Esmeralda
in January 1850, Olga Fedorchenko surmises that Petipa drew on his own enthusiasm for
pretty women and his French sense of gallantry to give the handsome, alluring, but unfaithful
Phoebus an added sensual abandon and emotional delicacy.71 Sadly reviewers did not leave
any comments, but legend says he earned from Elssler the compliment that ‘he was the best of
all the Phoebuses she had danced with.’72 As Mitsislas, the usurper of the Bohemian
dukedom, in The War of the Women, he was, according to the libretto, anything but a two-
dimensional villain. One side of him was the brutal warrior and abductor of women, implacable
in battle, merciless in his will. The other was a version of Don Juan, a seducer who, once he
had seized his prey, stalked it with an irresistible, courtly charm and a genuine sincerity. In the
narrative’s ending not only is Mitsislas defeated by the heroine (Grisi) and her fiancé the
legitimate duke (Johansson) but, in an echo of Don Juan’s final scene with the statue of the
Commendatore, Mitsislas’s vengeful mistress (Andreianova) invokes the help of the statue of
the former duke of Bohemia which drags Mitsislas deep underground.73With the title role of
Faust, created by Perrot in Milan in 1848 and considerably revised for St Petersburg on 2
February 1854, Petipa was assigned the most vivid and multifarious of Perrot’s characters.
Mephistopheles was played by Perrot and Marguerite, by Gabriele Yella, a Viennese dancer of
some obscurity, imported when Grisi left Russia. All the roles are of a colossal complexity,
requiring transformations from the real to the supernatural. Faust begins as a decrepit old man,
then changes into a virile youth burning with passion; he is desperately in love with Marguerite,
but brings horror and death into her life. As Fedorchenko points out, the one stable trait of his
character is a preternatural sensibility, defining him as a quintessential romantic hero. The
language of the printed libretto communicates this particularity: ‘Faust [. . .] shakes at this
vision’; ‘Faust cannot overcome his emotions’; ‘Faust trembles and looks at Marguerite with
emotion, he quivers at her slightest movement.’74 A photograph of Petipa as Faust, his head
thrown back and hand to his brow (sadly not reproduced in this book), clearly evokes a being
who operates at a higher pitch of intensity.75As well as mime, the role of Faust demanded a
considerable quantity of dancing, more than for any other of Perrot’s heroes. Perrot also made



much use of the company’s younger talent, male as well as female. The elaborate set-piece of
‘The Seven Deadly Sins’, which was considered the highlight of the ballet, contained a
succession of enticing solos. Anna Prikhunova as Luxury, who entered wearing a magnificent
costume and bearing a dove in her hands, impressed particularly with her delicate technical
fluency and elegant mime. The ball scene similarly featured six brilliant variations, set into the
action like precious stones, among which was one for Petipa and Johansson each, with
Johansson, the perfect classicist who played Marguerite’s fiancé Valentin, given pride of place.
Another of these variations, a mazurka, belonged to a young dancer, still at the theatre school,
who was cast as Martha, Marguerite’s friend.76 She was Maria Surovshchikova, her charm
and talent attracting the rhapsodic praise of Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti—‘Miss
Surovshchikova presents the brightest hope as dancer and mime. [. . .] Nature has given her
everything necessary to become an outstanding dancer and we don’t doubt that she will fulfill
her vocation.’77 She also attracted the attention of Petipa, who would soon marry
her.Produced with lavish designs and scrupulous attention to detail, Faust stayed in the
repertoire for more than twenty years. That first season ‘it completely sold out, rousing
unanimous accolades’ and Perrot ‘emerged as victor in a difficult battle with this colossal
subject. Apart from a few weaknesses [. . .] and one slightly long scene, the whole ballet is
wonderfully put together, and its success was completely deserved.’78 Incredibly, reviewers
offer few words about the titular part. However, I. and K. Ivanov, in their short monograph on
Petipa, draw upon the recollections of those who had seen Petipa play Faust:Petipa tried to
give [the role] a dimension closer in spirit to Goethe’s verses. His interpretation of Faust
differed significantly from that of other artists. In the first act there appeared before the
audience a shy, timid young man who did not yet understand all the power of the feeling which
had come alive in him for the first time; in the following scene (the garden) this timid feeling
grew into a passionate love in which was evident only carnal impulse, eclipsing the platonic
ideology of love. After this compelling scene, the pitch of Marius Petipa’s acting did not
diminish, but actually grew in intensity, and his suffering, his remorse (the scene in the prison)
awakened a feeling of profound sympathy and pity.79On 9 January 1858, Petipa was also the
first Russian Conrad, in Perrot’s staging of Mazilier’s 1856 ballet Le Corsaire, distantly inspired
by Byron’s poem of the same name. He appeared opposite Ekaterina Friedberg as Medora, a
part-Russian who had finished her training in London, and whose talents would prove too
uneventful for a long-term engagement. Conrad was not a dancing role, but the heroic
dimension, the vigour, ardour, and Byronic romance of Petipa’s portrayal filled the stage.
Vazem, a later Medora, leaves another vignette (and in passing mentions some of his other
roles):I remember him in the roles of Faust in Perrot’s ballet of that name and Lord Wilson-Taor
in The Pharaoh’s Daughter and I myself danced with him in Le Corsaire in the spring of 1868,
the first season, that is, of my employment. That evening Petipa was making his last
appearance on stage. His creation of the character of Conrad, leader of the corsairs, was quite
unforgettable: his every movement indicated that he was accustomed to rule and command. At
the same time, one was conscious of his colossal mastery of the use of gesture, executed with
utter assurance. He never employed meaningless flourishes of the arms, which time and again
I have had to observe from other interpreters of the role of Conrad. One could learn from his
acting, but not by slavish imitation, since this artist put too much of his creative self into the
role. In the courtship scene in the grotto, Petipa became very carried away. During his
declaration of love to Medora his whole body was shuddering and, convulsively embracing her,
he was whispering: ‘Je t’aime, je t’aime.’ … I was then a very young girl, and shocked by this
naturalistic acting. At rehearsals, when he was demonstrating a scene, Petipa would habitually



act out all the parts and here his mime was always very expressive.80The last remark is
elaborated by Nikolai Legat, who joined the company in 1888:The most fascinating moments of
all were those when Petipa composed his mimic scenes. Showing each participant in turn he
would get quite carried away by the parts, and the whole hall would sit with bated breath,
following the extraordinary expressive mimicry of this artistic giant. When the scene was set
there would be a terrific outburst of applause, but Petipa paid little attention. He would return
quietly to his seat, smiling and licking his lips in a characteristic gesture [way], lighting a
cigarette, and sitting silent for a time. Then the whole scene would be repeated while Petipa
put the finishing touches to the actions of the individual artistes.81Although Vazem was
mistaken about the date, Petipa did choose the role of Conrad for his farewell as performer on
8 May 1869 on the occasion of Pugni’s benefit performance.82 Conrad was close to his heart:
he had created the role in its first Russian staging and he would keep the ballet sedulously in
the company’s repertoire throughout his career, restaging it four times. Perrot had allowed him
to choreograph a new dance for two slaves, the ‘Pas d’esclaves’, for the 1858 production, when
a new talent, Marfa Muraveva, took over the role of Medora from Ekaterina Friedberg.83 On 24
January 1863, he revived the ballet with the addition of a small travesti solo, ‘Le Petit Corsaire’,
for Surovshchikova-Petipa, to the delight of her many fans.84 On 25 January 1868, following
the example of the ‘Pas des fleurs’ introduced into the Paris production a year earlier, he
included a substantial divertissement, ‘The Animated Garden’, usually known as ‘Le Jardin
animé’ and set to the same music by Delibes. This remains an impressive piece of dance
classicism to this day, the garland-carrying dancers arranged in borders and clusters. Finally,
on 13 January 1899 he inserted a pas de deux for the Italian ballerina Pierina Legnani for
which Riccardo Drigo composed a waltz and adagio.85 This was not, however, today’s famous
‘Corsaire pas de deux’, added in 1915 and choreographed by Samuil Andrianov, as, originally,
a pas de trois for Medora (Karsavina), Conrad (Andrianov), and another male dancer (Mikhail
Obukhov). It was Agripinna Vaganova who changed this pas de trois into the bravura pas de
deux we know today.86The Crimean WarThe popularity of Faust apart, the ballet box office, in
keeping with most of Europe, was again battling the lure of Italian opera. Feeling that the
Russian public’s enthusiasm towards her had cooled, Grisi decided not to return for the
following 1853–1854 season.87 It must have been a blow to Perrot’s morale. Unlike Elssler,
she was still in her prime (thirty-one) when she had arrived in Russia three years before.
Théophile Gautier, who remained hopelessly in love with her all his life, wrote that her qualities
placed her between Elssler and Taglioni.88 The stylistic duality of Giselle is surely testimony
that she possessed both the penetrating human truth of Elssler and the chaste aeriality of
Taglioni. More than that, she had a point technique that went beyond Taglioni’s evanescent
balances; she turned on point, she ran on point, she even jumped on point, Italian feats that
were beyond homegrown Paris dancers, their training still frozen in the old French school.89
But in 1853 she left Russia and appeared the same year in Warsaw, dancing three of Perrot’s
unforgettable heroines—Giselle, Esmeralda, Catarina. These were her last performances. With
Grisi gone Perrot lost his remaining muse and would never find another again.90To make
matters worse, the directorate now decided not to engage guest ballerinas of similar status.
This resulted in several less-established visitors, although one of these, Gabriele Yella, had
enthused Perrot enough for him to cast her as Marguerite in the Russian premiere of Faust.
Another problem was the rumble of hostilities between Russia and the Turkish Empire, which
escalated into fighting in October 1853. In March 1854 France and England sided with Turkey,
and the Crimean War was under way. The mood was sombre, the theatres were half-empty,
and it was known in court circles that Tsar Nicholas was sick with worry, grieving for the



soldiers who were giving up their lives. One year later, on 2 March, he was dead, personally
shattered by the defeats of his beloved army.91 His had been a repressive regime. He had
clung with a desperate determination to the old ways, freezing Russia in all spheres of life,
including the arts. The old ways meant that theatres were continually facing West, towards
foreign talents and foreign themes, their backs turned against their own culture.The Crimean
War halted travel between Russia and France, complicating access to guest ballerinas. This,
together with a general atmosphere of patriotism, had the effect of encouraging home-grown
ballet talent. Perrot now focused his gaze all the more on a cluster of promising young
ballerinas. As already seen, they included Maria Surovoshchikova and Anna Prikhunova, who
appeared in Faust; there was also Zina Richard and, later, the very gifted ballerina called Marfa
Muraveva. Already reviewers had been comparing the St Petersburg company favourably to
other companies and now spectators had the chance to see this more clearly. Thanks to
Perrot’s strong repertoire and an ensemble of dancers as good as those in Western Europe,
the public were receiving the message that Russia’s ballet did not need outsiders. It offered
them a few crumbs of pride in a period of military catastrophe and political sorrow.92In
contradiction to this tendency, the 1855–1856 season saw the arrival of an Italian, Fanny
Cerrito, another Perrot ballerina, although like Elssler she was coming to Russia at the sunset
of her career.93 She made her debut on 8 November 1855 at the premiere of Perrot’s new and
ambitious four-act Armida, based on Tasso’s epic poem Jerusalem Delivered. The ballet
received mixed reviews and for Cerrito it was not the most flattering showcase, for she was
outshone by Muraveva, a mere pupil, whose technique, already at ‘a remarkable degree of
development’, was all too evident in the role of Cupid.94 With the end of the war on 30 March
1856, she also had the bad luck soon to be challenged by the arrival of a Russian, Nadezhda
Bogdanova, a peripatetic dancer trained by her father, who at the start of the hostilities had
been appearing as guest at the Paris Opera. Trapped in France, in difficult conditions,
Bogdanova could now return to Russia, where her well-publicized ordeal ensured that her
performances in Giselle and other ballets were greeted with great emotional fervour and
mountains of bouquets, even though most people had not even heard of her.95 The patriotic
welcome rather outstripped her talent, but delighted the box office, giving another boost to
native Russian ballet, although the directorate’s interest in her dwindled after a few years.By
1858, the busy traffic of invited ballerinas had resumed as normal. Ekaterina Friedberg had
achieved popularity on the London stage after being sifted out of the St Petersburg school and
finishing her training abroad. But, returning to St Petersburg to dance La Sylphide and become
Russia’s first Medora, her height drew more attention than anything else and the public did not
like her.96 Then came the Italian virtuosa Amalia Ferraris, star of the Paris Opera, who made
her Russian debut in the premiere of Perrot’s Éoline, ou la Dryade (16 November 1858), first
created in London and now much expanded for the Russian stage. This was the ballet, with
Ferraris dancing, that Théophile Gautier saw on his Russian journey, when the ballet company
so impressed him.Éoline, ou la Dryade was Perrot’s last ballet in Russia. He now had a
Russian wife, Capitolina Samovskaya, apparently unconnected with the theatre, and two young
daughters. He might have imagined settling in St Petersburg for good. But an injured leg,
increasingly fraught relations with Gedeonov, and finally Gedeonov’s replacement by Andrei
Saburov in 1858 spelt the end of his life in Russia.The Directorate of the Imperial
TheatresGedeonov himself had already been somewhat sidelined by the appointment of Pavel
Fedorov in 1853 as director of the Imperial Theatre School and head of the repertoire division
of the Imperial Theatres. The author of vaudevilles, Fedorov was on home turf and on friendly
terms with Gedeonov’s superior, the minister of the Court, Count Vladimir Adlerberg. He



communicated with Adlerberg directly over Gedeonov’s head and did the same with
Gedeonov’s successors. This meant that Gedeonov signed the memos and contracts, but in
real terms it was often Fedorov who made the decisions about repertoire, benefits, artists’
debuts, and salaries. He hosted large Saturday-evening gatherings for invited artists and staff
to eat and play lotto in his state apartment above the directorate offices. He was responsible for
many necessary theatre and school reforms during his twenty-six years of service and always
treated artists with respect—except that he disliked Marius Petipa.97 This put spokes in
Petipa’s wheels and encouraged the machinations of the dancer and ungifted choreographer
Alexei Bogdanov, who saw himself as Petipa’s rival.98 When Fedorov died in 1879, his
responsibilities were split between two individuals: Nikolai Lukashevich was put in charge of
the repertoire division; Alexander Frolov was appointed director of the Theatre School and in
1882 was also put in charge of the ballet company.99 Frolov, like many high functionaries, had
been a professional soldier (a colonel). He imposed a pseudo-military regime at the school,
requiring the boys to do drills and adopt a military comportment.100 Meanwhile, further down
the ballet hierarchy was the régisseur (Ivan Marcel during Gedeonov’s time). As company
manager, the régisseur was responsible for all communication between the directorate and the
dancers, for scheduling rehearsals, for discipline, and for the accounts.101After distinguished
service in the Horse Guards, Gedeonov had begun his civil career in Moscow, where he
worked in the Armoury Museum before becoming director of Moscow’s Italian opera. The
gutter press alleged that he owed his progress to his beautiful wife. In 1833 he was appointed
as director of the Imperial Theatres in St Petersburg and was, according to the memoirs of the
actor Petr Karatygin, a welcome contrast to his predecessor, the lofty, inaccessible prince
Gagarin. It was Gedeonov who initiated and oversaw the relocation in 1836 of the theatre
school, the directorate offices, the music office, and wardrobe to Theatre (Rossi) Street. At the
end of the 1830s he would forever earn the gratitude of long-serving theatre artists for
successfully campaigning to have them considered as members of the intelligentsia, eligible for
certain civil privileges.102 Less impressive was his financial inconsistency. He had successfully
pushed for a substantially bigger budget but always showed a deficit at the end of each
financial year. He would spend a profligate 10,000 roubles without any visible benefits, and
then refuse a few hundred to meet real necessities.103 Maybe it was this that pushed him from
office because it can’t have been his firm support of the imperial cultural autocracy. This
political conservatism was evidenced by the proceedings of a committee which the minister
Adlerberg had set up in 1856 to find ways of reducing the deficits. While one or more members
of the committee had argued for a liberalized structure which, as in most European countries,
would give substantial place to private theatres, Gedeonov had voiced his opposition. He had
emphasized the need to keep the tightly controlling status quo where the morality expressed
on theatre stages was in keeping with the aims of the government. And since this was also the
view of Adlerberg and the new emperor Alexander II, the monopoly continued as
before.104But if Gedeonov was a hardline conservative, he was also personally benign. Petipa
gives an affectionate description of his character, echoing other accounts: ‘Gedeonov was an
extremely kind man, but affected an air of severity; we nicknamed him the “grumbler-
benefactor”.’105 He describes an evening at Mlle Mila’s house after a performance during
which Petipa had angered Gedeonov with what Gedeonov considered indecorous poses.
Forced to play a game of chess with Gedeonov, he deliberately lost to put him in a better
mood.106 This chimes with the detailed portrait painted by Karatygin of a complex character,
woven out of contradictions. Wilful to the point of childishness, he was an inveterate card player
who always had to win. Ridiculously indulgent towards some, towards others he could be



unreasonably harsh. His contrariness was so well known that employees would sometimes
cunningly exploit it, such as the actor who, very keen to accept an invitation from the Moscow
troupe but needing Gedeonov’s go-ahead, came to Gedeonov with a long face and the news
that—alas!—Moscow was insisting on his transfer. ‘So you don’t want to go?’ asked Gedeonov.
‘No, Your Excellency,’ was the answer. ‘Well, you will go; we don’t have any need of you
here.’107Towards the female pupils of the theatre school, Gedeonov was a genuine father, the
concerned guardian of an enclosed, segregated world that was raging with teenage hormones.
This world was irresistible to the equally ardent young men on the outside, junior hussars
circling around like wasps. ‘Silly girl’, he would say to an enamoured pupil, planning to marry
after graduation. ‘Well, he has nothing, apart from debts and gold braid; he’ll ditch you after a
month. Spit on him!’108 Karatygin remembers how, while visiting Gedeonov’s sons to play
billiards, Gedeonov arrived fuming from a performance, because he had spotted an older pupil,
Pimenova, throwing a smile ‘without ceremony’ from the stage not at ‘a respectable person’ but
at ‘X.X. who hasn’t a farthing to his name’.109He seems to have adopted the same
paternalistic attitude towards the young Petipa, as suggested by an extended rigmarole when
Petipa got himself in debt. He had arrived for the first time in Russia with a new pair of silk
trousers from a tailor, M. Milon, plus costumes from the Paris Opera’s costumier M. Nonnon.
(The latter’s bill specifies a green velvet doublet with white satin shirt for Giselle and a hussar’s
jacket and trousers, presumably for Paquita.) Citing the ‘colossal amounts’ he had to repay for
his departure from Spain (almost certainly true), he had promised both suppliers to pay them in
September. But letter after letter shows him pushing back the deadlines, until a year later Milon
threatened to take action. ‘I was very surprised to read that you were proposing to write to the
general [Gedeonov], my director, to ask for the sum I owe you,’ Petipa answered. ‘I believe that
if you do this, the general will tear up your letter and that he himself does not have the power to
hold back my pay and also that I know him to be too kindly to ever do this.’110 A further two
years on, Milon did write to Gedeonov, as did Nonnon, enclosing their bills plus (in Milon’s
case) interest for three years. Since it was not unusual for artists to supply their own costumes,
it begs the question of why Petipa did not follow the established procedure of claiming
reimbursement from the directorate.111 Perhaps he simply did not know he should do this.
Either way, it would seem that the costumier Nonnon was paid. Perhaps also the directorate
came to an agreement with Petipa to dock the money from his salary for Milon’s trousers. They
certainly did this for further debts incurred with a Moscow tailor not long after and the jeweller
Fabergé in 1853.112During his sixty years in Russia, Petipa would see many ministers and
directors come and go, as well as four emperors. He served under Nicholas I, Alexander II,
Alexander III, and Nicholas II. Directly below the emperor, head of the Imperial Theatres, was
the minister of the Imperial Court, whose ministry, founded in 1826, held the Imperial Theatres’
purse strings. There was a succession of five ministers during Petipa’s time: Prince Petr
Volkonsky (brother-in-law of the famous Decembrist Prince Sergei Volkonsky), Count Vladimir
Adlerberg, Count Alexander Adlerberg (Vladimir’s son), Count Illarion Vorontsov-Dashkov, and
Baron Vladimir Fredericks.113 Under the minister of the Imperial Court was the director of the
Imperial Theatres, whose remit was the administration of the Imperial Theatres of St
Petersburg and usually Moscow as well. Petipa worked for eight such directors. First, Alexander
Gedeonov, then the following: Andrei Saburov, Count Alexander Borkh, Stepan Gedeonov (son
of Alexander), Baron Karl Kister, Ivan Vsevolozhsky, Prince Sergei Volkonsky (grandson of the
Decembrist), and finally Vladimir Teliakovsky. (For dates, see the Chain of Command
appendix.) Working relationships were obviously crucial, since it was to the director that the
first ballet master had to turn for approval of planned ballets and changes in personnel.



Conversely the director would often initiate ballet projects and appointments and would act as
the conduit for imperial wishes.114 However, the bureaucratic hierarchy was extensive and, as
seen earlier, the influential position held by Pavel Fedorov meant that the picture in practice
could be more complicated.On his retirement Gedeonov left for Paris, where he died in 1867.
His successor Andrei Saburov ‘did not know his business at all, and fulfilled his obligations very
carelessly’.115 When in Moscow, he would spend his nights playing cards in the English Club,
cards being his only common ground with Gedeonov. Narrow-minded, ungracious, and short-
tempered, he preferred to leave the daily business of management to his assistant.116 He had
taken against Perrot from the start, showed little tolerance for his absences, and, given that
Perrot had earlier failed to initiate the renewal of his contract, was able, on 1 December 1860,
to terminate his services.117Saburov had already taken the precaution the previous year of
drawing up a contract with Arthur Saint-Léon, to run from 1 September 1859 to 27 May 1860,
officially as ballet master in Moscow, but with the stated requirement to stage ballets in both
capitals. Saint-Léon’s common-law wife, the dancer Louise Fleury, signed the contact on his
behalf in Paris on 2 July 1859.118 On 13 September 1859, Saint-Léon premiered his staging
of Mazilier’s Jovita in Saint Petersburg, with a new guest ballerina, Carolina Rosati, who had
created the title role in Paris six years earlier. The new power structure was now taking shape.
Although three years younger than Petipa, Saint-Léon was a ballet master of international
repute; he had spent 1850 to 1853 as the Paris Opera’s first ballet master and he had already
been introduced to St Petersburg audiences through two productions staged by Perrot—La
Vivandière or The Sutler (Markitantka) in 1855 and La Fille de marbre or The Girl of Marble
(Mramornaia krasavitsa) in 1856, both with their original ballerina, Cerrito. If Petipa had
harboured secret ambitions to succeed Perrot he must also have known that he lacked the
choreographic back-catalogue expected for such a distinguished appointment.Perrot would
have a huge influence on Petipa’s own creativity. Petipa was able to watch the master at close
quarters and admired him right to the end of his own life. He ensured that Perrot’s most
impressive ballets—Catarina, Faust, The Naiad and the Fisherman, Esmeralda, Giselle—were
preserved for many years and if Esmeralda and Giselle survive to this day, it is entirely thanks
to Petipa and the Imperial Ballet. They kept these works alive while the rest of Europe allowed
Perrot’s ballets to fall into oblivion. Sensitive to changing fashions and the individual demands
of performers, Petipa made alterations, especially additions, but he always strove as far as
possible to leave the original choreography intact.4Looking Back, Moving ForwardFor three
years now I have been of great service to the administration of the Imperial Theatres as a
creator of ballets and divertissements, without ever receiving any reward or compensation for
all the efforts and tiring exertions I put myself through. [. . .] I have the honour to bring again to
the attention of Your Excellency that I am employed only as premier danseur, mime, and dance
teacher at the School of the Imperial Theatres. I am therefore approaching Your Excellency
with a request for a recompense for all my efforts in fulfilling the work of ballet master.1Endings
and BeginningsThe year before the end of the Crimean War, Jean Petipa died. Perrot, as first
ballet master, fellow-expatriate, and friend, gave the address at his graveside in the Volkovo
Lutheran Cemetery (Volkovskoe liuteranskoe kladbishche), the resting place for faiths other
than the Russian Orthodox Church.2 Marius’s younger brother Jean Claude Tonnerre (also
known as Jean) would later be buried there, as would Marius’s daughter Evgenia (Eugénie)—
and Marius himself, initially. Although close to the city centre, the Volkovo Lutheran Cemetery is
somewhat overgrown today and Jean Claude Tonnerre’s tombstone no longer exists. Jean’s,
however, is an imposing block of granite with a cross on top and a simple inscription in French:
‘Here lies/A much-loved father/Jean Antoine Petipa/Died on 16 Jul 1855 at the age of sixty-



eight.’3As well as being a ballet master and mime artist, Jean was remembered with affection
as a teacher, when he took charge of the senior boys’ class at the Theatre School. The
younger boys were taught by Alexander Pimenov, a martinet who shouted and hit them with a
stick. (One day he actually caused an injury, so that first the stick disappeared, then the man
himself.) Jean Petipa, according to a former student, AlCTEander Sokolov, produced a sharp
contrast: ‘Of medium height, agile, vivacious, with gentle and elegant manners, kind to the
point of self-effacement, he was worshipped by the pupils.’4 Another former pupil of the school,
Anna Natarova, assesses his importance: ‘With Petipa a new school of dance was introduced,
and attention was paid to mime. Petipa père was a very fine actor-mimCRà’5Jean was part of a
fresh cohort of teachers which pulled the school out of the slump in which it had languished for
too long. Marius seems to have been one of these from the start, even though he was not
designated as a teacher by his contract. Daria Richard (Zina’s mother) was another, joining in
1848, the same time as Eugène Huguet, a Frenchman, employed by the Imperial Theatres as
a premier danseur. He taught a class that was exclusively for the best girls, those destined to
be soloists, among whom was Marfa Muraveva.6Assuming he attended the single
performance, Jean lived to see what is probably Marius’s earliest stand-alone composition in
Russia, an uncredited divertissement of Spanish dances. Called The Star of Granada (Zvezda
Granady), it featured Maria Surovshchikova and formed the finale of a benefit performance for
the French actress Mila at the Mikhailovsky Theatre on 22 January 1855. It was not the first
time Surovshchikova had performed Spanish dances under Petipa’s guidance: already, for
Petipa’s benefit in 1853, she had danced a gallegada with Petipa, Perrot, and Anna
Prikhunova.7 However, according to the reviewer Fedor Koni, The Star of Granada divided
opinion: some were unquestioningly delighted; others thought that she danced too
authentically, as would ‘the people on the streets of Grenada, Seville, and Madrid’, without
taking care to show ‘that French grace which the St Petersburg public had come to expect in
ballets’.8 It would seem that Marius had indeed observed folk dancers closely during his time
in Spain. St Petersburgers evidently expected a ‘ballet-ization’ of folk dance, a subject this
study will return to.Jean also lived to see his son’s marriage. Marius had Perrot to thank for
bringing Maria Surovshchikova to his notice: it was Perrot who, as a teacher of the school’s
senior girls, had chosen the best pupil to play Martha, a new ingenue role he was creating for
his Russian staging of Faust. Petipa was the company’s leading male dancer, the stage partner
of the top ballerinas of the day; he was also thirty-six-years old, slim and pleasant-looking,
much-travelled, glamorously French, and with an eye for a pretty girl. Drawn to the enchanting
student, who was exactly half his age, he would find pretexts to stay on at the school, and
everyone saw how he would kiss her hands. She must have been impressed by him on many
levels. Being a boarder, there was no way she would be allowed to meet him on the outside;
but flirting in the school, at least in this case, was tolerated, the staff turning a blind
eye.9Surovshchikova was one of seven girls who graduated in March 1854, the only one to be
accepted into the company directly as a soloist, starting 3 April with a yearly salary of 500
roubles. According to the rules, she would have to serve ten years in the company, counting
from when she turned sixteen in 1852. The couple now being free to marry, on 15 May 1854
Petipa applied for permission to do this without relinquishing his French citizenship. To support
the request, Perrot and Jean Petipa provided written testimonials that Petipa was a bachelor,
which he was; it would probably have been irrelevant for them to mention that he had a seven-
year-old son, Marius, born in St Petersburg from a relationship with Marie-Thérèse Bourdenne,
a milliner who died in 1855.10 Although a special dispensation allowed him to retain his French
citizenship, he, a Roman Catholic, had to undertake to raise all future children in the Russian



Orthodox faith. He also had to provide a written assurance that he would observe a rule of ten
years’ service in parallel with his wife.11 Conversely, marriage to Marius meant that Maria
would receive French citizenship, as would any children.12The marriage certificate is dated 28
June 1854, but the religious ceremony took place on 4 July, first in the Trinity Church
(Troitskaia tserkov), which was linked to the Imperial Theatres, then in the Roman Catholic
Church of St Catherine (Sviataia Ekaterina) on Nevsky Prospect.13 Those present included
Jean Petipa, Maria’s mother, Agrippina (née Belavina), and Agrippina’s own new husband
Mikhail Bekker, a former dancer with the Imperial Ballet and now a teacher at the theatre
school. Under normal times, this being the summer vacation, the spouses would have visited
Marius’s family in Paris, but the Crimean War had closed the borders.14Jean Petipa,
PaterfamiliasPerhaps it was only appropriate that Jean Petipa, who had travelled so widely for
work, should be buried far from home. In life, he had been a ballet master of international
repute and the attentive father of six children, three of whom—Lucien, Marius, Victorine—
became successful theatre artists.Little is known about his origins. Being singularly
appropriate, the name Petipa, a homonym of petit pas (small step), might seem to be a stage
name. But variously spelt—Petipa, Petipas, Petitpas—it does crop up nationally and,
additionally, in the annals of the Paris Opera. A singer-actress Mademoiselle Petitpas, the
daughter of a locksmith, charmed audiences before an early death in 1739 and, more recently,
Jean Petitpas sang in Tristan and Isolde from 1949 to 1951.15 Neither, however, seems to
have been related to Marius’s family.Jean Antoine Nicolas Petipa, Marius’s father, was,
according to one source, the child of a shoemaker.16 Jean François Petipa and his wife Marie
Suzanne Le Beau had three children, of whom Jean was the eldest, born in Paris on 16
February 1787. He was a pupil at the ballet school of the Paris Opera and, aged eight,
appeared among the zephyrs and cupids in a revival of Psyché, a ballet by Pierre Gardel. In
1799 his father Citizen Petipa (‘le Citoyen Petitpas [sic]’) wrote to the ‘Citoyen Ministre’ of the
Interior asking that Jean be accorded leave for one year to appear with other companies and
thereby earn the extra money needed by the struggling family. (It is not known if the petition
was successful.)17Later, Jean joined a touring troupe headed by Filippo Taglioni. In 1810 this
settled in Kassel, the capital of Westphalia, before being dispersed by the rumblings of
Napoleon’s Russian campaign two years later. The 1813–1814 season found Jean with the
Lyons ballet; then he was in Hamburg, with the Théâtre-Français, a small troupe founded by
Crown Prince Charles of Sweden. The Théâtre-Français appeared in Brussels for six weeks
from 15 September 1814. The repertoire was extensive and all but one of the ballets were
staged by Jean, among them Pierre Gardel’s La Dansomanie and Psyché, renamed Psyché et
l’Amour. After Brussels, the company appeared in Ghent for a few performances and then
moved to Paris, becoming part of the Théâtre de la Porte-Saint-Martin which, after a seven-
year closure, had reopened on 26 December 1814 under the Bourbon Restoration.18 Jean, a
premier danseur in the ballet company, staged two mime presentations (pantomimes) in 1815.
He also met a young actress there, Victorine Morel or Maurel, whose stage name Grassau
(also that of her sister Lucile, another actress) was her mother’s maiden name. Some sources
say she was born in Lyons around 1794, others in the former French colony of Saint-Domingue
(now Haiti). They married on 20 April 1815 at the Saint-Laurent church in the tenth
arrondissement and that autumn left for Marseilles, where both spouses had found
employment: Jean as premier danseur of the ‘serious and demi-caractère genre’ and the
twenty-one-year-old Victorine, now using the name Petipa, as an actress specializing in ‘very
young leads, romantic characters’.19 The ballet company, led by the ballet master Monsieur
Roger, had eleven dancers, more or less equally divided between men and women; the drama



company had about twenty-four actors.20 The Marseilles opera house, built in 1787, was the
second biggest regional theatre after Bordeaux. It survives to this day, although a fire
destroyed much of the interior in 1919 and it was rebuilt using the original external walls and
colonnade. The Petipas’ first child Joseph Lucien (born 22 December 1815) was followed by
Élisabeth Marianne (18 December 1816).Monsieur Roger was soon replaced by Jean as ballet
master. In 1817 he staged a well-received version of Jean-Baptiste Blache’s The Birth of Venus
and Love (La Naissance de Vénus et de l’amour); and it was during a rehearsal of this ballet on
11 March 1818 that Victor Marius Alphonse Petipa was born.21 He arrived, with characteristic
morning punctuality at nine o’clock, in the Petipa home at 6 rue Dumarsais, a narrow street just
a few minutes from the opera house.22And so from the start Jean seems to have been a
leader, with singular energy and ambition, and a prolific creative drive. Despite three very
young children, he accepted an invitation from the ballet master Eugène Hus to move as
premier danseur to Brussels. Hus had revived the city’s ballet company and was in need of
further recruits; moreover, Victorine could also find employment there, playing young leads or
‘ingenuous’ characters (jeunes premières, ingenuités).23 In April 1819, the Petipas left
Marseilles in a specially hired coach, since rail travel had yet to be commercialized, and arrived
after several days. Among the other newcomers were: Marie Lesueur (première danseuse),
also newly arrived from Marseilles, and Jean-Baptiste Desplaces (deuxième danseur), from the
Théâtre de la Porte-Saint-Martin.24 As shown by the Almanach royal of 1820, the ballet had
six other soloists and a corps de ballet of eight men and ten women.25 Together with Lesueur
and Desplaces, Jean made his Brussels debut on 20 May 1819 in Hus’s staging of a three-act
ballet-pantomime by Jean-Baptiste Blache, Almaviva et Rosine. Five days later, the new
Théâtre-Royal de Bruxelles (also called the Théâtre de La Monnaie) was opened on the Place
de La Monnaie, where it still stands today.26 The inaugurating performance, The Cairo
Caravan (La Caravane du Caire), an opera by André Grétry, finished with a divertissement
choreographed by Jean, now named first ballet master to replace Hus who was cutting back
his theatre duties, although still performing mime or father roles. The following morning the
newspaper L’Oracle reported that the dances had delighted the audience with their
charm.27From then on, as ballet master, the hard-working Jean was responsible for the
staging of a large quantity of ballets. His first complete creation for Brussels, just four months
after his arrival, was the one-act The Fair, or the Village Fête (La Kermesse, ou la Fête
villageoise) on 1 September 1819. It was, according to the Belgian dance historian Jean-
Philippe Van Aelbrouck, a flop, but that didn’t deter him.28 Other ballets and dances for opera-
ballets followed in quick succession, both original creations and stagings of existing works.
Among these were: Les Bayadères (1820), a three-act opera-ballet by Charles-Simon Catel
created in 1810 with choreography by Pierre Gardel; The Swiss Milkmaid (1824), after Titus’s
version; Jean’s two-act composition Frisac, or the Double Wedding (Frisac, ou la Double Noce,
1825), a shortened version of which would be staged by Marius in St Petersburg; and Jean’s
The Small Danaïdes [butterflies], or Ninety-Nine Victims (Les Petites Danaïdes, ou Quatre-
vingt-dix-neuf victimes, 1828), based on a vaudeville entertainment at the Théâtre de la Porte-
Saint-Martin. He also produced Frédéric Blache’s Jocko ou le Singe du Brésil (1826), the ballet
which would feature in his New York season; and The Sleeping Beauty (La Belle au bois
dormant), a ballet-pantomime-féerie in four acts, with a libretto by Eugène Scribe, music by
Ferdinand Hérold, and choreography by Jean Aumer, premiered at the Paris Opera on 27 April
1829 and staged by Jean in Brussels on 31 August the same year.29 By the end of the 1820s
the repertoire had twenty-eight ballets, half by Jean Petipa either fully or partially. The creation
and maintenance of such a repertoire demanded great knowledge, experience, and work. Of



the ballets created by other choreographers, some were probably left largely unchanged,
others might be substantially revised, possibly with different music.30 He would have to have
done all this from memory, aided by notes, in the same way that Titus brought Giselle from
Paris to St Petersburg.Opinions about Jean were mostly positive. The Almanach des
spectacles pour l’an 1822 referred to ‘M. Petipa, a nimble and graceful dancer, whom we have
seen at the Théâtre de la Porte-Saint-Martin: he directs the ballet with much good taste and
intelligence.’31 Reviewing Cinderella on 16 May 1824 the Almanach théâtral wrote: ‘Cinderella,
the ballet, was a real pleasure, and although it is often shown, it is always given the same
reception. M. Petipa, whose zeal and talent are tireless, has staged this work with all the taste
and freshness we could wish for.’32 When age encouraged him to give up dancing roles, his
talent as a mime was singled out.33 He seems to have set his aims high as a ballet master: his
efforts to drive up standards and maintain a large repertoire, together with the calibre of the
leading ballerina Mlle Lesueur, all this elevated the company’s standing. Even the sometimes
caustic writer of L’Aristarque des spectacles claimed that ‘our ballet is, indisputably, the best of
any town of France,’ although he accepted he should exclude the Paris Opera company, ‘the
finest there is in European dance.’34 (Brussels at that time was claimed by the French and the
Dutch.) The same writer, while on an earlier occasion critical of both the corps de ballet and
Jean’s choreography, described the company in September 1824 as ‘well structured, well
organized, well run, and it performs without interruption; everybody makes progress; and from
the lowest corps de ballet member who earns only thirty francs a month, right up to the
principals who earn fifty francs a day, everyone seeks to be noticed by their talent and zeal.’35
The Théâtre de la Monnaie was therefore considered a flourishing centre of the performing
arts, an important destination for guest celebrities, among them, the great dancer Auguste
Vestris, the French tenor Adolphe Nourrit, and François-Joseph Talma, the most famous
French tragic actor of his time.36 A friend of Napoleon Bonaparte and the painter Jacques-
Louis David, Talma was also, according to Marius’s memoirs, godfather to Lucien.37 At his
death in 1826 the Monnaie staged a Hommage à la mémoire de Talma, a composite of
dialogue, music, and dances, with Jean responsible for the dances and tableaux
emblématiques.This then was Marius’s upbringing: his parents’ friends were actors, dancers,
singers; his father had a long experience of the ballet repertoire, its performers, its teaching.
From Jean, Marius acquired the genes and examples of hard work and ambition that would
shape his own life.
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Ivy Lin, “Marius Petipa biography reveals the man behind the ballets. Petipa, Petipa, Petipa. His
name has become almost synonymous with classical ballet. The French ballet master spent
over 60 years in Russia, first as a dancer and then of course as a ballet master. During that
time he created, partially choreographed or revised so many of the full-length classics that still
make up the backbone of ballet repertoire: Yet until now there hasn't been a comprehensive
biography of the man's life. Now, thanks to Nadine Meisner's exhaustively researched
biography, we finally know can understand Petipa the man AND are given a priceless snapshot
into pre-Revolution Imperial Ballet.Meisner relies on diaries, newspaper articles,
autobiographies, pictures, and other primary sources to piece together Petipa's long life. What
she unearths is not necessarily a flattering picture of the grand ballet master. In the book's
most harrowing passage Meisner presents a hair-curling legal complaint Maria Petipa filed
against her husband for physical abuse. Even by 19th century standards the abuse sounds
egregious -- according to Maria Petipa, Marius routinely isolated her from her friends,
destroyed her belongings, attacked her by choking and spitting on her, locked her in the
bedroom and beat her unconscious, and beat her in front of her children and servants. Maria
Petipa cites specific witnesses to the abuse who could presumably vouch for the veracity of her
claims. This abuse is chillingly familiar -- it so describes the escalating physical abuse of many
domestic violence victims. Meisner simply presents the evidence but does not comment on
it.This is one weakness of the book -- despite the exhaustive and scrupulous research,
Meisner is often content to just describe and report. As a result there is sometimes a dry,
encyclopedic quality to the work. Meisner takes great care to describe the synopsis of each of
Petipa's big ballets, from his first big success (The Pharoah's Daughter in 1862) to the final
failure (The Magic Mirror in 1903). However the book is surprisingly light on any analysis about
Petipa's actual choreography. We learn about the stories, the dancers, the sets, the costumes,
the reviews. There is a priceless picture section which shows the original set designs and
costumes of so many ballets. Yet there's no section that describes, for instance, why Petipa's
choreography for the Kingdom of the Shades in La Bayadere is so hypnotic.What Meisner does
do is chronicle the company politics of the Imperial Ballet that were so full of intrigues,
pettiness, and backstabbing that movies like Black Swan and The Red Shoes seem warm and
cuddly in comparison. Mathilde Kschessinsakaya comes across as completely ruthless -- she



appealed to the Tsar if the smallest of her whims was not satisfied. When Petipa did not make
a congratulatory speech for her father's fiftieth anniversary benefit in 1903 Kschessinskaya
took revenge by revealing the "gifts"/bribes she had given Petipa throughout her career. Petipa
in his diaries called her a "swine" for the way she monopolized roles and went over his head in
matters of casting.Petipa as an old man had to live on a tight budget and became bitter about
the future of ballet. About Serge Diaghilev's successes in Paris he had this to say: "When I
hear about the victory of Russian ballet abroad, my heart weeks ... Everything I cared for and
nurtured over the years, is going through its death throes."History has of course taken a
different view. Today ballets like Sleeping Beauty are still the backbone of most ballet
companies. Choreographers like Alexei Ratmansky and the late Sergei Vikharev have
attempted to restore much of what has been lost, deleted, or altered throughout the years with
their reconstruction of Petipa ballets like Sleeping Beauty and La Bayadere. Choreographers
like George Balanchine often expressed how indebted they were to Petipa. And Nadine
Meisner's comprehensive biography has finally pulled the curtain to reveal the man behind the
ballets.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “For ballet fans this book is worth having on your reference shelf. The
book is very detailed and has extensive notes, bibliography and index so specific aspects of
Petipa's life are easily found.”

duckling, “?. Fine book, slow delivery.”

Diandri, “Long overdue Biog finally here. A thorough biography of Petipa is very long overdue &
I'm pleased to say what I've read so far it has been worth the wait.”

G. M. Lusignan, “Well worth the effort!. Nadine Meisner’s admiration of Marius Petipa is all but
boundless, and with good reason. It is simply impossible to have any serious discussion of
ballet without his name cropping up in conversation. Whether alone or adapting the work of
others, he is responsible for creating many of the ballets in the classical canon, including: A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, La Bayadère, Giselle, Coppélia, The Sleeping Beauty, Swan Lake
and Raymonda.The book is extremely well researched, and the appendix listing the ballets that
Petipa worked on, their composers, casts and dates of premiere will be invaluable to
researchers. Petipa has long cried out for just such a treatment. Unhappily, the author has
found out more about him than he would have cared to have people know, and I would have
liked to see her take a more severe and critical attitude towards him when warranted.She finds
herself in the same awkward position as many modern philosophers who greatly admire the
work of Heidegger and yet can’t get past his wartime involvement with the Nazis. In both
cases, these men left a great public legacy. In Petipa’s, however, the author uncovers evidence
that he was an undoubted swine in his private life.For example, on page 51, we learn that,
while in Madrid in 1844, contemporary newspaper accounts have him fighting a duel with a
certain Count de Gabriac. The Count’s pistol misfired and Petipa, after gallantly suggesting
that the Count reload, then took careful aim and shattered his opponent’s jaw. Our author
admits that this puts her hero in “… a highly unflattering light; one can only hope that there are
journalistic distortions or that, in the anxious drama of the moment, there was a
misunderstanding about whose turn it was to shoot.”But there is much worse to come.Under
the heading ‘A Marriage at War,’ (pp. 124-127) Meisner reproduces the text of a complaint
lodged by Petipa’s first wife with the procurator of the St. Petersburg district court on 18
February 1867, which no amount of charitable interpretation can explain away. It is abundantly



clear that Mme Petipa, backed up by witnesses, complains that she was the victim of almost
constant physical and emotional abuse during their ten-year marriage. Her allegations are
painful to read, were taken seriously by the authorities, and Petipa faced prison. In the end the
matter was settled out of court. One day of abuse is too much, but ten years??And now, to
change the subject entirely, in the matter of end-notes, Meisner’s motto appears to have been
Let There Be No Stint, and she provides no fewer than 1,637 notes spread out over 120 pages
of text. And yet … on page 238, she observes laconically “… on 6 November [1893]
Tchaikovsky died suddenly, a victim of cholera …” The word ‘controversial’ does not begin to
describe the circumstances of the composer’s death and our author passes over it in silence.I
also want to register an annoyance at the inconsistent transliteration of Russian names in this
book. Throughout the text, for example, Tchaikovsky’s name is given as I have just spelled it;
but in the end-notes, it’s spelled ‘Chaikovskii’ for reasons that are not clear. The same is true of
several other names. Given that this book issues from the highly prestigious Oxford University
Press, it can expect to be held to a higher level of accountability than ordinary publishing
houses.The above concerns notwithstanding, this is a book that sheds much needed light on
the highly dubious character, the fascinating man, and his brilliant career. I highly recommend
it.”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Espléndida biografía. Uno de los mejores textos en español sobre la
figura del más grande coreografo de ballet del siglo XIX, todavia de actualidad en los grandes
teatros y las grandes y pequeñas compañías de ballet.”

Alejandra, “Una excelente compra. Es un libro muy interesante sobre la vida y obra de Petipa.
Si eres amante del ballet y te gusta profundizar en temas biográficos, este libro tiene el
contexto ideal. Muy recomendable.”

Roberta A., “Biografia di Marius Petipa. Testo importante e completo su Petipa e il balletto
russo”

The book by Glenn Alterman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 38 people have provided feedback.
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